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Abstract 

The thesis is an examination of the prose part of the UpadesascThasri, a non-commentarial 

work of Sahkaracarya (8 century CE). The introduction deals with several issues 

concerning the structure and content of the text itself, as well as a critique of the manner 

in which the text has been interpreted by recent researchers. The main body of the thesis 

is sectioned according to an eight-fold therapeutic model of interpretation suggested by 

Vetter (1979). The thesis concludes with an examination of the three-fold discipline of 

sravana, manana, and nididhyasana, as viewed by the Vedantic tradition. The complete 

text of the prose part (gadya-prabandha) of the Upadesusahasr/xn Roman script follows 

the thesis. 
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Resume 

L'objectif de cette these est d'explorer la problematique autour de I'Upadesdsahasrf, un 

texte en prose de Sahkaracarya du VHIe siecle. L'introduction de la these est consacree a 

quelques questions ayant rapport a la structure et au contenu du texte lui-meme, ainsi 

qu'un compte rendu de quelques strategies d'interpretation recentes liees a ce texte. La 

these est divisee en huit chapitres suivant un modele therapeutique d'interpretation 

propose par Vetter (1979). Elle se termine par un examen de la triple discipline de 

sravana, manana, et nididhyasana selon la tradition vedantique. Le texte complet de la 

partie en prose (gadya-prabandha) de I'UpadesasahasrT se trouve en annexe. 
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Introduction: 

The Upadesusdiasr/C which could be rendered in English as "A Thousand 

Teachings" consists of two parts: a metrical part (padya-prabandha = USP) composed 

of nineteen chapters (prakarana), and a prose part (gadya-prabandha = USG) which is 

made up of three individual chapters. The title suggests that the combined text consists 

of a thousand didactic verses, but the metrical part is made up of 671 verses (according 

to the extant manuscripts). Mayeda (1973) brings the total number of verses up to 1047, 

since he recalculates the prose part as if it were in Aoka form, thus the prose part being 

hypothetically composed of 376 slokas (counting thirty-two syllables to a sloka). 

The different chapters of the metrical part are arranged—with the exception of 

the first prakarana which has 26 verses, and the last prakarana which has 28 verses—in 

ascending order of the number of verses. Thus, the second prakarana is made up of four 

verses, while the eighteenth prakarana—which is the often quoted "Tattvamasi-

prakarana" is composed of 230 verses. It may be noted here that each individual 

prakarana of the metrical part is complete in its contents and has no close connection 

with any other prakarana. Mayeda (1973) suggests that the each prakarana of the 

metrical part of the Upadesastihasrfvvas originally composed independently, i.e., at a 

different time by Sankara. The metrical part was then edited later by a follower (or 

followers)—or even by Sankara himself. Mayeda states that it appears more likely that 

the work was edited by followers, due to the "somewhat mechanical manner"1 of 

compiling the individual prakaranas in terms of ascending number of verses. 

The prose part of the Upadesasctiasrf'xs composed of three prakaranas: firstly, 

the sisyapratibodha-prakarana (USG 1.1-44: translated by Mayeda as "How to enlighten 

the pupil"); secondly, the avagati-prakarana (USG 11.45-111: "Awareness"); and 

thirdly, the parisamkhyana-prakarana (USG III. 112-116: "parisamkhyana meditation"). 

If the prose part of the Upadesasahasrris also a compilation of three independent tracts 

composed at different times by Sankara, then it is most probable that the titles given to 

the individual prakaranas are also later additions. 



The Upadesusahasrf, is generally accepted to be an authentic work of 

Sahkaracarya, who by definition, is the author of the commentary on the Brahmasfttra 

of Badarayana. The authenticity of the Upadesasahasrfls assured due to the presence 

of quotations from the metrical part of the text by Suresvara in the Naiskarmyasiddhi, 

as well as by quotations from it in Bhaskara's commentary on the Bhagavadgdd. 

Since the Brahmasutrabhasya is by definition a work of Sankara, it is used as a 

standard to authenticate other independent non-commentarial texts, as well as 

commentarial works attributed to Sankara on sruti and smrti scriptural texts. This 

method has been developed in relatively recent times by Hacker (1950), who in his 

article: "Eigentiimlichkeiten der Lehre und Terminologie Sarikaras: Avidya, Namarupa, 

Maya, Isvara" attempts to define the manner in which certain essential concepts are 

employed (or are perhaps noticeably absent) by Sankara in his commentary on the 

Brahmas/7/ra, subsequently correlating their definition to other commentarial and non-

commentarial works attributed to Sankara for authentification purposes. 

This method was later adopted by Mayeda (1965), who used the doctrinal 

categories which Hacker suggested in order to prove that the Upadesascfhasr/"is indeed 

a genuine work of Sankara. In a later article, Hacker (1968) gives his stamp of 

approval of the conclusions of Mayeda's research on the authenticity issue of the 

Upadesasdhasrf, stating: "By the investigations of Sengaku Mayeda, who made use of 

my method,2 the authenticity of this work is proved." Western scholarship tends to 

generally praise the Hacker-Mayeda dual method of Sahkaran authentification, which 

is evident from comments such as the following by Malkovsky (2001): "The 

authenticity of the Upadesusahasrf has been convincingly argued by Mayeda, and it is 

the only independent non-commentarial treatise which has so far passed Hacker's 

method of authenticity." 

Indian scholarship, on the other hand, is a bit more reluctant to accept the 

ultimate validity of the authentification method developed by Hacker-Mayeda: "The 

criteria of Hacker and Mayeda are themselves unconvincing" states Pande (1994) in his 

work "Life and Thought of Sankardcclrya", since the Upadesusahasrf "hardly needs 

1 Mayeda's point is well taken, since creative minds do not work in a clerical manner. 
" emphasis added 



these tests—except perhaps for the verification of the tests themselves—because the 

text was apparently known to Suresvara in whom references to [the Upadesas</liasr/] 

may be seen." Pande goes on to say that the gadya-prabandha of the Upadesasahasrf'xs 

referred to in the VedcTntade.nka, which testifies to the authenticity of the prose part as 

well—which in any case, greatly resembles Sahkara's Brahmasutrabhasya. 

More recently, Sundaresan (2002), in his article, "What Determines Sahkara's 

Authorship?" also questions the value of the Hacker-Mayeda method to determine 

authorship of the very large and indefinite number of independent tracts which are 

attributed to Sankara, according to tradition Indian scholarship. According to Pande 

(1994)r'Kaviraj lists seventy-six prakaranas which are ascribed to 

"Govindabhagavatpada-sisya-Sahkara", while Upadhyaya accepts the authenticity of 

about thirty-nine independent tracts. Belvalkar believes that five prakaranas are 

authentic works, while Western scholarship rejects the authenticity of all the 

prakaranas—except of course, the Upadesasdhasrf—which "passes the test devised by 

Hacker and applied by Mayeda". Sundaresan pleads in favour of the authenticity of the 

Pa/lcikarana, an independent tract which is rejected by Mayeda (1992) on the basis of 

the original Hackerian judgement criteria. 

It should be mentioned here that Hacker is responsible for an excellent 

translation of the three prose parts of the Upadesasahasrf into German in his 1949 

volume: "Upadeshasahasrf: Unterweisung in der All-Einheits-Lehre der Inder von 

Meister Shankara: Gadyaprabandha oder das Buch in Prosa, aus dem Sanskrit 

ubersetzt und erldutert von Paul Hacker" (Bonn: Ludwig Rohrscheid Verlag). At the 

beginning of his career as an Indologist—as the Germanic tradition has it—Hacker was 

very much interested in Sahkaran authorship questions, and the translation of the 

gadya-prabandha of the Upadesasahasrf issued from this period of his indological 

interests. The translation is indeed a very fine one6, and it may be added here that 

3 Malkovsky(2001),p. 33. 
4 Pande (1994), p. 114. 
5 Ibid, p. 113. 
6 Hacker (1949) bases his translation of USG on two editions: the first, from volumes 3-5 of "Pandit" 
Benares (1868-1870) and the second being the edition by Hari Raghunath Bhagavat in the volume 
"Works of Shankarcharya, vol. IV, Minor Works", published in Poona in 1925, Hacker slates that his 
translation follows mainly the Poona edition. 



Mayeda (1979) certainly was of the same opinion, since his translation of the three 

prose parts of the Upademsc/liasrf closely resembles Hacker's original translation from 

the Sanskrit. Indeed, one may perhaps view Mayeda's contribution more as a translation 

from the German text, than from the original Sanskrit text. 

In Hacker's introduction to his translation of the USG (1949), he states that: "the 

three parts [of the Upadesasdhasrf-gadya-prabandha\, from the standpoint of the 

traditional practice of the Vedantic path to liberation, represent a coherent unity ("ein 

zusammenhangendes Ganzes")."7 Hacker justifies this by referring to the famous 

quotation from the Bjiiadara/ryakopanisad (II.4.5 = IV.5.6) which reads: 

"O, MaitreyT, it is the self that should be seen, heard of, reflected on and meditated 

upon} Verily, by the seeing of, by the hearing of, by the thinking of, by the understanding of 

the self, all this is known."y 

atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah maitreyi atmano va are darsanena 

sravanena matya vijhanenedarn sarvarn viditam 

Based on this famous quotation from Sahkara's beloved Upanisad , Hacker 

concludes that the three prose parts of the Upadesusahasrf were conceived as a single 

unified work structured after the three-fold discipline of sravana (hearing), manana 

(thinking about), and nididhyasana (contemplating); that is, the three Vedantic stages to 

attainment of final release (moksa). Mayeda (1965), in his article: "The Authenticity of 

the Upadesasahasri Ascribed to Sankara", supports Hacker's view that the three prose 

7 Hacker (1949), p. 8-9. 
x emphasis added 
'' Radhakrishnan (tr.) 1994, p. 197. 
'" It is generally considered that the Advaita Vedanta which Saiikara subscribed to and developed has the 
closest affinity to the atmology of Yajnavalkya in the Brhadaranyakopanisad. Sarikara*s commentary on 
this Upanisad is about two times more abundant than his commentary on the Chandogyopanisad, the 
other great Upanisad which is most esteemed by Badarayana in his Brahmasihra. Note that the word 
"atmology" which is here employed is an interesting lexical creation of the German Indologist P. Hacker. 



prakaranas of the Upadesasalxasrfaxt, in fact, a unified Gesamtkunstwerk, contributing 

several arguments of his own to this effect". 

Shortly thereafter, Hacker (1968) retracted his original position concerning the 

unity issue of the USG: "Die Upadesusahasrf'xsX. ja kein einheitliches Werk—ich halte 

sie fur eine Sammlung aller selbststiindigen Schriften des Sahkara-Bhagavatpada— 

diese sind zu verschiedenen Zeiten entstanden." 

That the three prose parts represent a compilation of three independent prose 

prakaranas, written at three different periods with three different goals in mind, seems 

to be a more valid point of view. It is probably the case that over time, Hacker became 

more and more aware of the broad spectrum of the world of ideas which Sankara drew 

from and incorporated into his Advaita Vedanta—from the Early Vedanta of the 

Brahmasatras, the legal and normative texts of the Dharmasfitras, the Samkhya-Yoga 

darsanas, the bhakti movement, not to forget the influence of the Gaudapadian sub-

school of Advaita Vedanta, which was greatly influenced by the contemporaneous 

Buddhist schools of thought, and looked admirably upon the various logical methods of 

the Dignaga-Dharmakirti tradition. Upon closer analysis of the three prose parts, 

Hacker was no longer willing to view the prose prakaranas of the Upades'asaliasrfas 

"simply" the gradual advancement of the pupil through the phases of sravana, manana 

and nididhyasana towards the attainment of liberation in the Advaitic scheme. 

In fact, when one looks at the long tradition of written testimony in India, one 

finds that the strategy of binding independent texts accounts for a substantial portion of 

the corpus of extant texts, be it the earlier sutra literature, or the later prakaranas in 

prose form. In the case of the prose prakaranas of the Upadesasaltarf, it would appear 

that the organising framework of the later "compilation strategy" is indeed a strategy 

based on the three-fold discipline of sravana, manana and nididhyasana. Among other 

collections (kosa) whose independent texts or verses (subhasita) fit this description, are 

the compilation of verses attributed to a single author (such as Bhartrhari) and there are 

'' Mayeda's own argument for the unity of the three prose prakaranas of the US are that the first of the 
three prakaranas opens with the word "atha" and the third ends with a repetition of the last word 
"vistarasah samlksatavyani samlksatavyani"—this of course, could simply represent a later accretion by 
the editor/compiler of the three individual tracts. 



several that utilise the purusarthas (such as the Tirukkural of the traditional Tamil 

literature) as an organising framework. By applying such organisational strategies, 

compilers—and not just authors—create texts, and these texts possess a form that 

shapes the ultimate meaning and reception of their component texts. 

As Vetter (1979) has convincingly pointed out, the individual prose prakaranas 

of the Upade.sust/liasr/ appear each to be associated with a different period in the life of 

Sankara, although certain problems of chronology concerning them—as well as the 

chronology of all the authentic commentarial works, for that matter—remain yet to be 

solved in a satisfactory manner. In fact, a lot of work of primary significance is yet to 

be done in the area of Sahkaran research., as for example, as Sundaresan (2002) 

remarks, in the form of the preparation and publication of critical editions of Sahkara's 

undisputed texts.1-

In this thesis, since it is considered that the gadya-prabandha of the 

Upadesusrfwsrf is most probably a compilation of three separate and independent 

tracts, it was decided not to adopt a methodology which would accentuate the concept 

of the three-fold discipline of sravana, manana and nididhyasana, even though it is true 

that scriptural testimony (sravana), logical argument (manana) and spiritual practice 

(nididhyasana) are extremely important issues in the Advaita Vedanta enterprise of 

Sankara. But there are also other topics which are of central importance, if one wishes 

to grasp the significance of Sahkara's path to liberating knowledge. For example, the 

concept of nescience (avidya) is of utmost importance in understanding the ways of the 

world, and is the key to both Sahkara's epistemological and metaphysical positions. 

In Tilmann Vetter's 1979 publication: "Studien zur Lehre and Entwicklung 

Sa/ikaras", a therapeutic model7' for textual interpretation of the Upade.susaliasrfxs 

presented which has definite affinities to the Four Noble Truths (ariyasaccam, Pali), 

which form the central conception of Buddhism: dukkha, samudaya, nirodha and 

magga. According to Vetter's method based on this therapeutic model, the following 

12 Sundaresan (2002), p. 25. 
11 Vetter (1979), p. 17. 



eight questions serve as a foundation for an analysis of the gadya-prabandha of the 

Upa c/esasd/iasrf: 

i. Should one be liberated?; and from what should one be liberated? 

ii. What is liberating knowledge based upon? 

iii. How can one be liberated? 

iv. What is the content of liberating knowledge? 

v. From what source(s) does the content of liberating knowledge come? 

vi. How should one mobilise this knowledge so that it may lead to 

liberation? 

vii. What are the requisites (and/or pre-requisites) for the attainment of this 

knowledge? 

The main body of this thesis is sectioned according to this eight-fold method 

which Vetter proposes, and it is a particularly useful framework, since Sankara was 

primarily concerned with questions involving the nature of the human suffering, and 

the possibility of obtaining release from samsara, even in this lifetime. Since both 

Indian and Western scholarship have often considered that Sankara advocated the 

notion of the three-fold discipline of sravana, manana, and nididhyasana, the thesis will 

included a section on the appearance of these three terms as they appear in the 

B/liadcTra/ryakopanisad, as well as by looking at some of the early interpretations of 

these three terms. It will then go on to look at Sahkara's somewhat ambiguous attitude 

toward sravana, manana and nididhyasana as a spiritual method, and conclude with the 

notion that it is scripture and reason acting together which plays a much more 

significant role in the Advaita Vedanta of Sankara. 

It may be noted here that the abbreviation "USG" will often be used in this 

thesis, and obviously refers to the three prose prakaranas (gadya-prabandha) of the 

Upadesasahasrf, followed by the roman numeral I, II or III, which indicates each of the 

14 As Vetter (1979) himself presents the eight questions, the first two are placed together. I have followed 
Vetter in this thesis by groupin them together in section i. 

7 



three individual prakaranas, followed by the section-passage number(s). When the 

metrical part is mentioned, the abbreviation "USP" (padya-prabandha) will be 

employed. Sahkara's name will be often employed in the thesis, but will not be 

abbreviated. References to the scriptures will be given in full, with no abbreviations. 

References to the secondary sources in the main body of text will mention the name of 

the author, followed by the date of publication of the article or book. When the 

secondary source appears in the footnotes, the same method will be employed, 

followed by the pagination. The bibliography gives complete information concerning 

the article or volume in question. 

It may be further noted that Mayeda's English language translation of the 

Upadesasd//as/-f(l919) has been employed in this thesis whenever the primary text is 

quoted (USG or USP). Sanskrit quotations from the primary text follow the 

Jagadananda edition (1970). 

8 



Section 1: Nescience (avidyd) as the root cause of samsara\ nescience as the matrix 

of all endeavour and its cessation 

In section 9 of USG I, the dialogue between teacher and pupil is opened with the 

following question which the teacher asks the pupil: "Who are you, my dearV 

(kastvamasi somyeti). This is the point of departure of a long journey which the pupil 

must undertake in order to realise that the kash'amasi may be transformed effortlessly 

into the tattx'amasi of the Chdndogyopanisad (VI,8,7), a state which, according to 

Vedantic beliefs, is the highest end of unconditioned spiritual freedom. It is the 

commonly accepted situation of subject-object polarity in human experience which 

Sankara holds to be that nescience (avidytf), which is the root cause of all samsaric 

suffering. In section 12 of USG I, the pupil informs the teacher that he is aware that he 

is caught in the "wheel of transmigratory existence" and seeks ultimate liberation 

(moksa): 

"The body is born, dies, is eaten by birds, turns into earth, is destroyed by weapons, fire 
and so forth, and suffers from disease and so on. I have entered this body as a bird enters a 
nest, by force of the merit and demerit accumulated by myself. Again and again by force of 
the merit and demerit, when this body, perishes, I shall enter another body as a bird enters 
another nest when its previous one has been destroyed. Thus I am in beginningless (anadi) 
transmigratory existence. I have been abandoning [old] bodies which have been obtained 
one after another in the spheres of gods, animals, men, and hells by force of my own 
karman and I have been getting other new bodies over and over again. I am forced by my 
own karman to rotate in the incessant cycle of birth and death as in a water-wheel. I have 
obtained this body in the course of time. I am tired of this rotation in the wheel of 
transmigratory existence, so I have come to you, Your Holiness, in order to end the rotation 
in the wheel of transmigratory existence."15 

According to Sankara, avidyd has two forms. From his commentary on the 

Brahmasutra, it becomes evident that there is a form of avidya which is the cause of 

rebirth and suffering, and secondly, there is another form of avidya which causes the 

appearance of the world, which is of cosmogonic proportion. In the above-quoted 

passage from USG I, it is obvious that Sankara is here referring to samsaric suffering— 

a form of avidya—which involves the false identification with certain limiting factors 

(upadhi) such as the body, the sense organs, the mind and so on. Samsara is considered 



to be a somewhat metaphysical entity, since it is termed to be beginningless in nature: 

"Thus I am in beginningless transmigratory existence", states the pupil in this section of 

USG I (evamevahamanadau samsare). It is significant to note that in the 

Upadesasdfiasrf, as in the Brahmasutrabhasya, anadi is used as an attribute of samsara, 

though this attribute is not applied to avidya. 

The pupil declares in the above passage that it is precisely transmigration which he 

seeks to overcome since he is weary of existence in time. The kind of samsara which 

Sankara is describing appears to consist of the cycle of works (karman) as the result of 

actions in previous existences, one's connection with the body, the experience of 

pleasure and pain, passion and aversion, actions (kriya) and finally, the duo of merit 

and demerit. Sankara is willing to raise samsara to a near metaphysical thing since he 

considers it to be a continuously recurring process of the performance of actions, and 

the experience of the fruit of action. In his commentary on Mu/idakopanisad 1.2, 

Sankara states that samsara is: "without beginning or end, and fit to be discarded by 

everyone, since it is of the nature of misery—when looked at in its entirety, it is of the 

nature of unbroken continuity like the flow of a river." 

In USG II, section 51, samsara is also described as possessing the characteristics 

of agency and experiencership (kartrtva-bhoktrtva-laksana). The pupil states: 

"My nature is transmigratory existence which is characterised by agency and experiencership, 
since it is known by perception and other means of knowledge (pratyaksadibhih pramanaih)" 

As shall be seen in section 2 of this thesis, it is of utmost significance that 

Sankara relegates pratyaksa to the realm of loka-vyavahara (conventional reality), and 

thus pratyaksa does not function as a valid source of knowledge (pramana) to arrive at 

ultimate truth. 

Sahkara's notion of samsara is reflected in the compound "avidya-kama-

karman" which he often employs in his writings; avidya causes kama (desire) from 

which karman (action) results. In Sahkara's introduction to many of the Upanisad 

15 As stated in the Introduction, the English translation of the Upadejusahasr/'tmploycd throughout the 
thesis is that of Mayeda, Sengaku (1979), A Thousand Teachings: The Upadesasaliasr/~ofSa//kara 
(Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press). 

10 



commentaries , such as the Isopanisad- and Md//dukyopanisadbhasva-s}h grief and 

misery are considered to be definite characteristics of samsara. 

It is indeed the concept of avidya which is central to Vedantic philosophy and is 

considered to be the root cause of all samsaric suffering, characterised by grief and 

delusion, as Sankara himself states. In his introductory commentary to Brahmas/Ttra 

1,1,1, Sankara gives his definition of avidya. He first of all defines superimposition 

(adhyasa) as the appearance, in the form of remembrance, of one thing previously 

experienced in another (smrtirupah paratra purvadrstavabhasah). In other words, 

adhyasa consists in attributing qualities not immediately presented to consciousness to 

a thing that is immediately given to consciousness. Sahkara's definition of adhyasa is 

followed by relating avidya to superimposition, and he states that "learned men regard 

this superimposition so defined as avidya" (tarn etam evamlaksanam adhyasa///pa/uAta 

avidyeti manyante)11. Sankara elaborates on this definition by stating that avidya is 

mutual superimposition (itaretaradhyasa) of subject (visayin) and object (visaya). In 

order to express the notion of mutual superimposition of self (atman) and non-self 

(anatman), Sankara uses a sexual metaphor: "satyanrte mithunlkrtya" which may be 

translated as the coupling of the true with the false, i.e., the superimposition of the 

falseness of body, sense organs, inner organ (antahkarana), and so on, on the true self 

(atman). 

In USG 11.51, the teacher defines nescience as the superimposition of the 

qualities of one [thing] upon another" (avidya nama anyasmin anyadharmadhyaropana), 

followed by two illustrations of superimposition: one being the "silver, mother-of-

pearl" and the other being the "person, tree-trunk" illustration, both drawn from the 

sphere of psychic afflictions, the first, greed (dhanalobha), and the second, possibly 
1 *3 

fear (bhaya)—forests being what they were in those days \ 

The pupil who enters into dialogue with the teacher in USG II remarks in section 45 

that the samsaric suffering which he experiences in the waking state and the dreaming 

16 For example, quoting from Sahkara's introduction to the Mandukyopanisad commentary: "so the self 
labouring under misapprehension, owing to identification of itself with misery" in Nikhilananda, Swami 
(tr.) (1995), The Mc//iduAyopt//i/sc/c/(Calcutta-. Advaita Ashrama), p. 2. 
xl Brahmasutrabhasya, (1,1.1, Introduction). 
^Furthermore, in Sanskrit, the word "vrksa", m. signifies tree, tree-trunk, as well as coffin. 

11 



state is due to some cause, and that final release is possible only after this cause has 

been removed. The pupil then inquires into the nature of this cause of suffering by 

posing the following questions to the teacher (USG II, 47): 

"What is the cause? And what will remove it? And what is my own nature (mama 
svabhava)? When the cause is removed, the effect due to the cause no [longer] exists; I will 
attain to my own nature like a sick person [who recovers his health] when the cause of his 
disease has been removed." 

It becomes clear here that although therapeutic metaphors play a significant role 

in the Buddhist tradition, they are also employed in other Indian philosophical 

traditions as well. The above passage illustrates that according to Sahkara's Vedantic 

enterprise, the major concern is the removal of the essential cognitive affliction of 

avidya in order to reveal the true identity of the self. What results is a state of health, 

identity, and self-understanding. One of the Sanskrit terms for health svasthatd has the 

sense of a natural, original state. Sankara refers to this natural state as the goal of 

medical therapy (cikitsa-sastra) as well as the goal of spiritual endeavour in the 

introduction to his commentary on the Md//d/7kyopanisad: 

"As a man stricken with disease regains his normal state (svasthata) with the removal of 
[the cause of] the disease, so the self, owing to identification of itself with suffering, [recovers] 
its normal state with the cessation of [the illusion of] duality." 

rogartasya iva roganivrttau svasthata tatha duhkhatmakasya atmano dvaitaprapahcopasame 
svasthata". 

In USG I, Sankara refers to the fundamental eye-disease (timira) which is the 

false way of seeing caused by avidya: 

"atman is one alone and [only] appears as many through the vision [affected] by nescience 
just as the moon [appears] as many to sight [affected] by timira eye-disease." (USG I, 40) 

The Vedantic teaching is considered to be a "treatment by the medicine of 

knowledge and dispassion (jnanaviragabhesaja) which brings about the removal of the 

fever of desires", according to USP XIX, 1. It is interesting to note that the medical 

metaphors employed in both USG II, 47, and in the metrical part of the 
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Upadesasdhasrf, refer essentially to the cause of samsaric suffering and its alleviation 

through right knowledge (samjak jnana), but do not overtly refer to continuous 

practices which may lead to liberation. This is very much in the spirit of the 

philosophical position of Sahkara's Vedanta, which frowns upon any premeditated 

ritual action in view of salvation. And as Sankara reminds the reader in USP XIX, 4: 

"O mind, you make useless efforts." 

In his 1968 article: "Sa/ikara der Yogin und Sa/'/kara der Advaitin. Einige 

Beobachtungen" Hacker forwards the opinion that Sankara is the author of the 

Yogasutra-bhdsya-vivarana, a sub-commentarial text on the Yogasutra of Patanjali. In 

the introduction to the Vivarana, the Yogic path of liberation is compared to 

therapeutics (cikitsa-sastra). The therapeutic programme is divided into four individual 

sections or stages (vyuha): 

I. Samsaric suffering is to be eradicated, where samsara is compared to the 

sickness (roga) 

II. Suffering is defined as the connection of the subject with the object which is 

due to nescience (this is the cause of the sickness, roga-hetuh) 

III. The means to eradicate suffering is the correct awareness of discrimination 

between subject and object (the cure—bhaisajya) 

IV. If the above is recognised, nescience is eradicated and thus the connection 

between subject and object no longer occurs, from which results health: arogya) 

It is quite clear that the teacher presented in USG II does not present the pupil 

with a practical treatment to eradicate samsaric suffering—nothing is promised to the 

pupil other than samyak jnana (right knowledge): 

"the remover of this nescience is knowledge. And so you have reached fearlessness." 

tasya avidyayah vidya tivartika ityevarn tvarn abhayam prapte'si (USG 11.110). 

Again and again in the various commentarial and non-commentarial works of 

Sankara, liberation (moksa) is defined as the mere removal of nescience 
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(avidyanivrttimatra), as for example, in Sahkara's commentary on 

Brhadaranyakopanisad IV,4,6: 

"Thus as we have also said, it is but the removal of nescience which is commonly 
called liberation; just as the removal of the snake from the rope, upon the removal of the 
misunderstanding (ajfiana) regarding the snake." 

tasmadavidyanivrttimatre moksa-vyavahara iti cavocama yatha rajjvadau sarpadyajnananivrttau 
sarpadinivrttih 

It becomes clear from such a comment that for Advaita Vedanta tradition of 

Sankara, liberation (moksa) brings about no essential transformation of the knower. 

Liberation is nothing more than the cessation of avidya. 

Avidya is considered to be the first member of a series of afflictions which 

causes all the others, in the same manner that avidya gives momentum to kama and 

karma in the compound "avidyakamakarma" (USP XV,21). In Sahkara's commentary 

on Y2>rahmas/ltra (1.3.2), the compound "-avidya-raga-dvesadi-dosa-" is employed. 

Nescience causes passion (raga) and anger (dvesa), and other psychic afflictions 

referred to in the compound (ad 1.3.2) appear later on in the same commentarial 

passage, those being, bhaya (fear) and moha (illusion). Avidya is hereby considered to 

be the foremost member of a dangerous series of psychic afflictions (klesa or dosa). As 

stated earlier, Sankara does not wish to elevate avidya to the level of a metaphysical 

and separate entity, since this would contradict the essential non-duality of his 

philosophical enterprise. It remains part, though causal in nature, of the wider concept 

of psychic afflictions. USG III. 112 expressly states that "nescience causes faults" 

(avidyahetavo dosa), although a listing of the various kinds of faults is not given in the 

third prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf. 

Mayeda (1965) also refers to the cause-effect relation of avidya and he presents 

an extensive list of the various effects of avidya which Sankara mentions throughout 

the Brahmasutrabhasya. These effects of avidya may be placed in several broad 

categories: 
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I. those dealing with false identification with the body (ahamkartr) and intellect 

(buddhi); self appearing to be the size of the body (tavanmatra); desire (kama); 

faults (dosa); pain experienced in the waking and dream states (svapnajagrat-

duhkha); transmigratory existence characteristic of waking and dream states 

(samsaro jagratsvapnalaksana) 

II. those somewhat more abstract in nature, referring to the false notion of 

difference (bheda); plurality or manifold character of the one self (anekatva); 

duality (dvaitam) 

III. those effects which are critical of other darsanas such as the Mlmarnsaka 

injunctions on the importance of ritual action: i.e., that the agent, means and 

objects of actions are experienced or taught in the scriptures (etad yad idam 

drsyate sruyate va) ; all the rites and their requisites (sarvakarmanam 

tatsadhananam ca) 

Both USG I and USG II deal with the effects of avidya which fall within the 

category of false identification with the body, mind, etc. According to Sankara, a 

fundamental error occurs in that empirical consciousness normally takes itself to be a 

distinct ego individuated by the body, mind, sense organs and so on, which is expressed 

by the notion of the T. This empirical 'I-self functions as cogniser, agent and 

experiencer (pramatr-kartr-bhoktr). As Sinha (1996) aptly states: "[avidya] is not meant 

to be treated just as equivalent to absence of knowledge although bearing the negative 

implications, epistemologically and otherwise. The legitimacy of the alogical principle 

does not arise merely through the antinomies of the epistemic situation arising from the 

phenomenon of erroneous perception. More significantly, it is necessitated by an 

originary analysis of human consciousness in terms of a critique of experience."20 

In USG I, if the pupil responds to the teacher's question: "Who are you, my 

dear?" in the following manner: "I am a Brahmin's son belonging to such and such a 

family. I was a student,...but now I am a paramahamsa wandering ascetic." (USG 1.10). 

The false identification in this case is one of name, caste, and stage in life. In USG II, 

19 This particular effect of avidya will be considered later on in Section 3 of the thesis. 
211 Sinha (1996), p. 166. 
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this false identification is presented in a somewhat more abstract manner, though the 

false notion of ego (ahampratyaya) remains the essential error: 

"If one says: 'I am white', 'I am dark', this is [the superimposition] of qualities of the 
body upon atman which is the object of the T-notion." 

gauro'ham krsno'hamiti dehadharmasya aharnpratyayavisaye atmani (USG 11.52) 

Sahkara's straightforward appeal to common empirical usage (loka-vyavahara) 

in such statements as 'I am white' or 'I am dark' indicates what he believes to be the 

deep-rooted confusion embedded in human nature. His didactic approach implicates the 

stratum of bodily subjectivity, which is represented in terms of the body-self 

superimposition (dehatmadhyasa). Sahkara's notion of dehc/tmddhrasa may be seen not 

only as a case of "I am the body", but also "this body is me". This concept of reciprocal 

superimposition (itaretaradhyasa) is presented in USG II, 52 since statements such as 'I 

am white' or 'I am dark' are followed by the equally false statements of superimposition 

of self on the physical body, such as "ayamasm/li". 

The examples of body-self identification which are forwarded in USG 1.10 and 

USG 11.52 reflect the superimposition of the self on the entities which may be termed 

"evolved name-and-form". In the case of 'I am white, I am dark', implied is the 

superimposition of name-and-form on the self by means of the external sensory object 

of sight, which is often the sensory object of predilection whenever the logical form of 

illustration is employed. In USG 11.74, this same notion of superimposition is applied to 

the (false notion of) cognisership. The pupil forwards the following example: "I am a 

perceiver of notions which have the forms [of the external objects] such as blue and 

yellow." 

In the case of the organ of reflection (buddhi), the adjunct (upadhi) which is 

most closely (and also falsely) identified with the self, no illustration is given in USG 

II, though the two-fold antahkarana (consisting of manas and buddhi" ) is as falsely 

identified with the self as is the body, the sensory organs, and their functions."" Advaita 

21 Saiikara often distinguishes between manas and buddhi in attributing the functions of "samkalpa and 
samsaya" to manas, and "niscaya or adhyavasaya" to buddhi. 
22 According to Saiikara, the individual consists of the following six components: 1. body, gross (sthula) 
and subtle (suksma) 2. the five senses (buddhlndriya) 3. the five organs of action (karmendriya) 4. the 
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Vedanta is inclined towards regarding that aspect of mind which is related to cognitive 

functions as a subtler form of the body and the term 'antahkarana', which expresses the 

internality of the functions of buddhi and manas, is not considered to be 'interior 

enough' to be associated with the innermost self, termed the pratyagatman. In the third 

prose prakarana of the Upadesasdlxasrf, the following statement concerning mind and 

intellect is made (USG III. 116): 

"Whatever sound and the other external [objects of the senses] may be, they are 
changed into the form of the body, and into the form of the ear and the other [senses] which 
perceive them, and into the form of the two internal organs and their object, since they are 
mutually connected and composite in all cases of actions." 

kimca ye eva bahyah sabdadayah te sarlrakarena sarnsthitah tadgrahakaisca srotradyakaraih 
antahkaranadvayatadvisayakarena ca anyonyasamsargitvat samhatatvacca sarvakriyasu 

Here, the antahkaranadvaya, consisting of mind and intellect, functions within 

the realm of loka-vyavahara, and since cognitive act is considered to be composite in 

nature (samhatatva), mind and intellect cannot possibly be part of the realm of 

paramartha-sat, which is non-dual (advaita), and "partless" by definition. Though a 

more subtle form of body-self identification, the antahkarana is nonetheless considered 

to be an associational condition or adjunct (upadhi) of the self. 

Suffering in the waking and dream states is also considered to be one of the 

effects of avidya. In USG 11.45, the relation of the self to the body and mental functions 

within different states of consciousness is expressed in the following manner: 

"I experience pain in the waking state, and I experience it in the dream state after 
getting relief again and again by entering into the state of deep sleep again and again." 

jagarite duhkhamanubhavami tatha svapne'anubhavamica punah punah susuptipratipattya 
visramya visramya 

In USG 11.86-90, the teacher informs the pupil that the states of waking and 

dream are effects of avidya because they are non-continuous, intermittent states of 

internal organ (antahkarana) 5. principal vital airs (mukhya prana), considered to be five according to the 
Sa/ikarabhasya on the MunJukyopanisad, and 6. atman 
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consciousness. Since waking and dream states are considered to be discrete states, they 

are but another example of the false notion of plurality of selves and objects in time and 

space. According to Sankara, avidya is also the cause of all manifestations of plurality, 

also termed (anekatva), which is expressed by Sankara in the Brahmasutrabhasya 

(II. 1.6) as related to the false notion of mutual exclusion of various states of 

consciousness: 

"Because the dreaming state (svapnanta) and the waking state (buddhanta) exclude 
each other, the self is not associated with those." 

svapnantabuddhantayor ubhayor itaretaravyabhicarad atmano'nanvagatatvam 

It may be mentioned here that Sankara places great emphasis on this concept 

that avidya is the efficient cause of a whole series of false notions, and is never 

considered to be an abstract, transcendental entity. According to Sankara, if avidya 

were considered to have a real or essential nature, this would amount to the recognition 

of a discrete truth-value called 'avidya'. This recognition of a separate truth-value 

would obviously go against the fundamental Advaitic belief that "all this is brahman". 

If on the other hand, one would assume that avidya is but an imaginary entity, how 

could one justify the real belief that the removal of avidya is the very definition of 

liberation? In Brahmasutrabhasya IV.1.3, the following statement is made: 

And should you ask, "Who then is characterised by the absence of true knowledge?", 

we reply: "You yourself who ask this question!", and if you retort, "But I am the Lord as 

declared by the scriptures", we reply, "Very well, if you have arrived at that knowledge, then 

there is nobody who does not possess such knowledge." 

This provocative statement "You yourself who ask this question!" (yastvam 

prcchasi tasya ta iti vadamah), illustrates that Sankara is shying away from abstract 

theories about the nature of avidya. His approach is to simply state that the removal of 

obscurations due to avidya, revealing the substratum of non-dual consciousness, 

remains within the sphere of the individual seeker. Sahkara's position is also evident in 

his commentary on chapter XIII of the Bhagavadg/td(Xlll.2.16): 
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Senseless is the question—'Whose is avidya?' 
How? 
If nescience is perceived by you, him also you perceive, has it. And, perceiving him, the 
question who has it, is senseless, just as the question 'Whose are the cows?' is senseless, after 
perceiving the owner of the cows. 

To a certain extent, this question of the nature of avidya is inconsequential to 

Sankara, and it appears that for him, abstract metaphysical speculation on this 

particular issue is of lesser value for a true seeker of enlightenment (avidya kasya 

drsyate iti prasnah nirarthakah). Ad Bhagavadg/ld XIU.2A6, Sankara says that avidya 

obviously belongs to the person who is bothered about it and poses such questions 

about its essential nature. It would appear that for Sankara, avidya is something which 

belongs to the empirical subject, and is rather an immanent condition of phenomenal 

experience. Avidya is but an obscuration inherent in empirical consciousness, which 

eclipses the "light of pure consciousness". Sahkara's approach to truth may perhaps 

well be primarily psychological and religious, metaphysics and pure logical argument 

tending to play a subordinate role to these primary interests" . There is a certain 

unwillingness to construct a concept of avidya based on inferential argument since 

according to Sankara, anumana has validity only with the realm of vyavahara, and is 

ultimately incapable of yielding knowledge of the non-difference of atman and 

brahman. 

Nevertheless, there does remain the problem of attempting to grasp an entity 

never said to be real, never said to be unreal, when one is supposedly a victim of the 

whole process. This human dilemma is actually staged by Sankara himself in USG 

11.65-66, which clearly shows Sahkara's awareness of the human predicament: 

"...the teacher responded: "If you know that the false superimposition is the seed of 
[every] calamity, then do not make it!" [The pupil then said]."Your Holiness, I cannot help it. I 
am driven [to do it] by another; I am not independent." 

ityukto gururuvaca anarthabTjabhutam cet mithyadhyaropanarn janlse ma karsTstarhi || 65 || 

23 It is for this reason that Saiikara has been compared to the Buddha (Ingalls; 1953), for whom 
theoretical metaphysical questions were also considered to be inconsequential. (See the story of the 
Buddha, who compared Malunkyputta to a man struck by an arrow but would not let the surgeon extract 
it until he found out the name of the man who shot it, etc.) On this question, Hacker (1950) states that 
Sahkara's answers to the problem of the nature of avidya are "not philosophically exact, but 
pedagogically impressive.", in Schmithausen (ed.), (1978), p. 78. 
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naiva bhagavan sakomi na kartum | anyena kenacit prayukto'ham na svatantra iti || 66 || 

In spite of the differences in perspective concerning the nature of avidya in the 

above-mentioned commentary on the Bhagavad-g/td and USG II.65-66, it may be 

stated that the premise of both arguments is that there must be a realisation that avidya 

is not an inherent characteristic of atman. 

Due to this somewhat alogical definition of avidya in Sahkara's philosophical 

enterprise, rival schools such as the Bhatta-Mlmamsa schools aimed their arrows at 

what they considered to be the weak point of this important theory of avidya, that is, 

the problems of the nature and locus of avidya, which Sankara was unwilling to 

address. Kumarila Bhatta, in the Sloka-varttika, criticised the Vedantic position 

concerning avidya in the following manner: 

"Further, since [brahman] itself is of pure nature and there exists nothing else [but brahman], 
how could nescience (avidya) like a dream and so forth work on that [brahman]? If one says 
that [brahman] is invaded by something else, [his position] would become dualism. On the 
other hand, if [one says that] nescience belongs to [brahman] by nature, nobody would be able 
to remove it." 

The argument hits at the heart of the problematic of finding a locus (asraya) for 

avidya in the Advaita Vedantic philosophy: if one contends that only brahman is real, 

then nothing else, not even avidya, can exist. Kumarila's blow is very well dealt, and 

subsequent adherents of Advaita Vedanta felt obliged to transform Sahkara's avidya as 

causa-efficiens, into avidya as causa-materialis. These later Vedantins, forced to 

construct a metaphysical system of logical coherence due to outside criticism, would 

employ new terms which tended to substantiate avidya. From now on, avidya would be 

given the attribute 'jada' (inanimate), according to Padmapada; "bhavarupa' according to 

Jnanottama, and would also subsequently be defined as either a cosmic power (.sukti) or 

as a projection of sakti (viksepasakti). 

Mandanamisra, the older contemporary of Sankara, in his Brahmasiddhi, did 

indeed elevate avidya to the level of an independent truth-value, since the term 
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'anirvacanfyaha was applied to it. This term was employed in the sense of something 

about which "one can neither say that something is like this, nor different from this". 

It may be stated that Sahkara's initial definition of avidya as mutual 

superimposition (itaretaradhyasa) gradually lost favour with later Advaitins, who 

sought more and more to substantiate avidya, and felt the need to formulate a theory 

which would permit the understanding of the world as appearance or illusion (maya24). 

In later Advaitic thought, avidya becomes the material from which all false notions 

(kalpana) are constructed. It would therefore appear that on the essential definition of 

avidya, Sankara remains much closer to the Samkhya-Yoga tradition, since both 

Sankara and the Samkhya-Yogins share the belief that avidya is primarily afflictive in 

nature. 

But it should be mentioned here that certain post-Hackerian researchers have 

expressed doubts that the Sahkaran concept of avidya is restricted to that of efficient 

cause (causa-efficiens), and that there are certain references to avidya as causa-

materialis which crop up now and then in certain of the commentarial and non-

commentarial works. According to Sundaresan (2002), Hacker's opinion concerning the 

non-substantiality of avidya as a determining factor for authenticating other texts of 

Sankara should be re-evaluated. He states: 

"It should be appreciated that Sahkara's own view of avidya is not merely an individual psychic 

affliction (klesa) and that he does implicitly imparts material causality to avidya. If later 

Advaitins, beginning with Sahkara's own disciples, further materialise avidya, this is because 

Sankara himself leans sufficiently toward it.""5 

According to Hacker (1950) and Mayeda (1979), a significant difference 

between the Advaita Vedanta of Sankara, and that of later adherents, is one concerning 

the mechanism of the creation of the phenomenal world. For Sankara, it is unevolved 

24 Maya, in the sense of cosmic illusion, is not employed by Sankara in his definitive work, the 
Brahmasutrabhasya. Saiikara never refers to his own philosophical doctrine as mayavada; in the BSBh, 
maya is used on occasion, having the general meaning of fraud or magic; in USG I, maya is employed 
having this sense of fraud, in that the teacher of Vedanta should be one free from faults such as 
wickedness, fraud (maya), jealousy and so on. 
25 Sundaresan (2002), p. 392. 
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name-and-form (avyakrte namarupe), which is the seed of the world, while for later 

Advaitins, the primary cosmogonic material is either avidya or maya, and not 

unevolved name-and-form. In the writings of Sankara, the term vydk/ie ndmar/7pe 

refers to the manifestations of the phenomenal world, that is, to the plurality of the 

products of transformation of unevolved name and form (avyakrte namarupe). In USG 

1.18, highest atman is considered to be: 

"the Evolver of the unevolved name-and-form, merely by being existent since it is 
possessed of inconceivable power. The unevolved name-and-form is different in essence 
(vilaksana) from this [atman] and it is the seed of the world, abiding in it, indescribable as this 
or something else, and known to it." 

svatmavilaksanayoh namarupayoh jagadbljabhutayoh svatmasfhayoh tattvanyatvabhyam-
anirvacanlyayoh svayarnvedyayoh sadbhavamatrenacintyasaktitvad vyakarta avyakrtayoh" 

The description of unevolved name-and-form in USG I corresponds to its 

description in the Brahmasutrabhasya, which in turn can be traced back to passages 

from the Chdndogyopanisad (VI.3.4): 

"That divinity thought, "Well, let me enter into these three"'1 divinities by means of this 
living self and let me then develop names and forms." 

seyam devataiksata hantaham imas tisro devata anena jTvena'tmana'nupravisya namarupe 
vyakaravanlti 

As has been stated earlier, the Hackerian argument is that Sankara is somewhat 

reluctant to accept avidya as that which is at the origin of the evolution of material 

elements. But it may be noted that the metrical part of the Upadesasdhasrf speaks of 

the universe which evolves from avyakrte namarupe as avidyd-prabhava (USP 

XVII.20), i.e., as the outcome of avidya. In addition, Sahkara's commentary on 

BhagavadgRd VII.4 links nescience with the unevolved (avidyasamuktam avyaktam). 

26 The three divinities: The Chahdogyopanisad here refers to three material elements (mahabhuta), 
namely, fire, water and earth. However, other scriptural texts, for example the Taiuirfyopanisad 
mentions five material elements, as having evolved from the Evolver (highest atman), and USG 1.19-20 
gives the same order of five material elements as found in the Taittirfyopanisad, though in USG I's case, 
via avyakrte namarupe. The theory of quintuplication (panclkarana) advocates that all five elements 
(space, air, fire, water, earth) contribute to the formation of the phenomenal world—they are distinct 
from each other, are limited by time and space, and are impermanent. 
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These passages seem to indicate that Sankara does indeed, as Sundaresan suggests, 

imply that avidya is responsible for material nature, and that the notion of substantiality 

play some part in Sahkara's concept of avidya. The notion of potential energy, 

expressed by the term seed (blja) is also used by Sankara in USG 1.18, in that avidya is 

considered to be the seed of the world (jagadblja). 

It is evident that Sahkara's doctrine of avyakrte namarupe corresponds to the 

satkarya-vada in which nothing can be created from absolute nothingness and that all 

matter already exists before its creation in some potential and original form. This 

doctrine is useful in that it can introduce an intermediate phenomenon so that brahman 

may conserve its pure nature. USG 1.18 states that unevolved name-and-form is 

"indescribable as this or something else" (tattvanyatvabhyam anirvacanlya), which 

allows a certain amount of freedom in the somewhat enigmatic process of explaining 

how the plurality of the material world can arise from a non-differentiated pure 

consciousness. The expression 'tattvanyatvabhyam anirvacanlya' characterises the 

indeterminate nature of the primary condition of unevolved name-and-form which has 

the potential to become determinate and material (vyaciklrsita). Furthermore, the 

expression describes the uncertainty in that one can neither say: "It is so (tat), nor is it 

something else (anyat)", since it is in a state of potentiality, and therefore, not abiding 

in nature. 

Metaphors and illustrations involving indeterminate nature are commonly used 

by Sankara. Something may have qualities of two different entities, though it remains 

indeterminate, since it is neither one nor the other. Sankara comments on the state of 

swooning, which is a somewhat elusive state of consciousness between the waking and 

dream states. In USG 1.19, evolved name-and-form (vyakrte namarupe) is likened to 

foam, while its Evolver is like pure, clear water: 

evarn paramatma namarupabhyamanyah phenasthanTyabhyarn suddhah prasannah tad-
vilaksanah 

Probably foam, just as cloud and waves, were used as metaphors to represent 

indeterminate nature, since such entities possess a certain amount of consistency, yet 

are unable to serve as substrates for created objects, as clay can for the creation of pots. 
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USG 1.42 forwards the notion of the origination (utpatti) and dissolution (pralaya) of 

the world from brahman. USG I. 42 states that: 

[The scriptures] uproot nescience which is the view that [atman] is different [from 
brahman], the root of samsara, by showing the reasonableness of the oneness of the origination, 
dissolution, etc. [of the world]. 

tadbhedadrstimevavidyam samsaramunmulayati utpattih pralayadyekatvopapatti pradarsanena 

It was believed that the phenomenal world evolved via unevolved name-and-

form from the Evolver, continued for a very long period of time, and then returned to 

the Evolver to become extinct. Thus the five gross elements (ether, air, fire, water and 

earth), as mentioned in USG 1.20, eventually return to the Evolver in inverse order to 

that of the creation of the world. This was believed to be an endless process—the cycle 

continuing from the beginning past and continuing to the endless future. 

Govind Chandra Pande, in his work: "Life and Thought of Sankardcdrya", states 

that avidya is the logical linch-pin in the Sahkaran enterprise—in that avidya is like the 

pin which keeps the wheel of the appearance of plurality of the phenomenal world in 

place27. It is the removal of nescience, equated with liberation in the Advaitic scheme, 

which is the coming to rest of this rotating samsaric wheel. As Sankara states in his 

commentary on Chdndogyopanisad VI.3.2: 

"The empirical self (jlva) is but the reflection of pure consciousness, caused by the contact with 
the material elements, just as the image of a person may appear in a mirror or of the sun, etc. in 
water. Pure consciousness has infinite power surpassing thought but through its contact with 
buddhi, etc28., there is reflected consciousness (caitanyabhasa) which does not apprehend the 
real nature of pure consciousness and thinks of itself as "I am happy, unhappy, or 
uncomprehending". 

In Sahkara's Advaitic scheme, it is correct awareness (samyagdarsanam) which 

causes the removal of identification with the empirical adjuncts (upadhi), as well as the 

27 Pande (1994), p. 208. 
2S On the purely psychological level, the 'I-notion' (aharnpratyaya) occurs to the buddhi and thus the 
subject of the sentence janami or janati is that which is called the ahamkartr. Words are applicable to the 
ahamkartr and may express generic attributes (jati), action (kriya), etc. which are ultimately absent in 
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elimination of samsaric suffering and transmigratory existence. This notion is central to 

Sahkara's belief that it is indeed possible to attain liberation, and is shown in comments 

such as the following from USG 1.43: 

...the only knowledge of one who sees the highest truth established right in this [atman] 

atraiva eka prajnapratistha paramarthadarsino 

The expression 'prajnapratistha' employed here, refers to the establishment in 

the understanding of the concept of non-difference of atman and brahman (abheda), 

and perhaps also to the establishment of final realisation as a state in itself. Sahkara's 

allusion to prajha as a state of final realisation may well originate in the 

B/iiaddra//yakopa///sadYW.4.21a.b., which states: 

tarn eva dhlro vijhaya prajnam kurvlta brahmanah 

Let a wise Brahmana after knowing him alone, practice wisdom. 

Although the dhatu kr in this Upanisadic quotation may appear as somewhat 

injunctive in nature, Sankara interprets the optative form (saptaml) of the verb 

according to his belief that there indeed is a path to liberation, which is accessible to 

the seeker of truth. According to the very last sutra of the Brahmasutra of Badarayana 

(IV.4.22), non-return (anavrtti) is offered to those who have attained liberation. 

Commenting on this sutra, Sankara states that it is "a settled matter that those who 

through samyak jnana have dispelled all mental darkness, and are devoted to the 

eternally perfect state, do not return." The ideal of the Mahayana boddhisattva, who 

elects to remain in the world of samsara for the sake of all beings, finds no recognition 

in Sahkara's commentary on this last sutra of the Brahmasutra. 

atman. On the purely conventional level of reality (sarnvrti-sat), this T or 'he' is (falsely) considered to 
be the self. 
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Section 2: The sources of knowledge in the early Advaitic tradition 

Sahkara's Advaita Vedanta is often considered to be idealistic in nature, and that 

the world of ordinary experience is but an illusion. Many of his commentaries on the 

Upanisads and on the Brahmasutra indicate quite the contrary. In fact, Sankara does 

indeed recognise the practical reality of the world authenticated by valid sources of 

knowledge (pramanas). In spite of Sahkara's view of the practical reality of the 

phenomenal world, it must not be forgotten that for him, this reality is a lesser one, 

which is transcended upon realisation of another higher reality (paramartha-sat), based 

on samyak jnana (right knowledge). Thus, he states in his commentary on Brahmasutra 

II.2.31: 

"The world of conventional usage whose reality is attested by all the pramanas cannot 
be downgraded except on the basis of the realisation of another higher experience. A rule reigns 
supreme until an exception is discovered to it." 

na hyayam sarvapramanasiddho lokavyavaharo 'nyattattvamanadhigamya 
sakyate'pahnotumapavadabhava utsargaprasiddheh 

In this particular statement, Sankara mentions the standpoint of conventional 

reality (vyavaharavastha), here called loka-vyavahara29, and that of "another reality" 

which in this particular text is called anyat-tattvam, though the term signifying the 

realm of ultimate truth (paramarthavastha) is also commonly employed. By accepting 

two standpoints30, Sankara is able to explain contradictions and anomalies between 

daily experience and ultimate truth. It appears that the word paramartha' is not 

employed in the earlier Upanisadic literature, but is a borrowing from the oldest 

Buddhist texts in Pali, such as the Suttanipdta and the Saddharmapu/zahrfka—the Pali 

word being paramattha'. Such a two-level system of truth came to be a very important 

concept in Mahay ana Buddhism31, and it appears that the concept was introduced into 

29 loka.vyavahara: For Saiikara, the term "loka" refers to ordinary life or daily experience where truth is 
yielded by the employment of the valid sources of knowledge. Thus the conceptions of ordinary life 
(loka-prasiddhi) have validity in their own realm of activitiy. 
30 A third level of reality is often mentioned which is that of hallucination, dream and so on—this level 
of reality is called the illusory or pratibhasa. 
31 It should be noted that the Upanisadic literature does recognise a two-level system, but here to 
distinguish between apara vidya (lower knowledge) and para vidya (higher knowledge) as in 
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Early Vedantic philosophy through the Gaudapdda-kdrikd on the Mdndukyopanisad. 

For example, karika 73 of the fourth and last prakarana (Aldtasdnti-prakarana) of the 

Gaudapdda-kdrikd, which is the prakarana commonly accepted to be the one most 

influenced by Mahayana Buddhism, states the following: 

"Whatever exists in empirical truth (samvrti) which is imagined (kalpita) does not exist in 
absolute truth (paramartha) for one that is dependent (paratantra) [for its existence or 
origination] may exist in empirical truth which is the cause and not in absolute truth.32" 

yo'sti kalpitasamvrtya paramarthena nastyasau I 
paratantrabhisamvrtya syannasti paramarthatah IIIV.73 II 

For Sankara, the valid sources of knowledge do indeed have relevance, yet it is 

significant to note that at the level of conventional reality, the empirical cognitive 

processes (manas and buddhi) belong to the realm of nescience. This is obvious from 

statements such as the following from the introduction to the Brahmasutra, where 

perception, and so on, are said to belong to the sphere of avidya: avidyavadvisayany-

evapratyaksadlni pramanani sastrani ca. Sahkara's comment reveals that valid 

knowledge gained through the scriptures (sastra) is also ultimately transcended, along 

with pramanas such as perception, which will be considered in a later section of this 

thesis. 

In USG 11.59, Sankara does not enumerate the recognised valid sources of 

knowledge in his Advaitic scheme, but states, in a manner similar to the introduction to 

the Brahmasutra (BSBh 1.1.1, intro.): "tasmanna pratyaksadivirodhah" (therefore there 

is no contradiction with perception and the other [pramdnasY). The expression 

pratyaksadi' crops up in several passages of USG II, and no attempt is made by 

Sankara to forward the complete list of the valid sources of knowledge. 

Mundakopanisad 1.1.4: tasmai sa hovaca | dve vidye veditavya iti ha sma yad brahmavido vadanti para 
caivapara ca || 
The Sarikarabhasya on this particular Upanisadic passage is the following: "Which are the two [kinds of 
knowledge]? The higher being the knowledge of paramatman and the lower related to the means and 
fruits of dharmadharma." 
32 translation: Bhattacarya, Vidhushekhara, (reprinted 1989) "The Agamasastra ofGauabpada" (Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass Publishers). 
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In fact, unlike the later Advaitins who clearly outlined what they believed to be 

the valid sources of knowledge, Sankara was rather inconsistent in his analysis of the 

pramanas. In his commentary on Mundakopanisad 1.2.12, Sankara states: 

"pratyaksanumanopapanagamaih sarvato yathatmyenadharya", thus here mentioning 

four valid means of knowledge, that is, perception, inference, comparison (upamana) 

and scripture (agama). In his commentary on the Br//addra//yakopa///sad III.3.1, 

Sankara includes one other pramana, as well—postulation (arthapatti). This acceptance 

of five pramanas is in agreement with the Prabhakara school of the Mlmamsakas.33 As 

Nakamura points out (1962), Sahkara's unfixed notion concerning the number of valid 

sources of knowledge was shared by the Early Mlmamsakas. Nakamura also states that 

both the Early Vedantins and the Early Mlmamsakas tended to increase the number of 

their recognised pramanas with time.34 

Significantly, Sahkara's Brahmasutrabhasya posits a three-fold pramana system, 

made up of pratyaksa, anumana and sabda (scriptural testimony), which is in agreement 

with the position of the Samkhya-Yoga schools. For example, the Sdm/chya-kdrikaof 

Isvarakrsna states in karika.IVa.b. that: 

"perception (drsta), inference (anumana) and right affirmation are admitted to be the three-fold 

proof." drstamanumanamaptavacanam ca sarvapramanasiddhatvat 

That Sankara recognises a three-fold pramana system in the 

Brahmasutrabhasya, is a mark of respect which he shows for the Samkhya school, and 

it may be noted here that he also held the school of Yoga in particular esteem, since he 

often quoted directly from the Yoga-sastras. For example, commenting on 

Brahmasutra II.4.12, Sankara includes a quotation from the Yogas/Ttra of Patanjali 

concerning the "five functions of manas which are known from the Yogasastra, i.e., 

right knowledge, error, imagination, slumber and remembrance": 

33 The Bhatta school of the Mlmamsakas recognise a sixth pramana-non-perception (anupalabdhi) and 
later Advaitins recognise these six pramanas of the Bhatta-MTmamsaka school. 
14 Nakamura (1962), p. 161. Nakamura's comment could indicate a method for the chronological dating 
of the works of Saiikara, an area open to much speculation. 
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ihapi yogasastraprasiddha manasah paficavrttayah parigrhyante pramana-viparyaya-vikalpa-
nidra-smrtayah nama 

In this passage ad Brahmasutra II.4.12, Sankara quotes directly from Patahjali's 

work, since sutra 1.5 of the Yogasutra states: "vrttayah pancatayah klista-aklistah" (the 

functions are five-fold—afflicted and non-afflicted), and Yogasutra 1.6 reads: 

"pramana-viparyaya-vikalpa-nidra-smrtayah" ([being] the pramanas, misconception, 

mental construct, sleep and memory). Yogasutra 1.7 further states that the pramanas are 

three in number, namely, pratyaksa, anumana and agama (scripture). 

In addition, Sahkara's definitions of the individual pramanas are also somewhat 

vague. Looking at different commentarial sources, it may be stated that Sankara 

believed that perception could either be either external or internal. In the case of 

external perception, the external objects of perception (such as sound or smell) are 

material and unconscious, not having any knowledge of themselves nor of others. The 

five senses (buddhlndriya) are necessary for the perception of external objects, and 

serve to discern the object (visaya) of each sense. 

Sahkara's position is not clear whether the senses have to go out and reach an 

object (i.e., have contact with an object) for the sake of perception, and it is only stated 

that the senses are directed towards (bahirmukha—in B/haddra//yakopanisad IV.3.6) 

the external objects. Internal perception, on the other hand, refers to psychological and 

mental events, such as the feelings of pleasure and pain (sukhaduhkhavedana), as well 

as the already discussed dosas such as passion (raga), aversion (dvesa) and desire 

(kama, iccha). While for example, a pot is considered to be an external object of 

perception, so too, a mental occurrence, such as aversion, is viewed as an object of 

perception, though in this case as an object of internal perception. 

For Sankara, the sources of knowledge retain their validity within the realm of 

loka-vyavahara and are to be accepted as true unless they are contradicted by other 

sources of knowledge. This is not the case for paramarthavastha where no pramanas 

can serve to realise the non-difference of atman and brahman (abhedatva). In fact, in 

Sahkara's commentary on Brahmasutra 1.1.4, the expression "na heya na upadeya" is 
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frequently used, which signifies that within the realm of paramartha-sat, knowledge of 

brahman/atman cannot be rejected or accepted, since there can be no valid source of 

knowledge in this higher realm. In USG 11.109 (which is the point at which the pupil 

has finally realised the truth of the Advaitic teachings), the pupil states: 

"If so, your Holiness, apprehension (avagati) is transcendentally changeless, eternal, 
indeed of the nature of the light of atman, and self-established, since it does not depend upon 
any means of knowledge with regard to itself..." 

yadyevam bhagavan kutasthanityavagatih atmajyotih svarupaiva svayamsiddha atmani 
pramananirapeksatvat 

This particular passage of the Upadesasdhasrf which forwards the belief 

that the essential nature of paramartha-sat cannot depend upon any valid sources of 

knowledge is one belief which Hacker ( 1 9 6 8 ) finds rather difficult to deal with, since 

one may be tempted to pose the following question, how then, is it possible to realise 

this other higher experienced This question concerning the means of attaining 

liberating knowledge is also posed in a very astute manner by Chakravarthi Ram-

Prasad in his work "Advaita Epistemology and Metaphysics: An Outline of Indian Non-

Realism" (2002): 

"Since the pramana theory is understood as being about the world from which its 
causal authority is derived, the legitimacy of the theory is limited to the currently experienced 
world. The reality putatively behind the world would legitimately and coherently be known 
only according to the standards derived from it—but those standards, the standards of the 
liberated self—are unavailable to ordinary subjects. It is clear that the standards required to 
know it are simply unavailable to us because we are not consciously in that reality." 

It would appear that the world of conventional usage, whose reality is attested 

by all the pramanas, cannot be downgraded except on the basis of the realisation of this 

other higher experience. And as Sankara states in the commentary on Brahmasutra 

II.2.31, "a rule reigns supreme until an exception is discovered to it." This statement 

clearly indicates that the Early Advaitins subscribe to the MImamsa theory of epistemic 

validity (svatah-pramanya-paratah-apramanya). In this theory, every cognition is to be 

considered valid knowledge (yatharthajnana), so long as it is not contradicted 
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(badhita)—that is, proved to be false—by some other truth claim. A cognitive event or 

occurrence becomes invalid only when defects in the instrument of knowledge 

(karanadosa) are found, or when another cognitive event or occurrence arises which is 

not in harmony with the former. It becomes clear that for Sankara, cognitive validity 

remains within the lesser realm of the determination of relative truth and falsity, that 

is, within the realm of avidya. The realisation of "another higher reality" (anyattattvam) 

is a move, as Sinha (1996) points out: "not in the direction of the conceptual possibility 

of objective truth, but rather towards the fulfilment of Being, on the horizon of self-

understanding."36 37 

35 Hacker, Paul (1968), in Schmithausen, L. (ed.), p. 214: "Das einzige Argument fur den Monismus bei 
Saiikara ...ist schwach." 
% Sinha (1996), p. 80. 
31 In a recent article by Marcel Conche entitled "Heraclite avec et contre Bouddha" in Le nouvel 
observateur (May 2003), Conche states: "Le Bouddha est, si Ton veut, un sage, mais ce n'est pas un vrai 
philosophe. Et il est toujours beaucoup plus difficile d'etre un philosophe que d'etre un sage. Qu'est-ce 
qu'un vrai philosophe ? C'est celui qui prefere la verite au bonheur, qui veut la verite meme s'il doit la 
payer par l'absence de bonheur—au cas ou garder ses illusions serait la condition du bonheur." 
Although written in a somewhat conversational manner, Conche is referring to something which is of 
utmost importance in our understanding of Sahkara's two-level system of reality. As Hacker considers 
Sahkara's logical argument for monism to be unconvincing, it becomes clear that Sahkara's ultimate goal 
is not "philosophy for its own sake" but a programme directed toward the attainment of liberation from 
samsaric existence, much in the manner of the Buddha's in ending suffering. 
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Section 3; The notion of "attainment of liberation" in the Early Vedanta tradition 

and Sahkara's attitude toward ritual act 

Returning once again to the initial question: "Who are you, my dear?" which the 

teacher asks the pupil in USG 1.9, we are told that two different categories of 

'unenlightened' answers to this question are possible from the pupil. The first is the 

answer forwarded by a pupil in USG 1.10 who states: "I am a Brahmin's son, etc., but 

now am a paramahamsa wandering ascetic, [and] wish to get out of the ocean of 

transmigratory existence." According to the teacher's response, who states in USG 1.11: 

"My dear, when you are dead your body will be eaten by birds or will turn into earth 

right here...", it is obvious that this pupil is rather naively exhibiting an overriding 

identification with the ahamkartr. That which is "me" or "mine" appears to be the acute 

affliction of this type of pupil. 

Different is the response of the teacher to the pupil who responds to the question 

"kastvamasi somya?" in the following manner, concerning what he believes to be the 

true nature of his being (USG 1.12): "Again and again by force of merit and demerit, 

when this body, perishes, I shall enter another body..." (punah punah sarlravinase 

dharmadharmavasat sarlrantaram), states the pupil. 

It is probable that the first kind of pupil who comes to the teacher for instruction 

has not been introduced to any path of liberating knowledge. The second pupil, on the 

other hand, significantly mentions that his stage of spiritual development depends upon 

the merit or demerit (dharmadharma) he has accrued in past lives and in the present life 

due to actions of all kind. This second pupil is probably typical of the kind of student 

which Sankara himself had contact with, that is, the pupil who had some instruction 

into the nature of atman and brahman, and who was seriously observing a certain 

number of ethical laws prescribed for his particular caste (varna) and stage of life 

(asrama). 

It is most probable that the first prose section (USG 1.1-44) is primarily 

concerned with issues surrounding the Mimamsa notion of attainment of liberation, 

since this second pupil further inquires: "Your Holiness, how have I spoken wrongly?" 

(USG 1.14). The Advaitic teacher responds to this question in the following manner: 
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"...[because] you have identified the atman, which is free from caste, family, and 
purifying ceremonies, with the body, which has different caste, family, and purifying 
ceremonies." 

yatastavarp bhinnajatyanvayasamskararn sariram jatyanvayavarjitasyatmanah pratyabhyajnaslh 

That the very last section of first prose part (USG 1.44) reiterates the necessity 

of abandoning "all the rituals and their requisites such as the sacred thread", considered 

by Sankara to be but the effects of nescience, is another indication that USG I was 

conceived in order to uphold the Advaita view of highest truth (samyak jnana) in view 

of the orthodox tradition which emphasised the reliance on ritual action to attain 

moksa. According to USG I, the source of liberating knowledge is definitely not to be 

found in the performance of ritual action. 

Since USG I is ethically and philosophically linked to the ideas expressed in 

Sahkara's commentary on the Brahmasutra, as Mayeda (1965) has well pointed out, it 

is interesting to turn to the Brahmasutrabhasya for insight into this matter. In 

Brahmasutrabhasya 1.1.4, Sankara states that: "liberation is a state of existence in 

which the self is neither an agent of action nor the enjoyer of the fruits of action. It is an 

unembodied state (asariratva) untouched by pleasure or pain." It is also stated that: 

"liberation is eternal in the highest sense; it is all-pervading like space, devoid of all 

change, eternally satisfied, without parts, and self-luminous in essence." Sahkara's 

comment that liberation is eternal' is an important one in his philosophical enterprise. 

If liberation were considered to be the effect of some kind of ritual action, then 

liberation would have a beginning, i.e., be time-related—and therefore, non-eternal. 

This notion recurs again and again in many of Sahkara's various commentaries on the 

Upanisads as well. For example, in his commentary on Mundakopanisad III.2.6, 

Sankara states that: 

"Motion limited by space pertains only to this samsara as it is reached by limited means. But as 
brahman is everything, is not to be reached in some limited place. If brahman is limited by 
space, then like all objects with form, it would have a beginning and an end, be dependent on 
another, have parts, be non-eternal and be a product....the knowers of brahman desire by 
liberation only the removal of the bondage of samsara due to ignorance etc., and not something 
that is produced." 
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Furthermore, Sahkara's comment on Brahmasutra 1.3.30 that the "arrangement 

of caste, stage of life, merit, demerit and their results (varnasramadharmadharma-

phalavyavasthanam) are all fixed in this beginningless (anadi) universe" indicates that 

merit and demerit are oriented toward results (phala), and are part of the network of 

means and end which hold the gods, humans and animals in the bondage of 

beginningless samsara. Sahkara's commentary on B/haddra//yakopanisad III.2 

associates bondage with means and ends: "sadhyasadhanalaksano bandhah", and he 

also states that final liberation is nothing to be attained nor produced by any mental, 

vocal or physical act. A three-member dvandva compound "avidya-kama-karman" is 

employed in the Brahmas/Ttrabhdsya 1.2.17, and indicates that action (karman) arises 

from desire (kama) within the sphere of samsara due to ignorance (avidya). This 

dvandva compound is not directly employed in USG I, yet the individual members of 

the compound are directly referred to in the following continuous passage of USG 1.20-

21: 

"...blood and sperm are produced, related respectively to the bodies of women and men. 
Both blood and sperm, produced by churning with the churning stick of sexual passion driven 
by nescience (-avidyaprayuktakama-) and sanctified with sacred formulas, are poured into the 
womb at the proper time. Through the penetration of fluid from the womb, they become an 
embryo and it is delivered in the ninth or tenth month." (USG 1.20) 

"When it is born it obtains its name-and-form, sanctified with sacred formulas by 
means of a birth ceremony and other [purifying ceremonies], etc..."(USG 1.21) 

In this particular passage, there is a certain sense of samsaric pre-destination, 

and it comes across quite well that Sankara considers that those participating in the 

activities of the manifested world are but victims of their psychological afflictions, 

possessing no ultimate freedom. That kama is considered by Sankara to be an important 

linking element in this sequence, which is ultimately caused by nescience, is not novel 

in the Indian philosophic tradition. Much earlier, the psychological nature of activity 

was identified by Prasastapada" of the Vaisesika school in his work entitled the 

Vyomavatf. Prasastapada lists six essential psychological occurrences which are 

™ According to the Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, Prasastapada (Padarthadharmasamgraha) may 
be dated to the early sixth century CE. 
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fundamental to the understanding of the human condition. These are: cognition, 

pleasure, pain, attraction or will (iccha), repulsion (desa), and effort to act. 

Prasastapada also says that it is iccha which leads one to act (krti). The Naiyayikas, for 

their part, believe that a mental effort (yatna) is required to set a physical activity in 

motion which is propelled by the will to act. 

USG 11.76-81 proposes an interesting dialogue between the teacher and pupil 

which leads to the ultimate rejection of the notion of "mental act" in the Advaitic 

epistemological position. It may be stated here, that there is a definite correlation 

between Sahkara's metaphysical position of the inactivity of pure consciousness 

(caitanya), as reflected in his introductory commentary on Mdnd/fkyopanisad VII : 

"[turiya39] cannot be known by any activity as in the case of a cook, because it is 

devoid of all actions", and his epistemological position concerning the two-fold level of 

reality—samvrti-sat and paramartha-sat. 

According to Vetter (1979), the second prose section of the Upadesasdhasrf 

(USG II) presents Sahkara's most comprehensive expose of his theory of cognition 

where prose sections 76 to 81 ultimately lead to the Advaitic rejection of "mental act": 

Then [the pupil] said, "Perception (upalabdhi) is what is meant by the verbal root (dhatvartha), 
that is, nothing but change; it is contradictory [to this fact] to say that [the nature of] the 
perceiver is transcendentally changeless." 

tatraha upalabdhirnama dhatvartho vikriyaiva upalabdhuh kutasthatmata ceti viruddham || 76 || 

[The teacher said], "That is not right, for [the term] 'perception' is used figuratively (upacarat) 
in the sense of a change which is meant by the verbal root; whatever the notion of the intellect 
may be, that is what is meant by the verbal root; [the notion of the intellect] has change as its 
nature and end, with the result that the perception of atman falsely appears [as perceiver], thus 
the notion of the intellect is figuratively indicated by the term perception. 

For example, the cutting action results [in the static state] that [the object to be cut] is separated 
in two parts; thus [the term 'cutting' in the sense of an object to be cut being separated in two 
parts] is used figuratively as [the cutting action] which is meant by the verbal root." 

na | dhatvarthavikriyayam upalabdhyupacarat | yo hi bauddhah pratyayah sa dhatvartho 
vikriyatmakah atmanah upalabdhyabhasaphalavasana iti upalabdhisabdena upacaryate | yatha 
chidikriya dvaidhlbhavaphalavasaneti dhatvarthatvena upacaryate tadvat || 77 || 

39 turiya refers to the realisation of non-difference of atman and brahman (abheda). 
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To this the pupil objected, "Your Holiness, the example cannot explain my transcendental 
changelessness." 

"Why not?" [asked the teacher] 
[The pupil responded] "Cutting which results in a change in the object to be cut is used 

figuratively as [the cutting action] which is meant by the verbal root; in the same manner, if the 
notion of the intellect, which is figuratively indicated by the term 'perception' and is meant by 
the verbal root, results also in a change in the perception of atman [the example] cannot explain 
atman's transcendental changelessness." 

ityuktah sisya aha nanu bhagavan mama kutasthatvapratipadanam prati asamartho drstantah | 
katham chidih chedyavikriyavasana upacaryate yatha dhatvarthatvena tatha 
upalabdhisabdopacarito'pi dhatvartho bauddhapratyayah atmanah upalabdhivikriyavasanascet 
natmanah kutasthatarp pratipadayitum samarthah || 78 || 

The teacher said, "It would be true, if there were a distinction between perception and 
perceiver. The perceiver is indeed nothing but eternal perception. And it is not [right] that 
perception and perceiver are different as in the doctrine of the logicians." 

gururuvaca satyamevarn syat yadi upalabdhyupalabdhroh visesah | nityopalabdhimatra eva hi 
upalabdha na tu tarkikasamaya iva anya upalabdhih anya upalabdha ca || 79 || 

[The pupil said] "How does that [action] which is meant by the verbal root result in 
perception?" 

nanu upalabdhiphalavasano dhatvarthah kathamiti || 80 || 

[The teacher] answered, "Listen, I said that it ends with the result that the perception [of atman] 
appears (abhasa) [as perceiver]. Did you not hear? I did not say that it results in the production 
of any change in atman. 

ucyate srnu upalabdhyabhasaphalavasana ityuktam kim na srutarp tat tvaya na tu atma 
vikriyotpadanavasana iti mayoktam || 81 || 

In USG 11.76 quoted above, the pupil considers perception (upalabdhi) from the 

MTmamsaka standpoint as an act of perceiving, indicated by a verbal root (dhatu), thus 

implying change (vikriya). The hypothetical position of the pupil staged by Sankara 

may well represent the epistemological position forwarded by Sahara in his 

Mahabhasya (III.2.84), which defines dhatvartha as kriya. This view is inconsistent 

with the Advaita position of the immutability (kutasthata) of an 'Ultimate Perceiver' 

(upalabdhr), since if Perception involves the notion of change or motion, it would be 

contradictory to assert that atman/brahman is transcendentally changeless. 
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In section 77 of USG II, the teacher corrects the pupil in stating that perception 

on a certain level can exist, though figuratively, since it is only the consciousness-

notion (pratyaya) of the buddhi that a verbal root can refer to, which has action as its 

nature. Thus, the teacher explains, the reflection (abhasa) of atman is in the buddhi and 

the doer-ship (kartrtva) of the buddhi is merely superimposed by nescience upon 

atman. It falsely appears as the perceiver since, according to Sankara, the entire process 

of cognition ends with the result that 'ultimate atman-perception' merely appears as 

perceiver. The Advaitins differed from the Mlmamsakas in that they did not subscribe 

to the doctrine of cognitive act and Sankara was obliged to resort to this somewhat 

complicated theory that perception is an appearance of ultimate atman-perception 

which cannot involve any activity, since activity implies change which is contradictory 

to the notion of immutability of atman. For Sankara, cognition (jnana) reveals the 

object—it does not act upon the object. 

It would appear that Sahkara's epistemological position is closer to that of 

Yaska, who in his work Nirukta (1.1), defines a verb as bhavapradhana, i.e., that the 

result of action is that which is predominant in the meaning of a verb. In USG 11.77, 

Sankara may well be referring to Yaska's concept of bhavapradhana, since the teacher 

informs the pupil that: 

"...the cutting action results [in the state] that [the object to be cut] is separated in two 
parts; thus [the term 'cutting' in the sense of an object to be cut being separated in two parts] is 
used figuratively as [the cutting action] which is meant by the verbal root." 

Returning to the initial statement of this section of the thesis that the source of 

liberating knowledge is definitely not to be found in the performance of ritual acts in 

the Vedanta of Sankara, it may be mentioned here that his view differs dramatically 

from the point of view forwarded by the M/md/nsd-sutra of Jaimini(I.2.1): 

"The purpose of the Vedas lies in enjoining action and therefore those portions of the 
Vedas which do not directly or indirectly fulfil that purpose will be of no use." 

,40 
amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam atadarthanam 
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The long tradition of the MTmamsa school was in agreement with its 

fundamental source text, the Mfmdmsd-sutra (first century CE), that it is indeed the 

karmakanda, which deals with action enjoining religious and secular duties in the form 

of injunctions (vidhi) and prohibitions (nisedha), which is the principal import of Vedic 

and Upanisadic texts. Sankara refutes this position, and many of his commentaries on 

the Upanisads and well as on the Brahmasutra deal with this very issue. 

According to V. Bhattacharya (1943), the early Upanisadic teachers of the 

orthodox schools considered it to be of utmost importance to harmonise, compromise, 

and connect the numerous conflicting, obscure or dubious statements of the ancient 

sages and seers of the Upanisadic texts. The Vedanta school and the MImamsa school 

both share the philosophy peculiar to orthodox brahmanism that since the sruti is 

considered authoritative for all knowledge, they seek to unify and harmonise—from 

their own particular standpoint—all the contradictions and anomalies which exist in the 

scriptures. This led, on the one hand, to the creation of the M/mdn/sdsdtra, which 

focussed on questions relating to karman, and on the other hand, to the Brahmasutra 

which emphasised jnana41. This is not to say that Sankara is not in agreement with the 

Mlmamsakas that the Vedic and Vedantic texts are the authoritative source of 

knowledge of dharma, though as Pollock (1989) points out, Sankara is at loss to find a 

place in the philosophy of non-duality for the Mlmamsaka belief that "dharma is 

posited without argument as a transcendental entity".42 

It becomes clear that for Sankara, knowledge (jnana) is the predominant content 

of the Vedantic texts. In USG 1.31, Sahkara's strong recommendation that rituals ought 

to be abandoned by the seeker of liberation is backed up by a number of quotations 

from both the Chdhdogya and the Brhaddra/zyaka Upanisads. Since the 

Upadesasdhasrf'xs non-commentarial in nature, Sankara need not resort to complicated 

reasoning, as he occasionally must do when commenting on scriptural texts, such as the 

Bhagavadg/td—that masterpiece of inclusivism—which in certain verses advocates, in 

4(1 amnaya, m. = tradition, sacred text 
41 Bhattacharya (1943), Introduction, p. cvi. 
42 Pollack (1989), p. 608. 
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a somewhat injunctive manner, the performance of works to attain liberation. 

Commenting on Bhagavadg/tdlll.3, Sankara states: 

"even so, the discipline of works may promote life's ends by endowing the agent with 
the fitness to adopt the disciplines of knowledge..." 

eva purusarthahetutve prapte karmanisthayah jnananisthapraptihetutvena purusarthahetutvarn 

In such reconciliatory commentarial passages, Sankara suggests that ritual act is 

subsidiary, and may serve to prepare the seeker of liberation for the path of knowledge 

(jhana-marga). Another tactic which Sankara employs when obliged to comment on 

scriptural passages which are refers to rituals and ritual action, is to simply not respond 

to the challenge. For example, the first chapter of Mundakopanisad explores the 

different Atharvaveda rituals in common practice. While the Upanisad proclaims 

(1.2.4): "The seven moving flames of fire, called its tongue, are Kali, Karali, Manojava, 

Sulohita, Sudhuma-varna, SphulihginI and VisvarucI Devi.", Sahkara's commentary on 

this verse is to simply repeat the above-mentioned series of names, and to comment 

that they are "the seven moving tongues of fire meant for swallowing the oblations 

which are offered"—nothing more. In such cases, Sankara prefers to restate the 

components of the scriptural passage and to refrain from extensive commentary on the 

passage. 

It appears that the later Advaitic tradition upheld Sahkara's fundamental position 

that ritual action should be abandoned by the mumuksu. Anandagiri's sub-commentary 

on the Sankarabhdsya of the Munahkopanisad (introduction to first Mundaka) 

exemplifies this fact, since Anandagiri somewhat humorously states: "One cannot 

remove the ignorance of mother-of-pearl appearing as silver even if one were to 

perform a hundred pranayamas!". 
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Section 4; Is logical argument (nydya) the foundation of samyak jnana ? 

Uddyotakara, in the Nydyavdrttika on the Nydyabhdsya (ca. 610 CE), defined 

philosophy (anvlksikl) as "that branch of learning which is separately established by 

means of doubt, and so on, and whose goal is to answer questions using reasoning and 

logic (nyaya-vidya)". Uddyotakara and other adherents of the Nyaya school agreed that 

philosophy is the "fourth learning" (caturthl vidya) of the four-fold learning which is 

taught in the Kautil'/ya-Arthasastra. The Naiyayikas considered the Early Vedanta 

school to be concerned merely with theological questions, and that the Vedantin's main 

interest was the "study of inner atman" based on the Upanisads (upanisad-vidya). In 

consequence, the Nyaya school was reluctant to give the name of philosophy to the 

Early Vedanta school. 

In the introduction to his admirable work "The Agamasdstra of Gaudapada" 

(1943), Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya lists a number of teachers of the Early Vedanta 

school who flourished before Sahkaracarya—most of them writing glosses (vrtti) or 

commentaries (bhasya) on the Brahmasutra of Badarayana. Bhattacharya considers the 

Agamasdstra (also called the Kdrikd on the Mdndukyopanisad), to be the most 

important independent work on Vedantic philosophy before Sahkara's time, and 

represents one of the most remarkable phases of the Vedanta school. In spite of 

Uddyotakara's dismissal of the Early Vedanta school as being merely concerned with 

theology, close examination of the arguments presented by Gaudapada in favour of the 

position that "advaitam paramartho hi" (III. 18), indicates that Gaudapada relies on both 

scriptural evidence and logical argument to justify his somewhat illusionist notion of 

Advaita Vedanta. For example, in the second prakarana, wishing to establish the 

unreality (vaitathya) of the external world, Gaudapada concludes (II.5): "proceeding, 

the teacher says, on the authority of a scripture (B/haddranyakopanisad IV.3.14), 

supported by reasons, that the two states of waking and dream are the same on account 

of the fact that the things experienced in them are of the same kind." 

It would appear that Sahkara's attitude toward logical argument to determine 

truth is similar to that of his Vedantic predecessor Gaudapada. For both, reason is 

called into service as a support for the primary claims of scriptural testimony (sruti). 
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Consequently, reason (tarka) and argumentation (yukti) play a significant role in truth-

claims, but it is believed that reason may never contradict the revealed truths of 

scripture43. According to Nakamura (1989)44, even the earliest adherents of the 

Vedantic school, beginning with Badarayana, author of the Brahmasutra, placed a 

great deal of emphasis on the absolute nature of the scriptures, but at the same time 

recognised that reasoning (yukti) together with scriptures is the source of valid 

knowledge. Nakamura further states that while the Early Vedanta school began 

basically as hermeneutics, involved with interpretation of scriptural testimony, it later 

developed into philosophical thought with rational arguments which supported the 

metaphysical, ethical and epistemological categories. In fact, it was probably 

Gaudapada (or at least, the Gaudapada school of Advaita Vedanta), responding to the 

criticism of Uddyotakara and other Naiyayikas, who wished to substantiate the 

Advaitic position by greater use of logical argument. 

Nonetheless, as Nakamura suggests, arguments based on logic are already 

employed in the Brahmasutra of Badarayana, which dates from the first century CE. In 

this work, there is frequent use of pure logical forms, the most common methods 

employed being prasahga, hetu-vidya, and parisesa. The method of prasahga functions 

by initially affirming the opponent's position and then drawing a conclusion not desired 

by the opponent, in order to point out the error in the opponent's initial thesis. The 

prasahga logical form is employed in the Brahmasutra primarily as a tool to eliminate 

criticism of the Vedantic position by opponents of the Mlmamsa, Samkhya-Yoga, 

Buddhist and Jaina traditions. 

Upon examination of the commentarial and non-commentarial works of 

Sankara, it would also appear that he tends to employ pure logical argument primarily 

as an instrument to counter criticism of other schools and traditions, and not as an 

internal technique of analysis of truth claims. While USG I employs mainly the method 

of quoting scriptural passages to support the validity of the Advaitic path to liberation, 

this is, by no means, the pedagogical method employed in the second prose part of the 

Upadesasdhasrf. In no section of USG II (45-111), does Sankara rely on scriptural 

43 Yukti, tarka, upapatti, purusabuddhi as well as anumana are terms commonly employed by the various 
schools of Indian philosophy in reference to logical argument. 
44 Nakamura (1989), p. 478. 
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quotations from the srutis and the smrtis—all arguments presented are either purely 

logical ones (prasahga method, primarily), or logical arguments backed by the 

utilisation of parables and illustrations (drstanta). According to both Hacker and Vetter, 

the fact that there is no reliance on scriptural testimony to justify truth claims in the 

second prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf is highly remarkable, and it is perhaps for this 

reason, that Hacker (1968) considers USG II to be Sahkara's most significant 

philosophical endeavour45, arguably, in the sense of anvlksikl of the Naiyayikas. 

Halbfass (1992), on the other hand, is reluctant to admit that it is yukti alone which 

accomplishes liberating knowledge in this second prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf, 

since he believes that scriptural testimony runs like a red thread throughout the 

complete Sahkaran textual corpus. Accordingly, Halbfass states that "legitimate 

reasoning [exists] within the horizon of revelation, as something not independent in its 

rationality, but revealed as a pedagogical device and as a means of explication."46 

As mentioned earlier, Sahkara's use of the prasahga logical form is often 

coupled with the use of illustration (drstanta). Many of the illustrations and metaphors 

he employs are commonly accepted ones, derived from the earliest sutra literature of 

both orthodox and heterodox systems of belief. Sankara often employs the 

"yatha...tatha" form which functions as an abbreviation of a formal logical argument. 

For example, USG 11.109 employs the rope-snake illustration as the drstanta: 

"Just as it is experienced in this world that a snake [superimposed] upon a rope does not exist, 
nor water in a mirage,and the like, unless they are apprehended [as a notion], so it is reasonable 
that duality in the waking and dreaming states also does not exist unless it is apprehended [as a 
notion]." 

Though the three members of the argument are not stated outright, they are 

presupposed, and it is often only the drstanta-member which is cited. Thus, the thesis 

(pratijna) is assumed to be the fact that the only independent existent (i.e., atman) is 

consciousness; the reason being because the world of multiplicity depends for its 

existence on being apprehended as a notion (hetu)—like the rope-snake (drstanta). 

45 Hacker (1968), in "Sankara der Yogin und Sankara der Advaitin. Einige Beobachtungen" in 
Schmithausen, p. 214: "Es ist die ausfuhrlichste zusammenhangende Darlegung der Atmologie, die in 
den Werken Sa/ikaras zu finden ist." 
46 Halbfass (1992), p. 178. 
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It is interesting to note in passing, that the various illustrations which Sankara 

selects from the large body of traditional illustrations issue from the realm of "avidya-

kama-karma", and span the entire spectrum of feelings or sensations (vedana), 

considered to be desirable, undesirable or neutral. USG 11.70, for example, employs the 

duo of sandalwood paste (desirable) and a thorn (undesirable). A neutral example 

employed would be the "dark colour of the earth's surface in the sky" (i.e., why the sky 

appears blue) forwarded in USG 11.55. Sahkara's statement that the examples and 

reasons (drstantair hetubhisca) are drawn from the world, which is a modification of the 

highest self, illustrates the fact that the accepted pramanas related to loka-vyavahara 

(such as perception, anumana and so forth) are perfectly valid. 

An examination of passages which do indeed employ pure logical argument in 

Sahkara's commentarial works reveals that scriptural quotation is often absent from 

argumentative segments which address extra-Vedic groups such as the Buddhists and 

Jainas, as may be seen in his commentary on B/haddra/ryakopanisad IV.3.7. Here 

Sankara attempts to refute the Buddhist's conclusion that there can be no permanent 

witness of cognition (upalabdhr) since, as the Buddhist concludes, this would lead to a 

situation of infinite regress. The following response illustrates Sahkara's use of pure 

logical argument against Buddhist attack: 

i It is not always the case that if b reveals a, c is needed to reveal b [and therefore that 

there is an infinite regress] (here, the pratijna is essentially the Buddhist's conclusion or 

nigamana) 

ix because different situations are seen to exist 

iii like in the following examples: to see a jar, the perceiving self requires the additional 

means of a lamp for light but to see a lit lamp, no additional means is needed to see it 

iv Accordingly, no general rule can be deduced 

v Therefore, it is not the case that there is an infinite regress 

Unlike the pupil portrayed in USG I, the pupil who approaches the teacher in 

USG II is acquainted with many of the logical arguments of the opponents of the 

school of Vedanta. In USG 11.55, the pupil rejects the argument that "the body and 

atman are mutually superimposed through nescience—since it would result that neither 
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the body nor atman exist", this being the position of the 'nihilists' (vainasika-paksatvat). 

The 'nihilists' referred to in this passage are none other than the Buddhists, and 

according to Sankara, the Buddhist doctrine, as a whole, was reducible to "the doctrine 

which asserts the nihilism of everything" (sarvavainasikaraddhanta). 

The pupil then forwards another argument which appears to be consistent with 

the doctrine of the Samkhya school that the body and atman are "permanently 

connected with each other like bamboo and pillars" (vamsa-stambhavan-nitya 

samyuktam). Hacker translates the dvandva-compound (vamsa-stambha-) as "post and 

lintel"47. While suggesting the form of a house, this compound refers metaphorically to 

the mutually supportive nature of purusa and prakrti of the Samkhya system . This 

dualistic position is refuted by the Advaitic teacher, since that which is composed 

(samhata) cannot be the object of its own existence (svartha), but exists "for another" 

(parartha). 

Later on in the second prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf, the pupil advances the 

Mlmamsaka point of view concerning cognition as act (USG 11.76-85). It would appear 

that the 'pupil' staged by Sankara in USG II is but a rotating crystal, representing a 

series of philosophical viewpoints—both of the orthodox schools and the heterodox 

extra-Vedic traditions—the pupil is finally unmasked, all his different viewpoints 

defeated by the teacher of Advaitic truth. 

In consequence, it may be stated that the target audience of the first prose part, 

and the second prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf xs not the same—while the pupil of 

USG I comes to the teacher established in ritual Mlmamsaka practices, the second pupil 

represents the opinions of a certain number of opponents to the Advaitic enterprise, 

whose contrary views are not only defeated, but is ultimately converted to the Advaitic 

cause. 

47 Hacker (1949): the dvandva-compound translated as "Pfosten und Querbalken" 
48 The mutually supportive aspect of purusa (self) and prakrti (materia prima) in the Samkhya school is 
reflected in the parable of the relation existing between a lame man, and a blind man who carries the 
lame man—the first cannot walk and the second cannot see. Matter is blind, while the spirit can see but 
is unable to move. 
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Sankara furthermore develops a logical defence strategy for the Advaitic 

position against the attacks of the rational schools, using the same weapons as they 

used. In his commentary on BAiaddra/zyakopan/sadlV.5, Sankara states: 

"Now the maitreylbrahmana is introduced, which represents a conclusion (nigamana). And this 
is the rule adopted by the experts in dialectics: "The restatement of the thesis, after giving the 
reason, is the conclusion." 

atha-idanlrn nigamanasthanlyam maitreylbrahmanam arabhyate ayarn ca nyayo vakyakovidaih 
parigrhlto hetvapadesat pratijnayah punarvacanarn nigamanam iti 

In another commentarial passage on the B/haddra/ryakopanisad (II. 1.20), 

Sahkara's use of terminology of the classical theory of inference is evident: 

"In all the Upanisads, ultimate unity is first presented as a thesis and then it is demonstrated, by 
means of examples and reasons that the world is a modification, part, etc.of the absolute self, 
and that unity appears again as a conclusion." 

sarvasu hy upanisatsu purvam ekatvarn pratijfiaya drstantair hetubhisca paramatmano 
vikaramsaditvarn jagatah pratipadya punar ekatvarn upasamharati 

Although logical argument is not commonly used by Sankara as an internal 

device for ascertaining truth, it is sometimes employed in this manner in some of the 

commentarial texts, functioning as a mediator of disputes between conflicting 

interpretations of the scriptures. In his commentary on Bhagavadg/td XVIII.66.10, 

Sankara states: 

"Even a hundred statements of sruti to the effect that fire is cold and non-luminous won't prove 
valid. If it does make such a statement, its importance will have to be interpreted differently." 

na hi srutisatamapi sltah agnih aprakaso va iti bruvat pramanyam upaiti I yadi bruyat sltah 
agnih aprakaso va iti tatha'pi arthantaram sruteh vivaksitam 

This comment is interesting since it shows that Sahkara's exegetical method 

concerning the validity of the principle of non-contradiction must also apply to 

scriptural testimony. All passages from the scriptures must be consistent, and any 

contradiction of scriptures within "the world as a modification of the highest self", must 

involve a re-evaluation of scripture. This appears to be a definite concession to critical 
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thinking on the part of Sankara; the coherence of scriptural texts must be examined in 

conjunction with epistemological sources of knowledge, such as perception and 

anumana. In USG 11.44, Sankara also uses the same drstanta of "the coldness of fire": 

"...for a conception (buddhi) that fire is cold, or that the body is not subject to old age and 
death, does not exist." 

As Halbfass states (1992), "there is no systematic and comprehensive 

discussion of the relationship between reason and revelation in Sahkara's works; but 

there are many explicit statements, as well as casual remarks and symptomatic 
/1Q ' 

phrases." In the commentarial and non-commentarial works of Sankara, there is the 

recognition of the need for both reason and scriptural testimony to ascertain truth 

claims. Scripture and reason often appear together in dvandva-compounds, such as 

sastra-yukti, tarkagama or with the addition of smrti in dvandva-compounds such as 

sruti-smrti-nyaya (as in USG 1.43). That reason is coupled with scripture is not 

uncommonly stated in other works as well. 

On the other hand, Sahkara's attitude toward independent rational argument is 

somewhat different. He states that reason without scripture is "unfounded" 

(apratisthita) in his commentary on the Brahmasutra II. 1.11, and his commentary on 

Brahmasutra II. 1.6 makes it clear that independent reasoning cannot have exegetic 

validity: 

"In such a spurious fashion, dry reasoning (suska-tarka) cannot be established, since only such 
reasoning which is approved by the scriptures is here referred to as being conducive to true 
experience." 

In another passage of the same commentary, he states that reason is based on 

mere opinion, being relative and ultimately fraught with error: 

"We see how arguments, which some clever men had excogitated with great pains, are shown, 
by people still more ingenious, to be fallacious, and how arguments of the latter, again, are 
refuted in turn by other men; so that, on account of the diversity of men's opinions, it is 
impossible to accept mere reasoning as having a sure foundation." 

49 Halbfass (1992), p. 145. 
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These particular arguments against reasoning alone which Sankara presents, 

may well go back to Bhartrhari (ca. 450 CE), a staunch supporter of scripture, and who 

was strongly opposed to those who based their philosophical position on logical 

argument alone. In the Vdkyapad/ya 11.492, Bhartrhari states: 

"Only through the teachings of various scriptures can the mind reach clear understanding. How 
much can those who follow their own reasoning discover?" 

prajna vivekarp labdhate bhinnair agamadarsanaih | kiyad va sakyam unneturp svatarkam 
anudhavata 

Mentioning "those who follow their own reasoning", Bhartrhari may well be 

referring to the Samkhya, Nyaya-Vaisesika and a number of Buddhist schools ' which 

conducted philosophical activity independent of the scriptures. In fact, philosophical 

debate during the first half of the first millennium (1-500 CE) had no direct link with 

the Vedic-Upanisadic textual corpus or with its ritual traditions. The early texts of 

Nyaya-Vaisesika schools—although later considered orthodox schools—showed little 

evidence of having any particular link with Vedic practices, and it would appear that 

the earliest Nyaya-Vaisesika texts were linked, rather, to worship of Siva. 

Commenting on the role of logical argument, Bhartrhari claims that "tarka 

which does not contradict the scriptures (vedasastra) is as an eye to those who have not 

yet seen the truth" since the meaning of the mahavakyas cannot be understood "from 

the material contents of the sacred texts alone": 

veda-sastra-avirodhl ca tarkascaksurapasyatam | 

rupamatrad dhi vakyarthah kevalan navatisthate || (Vdkyapad/ya 1,8). 

Tarka is thus seen by Bhartrhari as a means to an end by which the seeker of 

enlightenment may approach truth, although he considers that truth ultimately 

transcends all phenomenal methods of knowledge. As Nakamura points out (1989), 

this attitude, which is prominent in all the Vedantic schools, is not that of the 

50 Other systems: the sceptical opinion about human thinking was partly shared by both Mahavira and the 
Buddha. 
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philosopher, but that of the theologian. Nakamura also states that: "even the idea that 

one believes because it is irrational is not found in the Brahmas/ftra, for one must 

believe without any reason." ' Taber (1981) has also made a similar comment in his 

article: "Reason, Revelation and Idealism in Sankara's Vedanta". He states: 

"In emphasising philosophical relativity, Sankara may well have had a practical rather 
than a strictly logical point in mind: that rational argument goes on almost endlessly until a 
conclusion is reached, and the goal of liberation may be thereby missed because one never gets 
around to it.">: 

51 Nakamura (1989), p. 476. 
52 Taber (1981), p. 301. 
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Section 5: Sahkara's reliance on scriptural testimony as a source of knowledge 

The testimony of word (sabda) is accepted as a distinct and independent 

source of knowledge (pramana) by the Advaita Vedanta school. Commenting on 

Brahmasutra II. 1.6: "drsyate tu" ("but it is seen"), Sankara elaborates that brahman is 

only revealed through sabdapramana: 

"As for the argument that, since brahman is existent, other means of knowledge should apply to 
it, that is only wishful thinking. This [brahman] is not an object of perception since it is devoid 
of form, etc., and it is not a subject of inference as it is devoid of all grounds of inference. It is 
known only through the scriptures (agama) like [the knowledge] of dharma [which also can 
only be obtained from the scriptures and not through other means]." 

yattuktarp parinispannatvadbrahmani pramanantarani sambhaveyuriti | tadapi manoratha-
matram | rupadyabhavaddhi nayamarthah pratyaksasya gocarah | lirigadyabhavacca 
nanumanadinam | agamamatrasamadhigamya eva tvayamartho dharmavat | 

In another passage, Sankara states that brahman is known through scriptural 

tracts of the tradition (here, sastra), which are a valid source of knowledge (sastrad eva 

pramanat brahma'dhigamyate)." Sahkara's acceptance of scriptural testimony as a valid 

source of knowledge, is in agreement with Badarayana's work," which claims that the 

nature of brahman can only be expressed by the scriptures, which are the source of 

knowledge of truth beyond perception and inference. The scriptural texts which 

Sankara refers to in his commentarial and non-commentarial works are sruti and smrti 

texts; the first, literally "that which is heard of", which includes the body of Vedic and 

Upanisadic scripture; and the second, smrti—"that which is remembered", which is 

comprised of such tracts as the Bhagavadg/td, as well as the vast amount of normative 

literature, such as the Dharmas/Ttras and the Manusmrti. 

In USG I, there are many passages in which multiple references to the scriptures 

are given as evidence of brahmavidya according to the Advaita scheme—in all cases, 

53 here Brahmasutrabhasya 1.1.3 
54 That the Brahmasutra has a single author named Badarayana is considered by Nakamura (1989) to be 
but a myth: as most early scriptural texts of this nature, the Brahmasutra, according to Nakamura, was 
compiled by reactionary scholars of the orthodox brahmanic lineage, who regarded the Upanisads as 
absolute authority, p. 475. 
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the sruti texts are quoted first, and then, are either followed by the smrti quotations, or 

the smrti texts are dealt with separately in a subsequent passage. This clearly indicates 

that for Sankara, the authority of smrti is ancillary to that of sruti. According to the 

Bohtlingk-Roth Unabridged Sanskrit Dictionary, the term 'aupanisada' appears 

relatively late in the writings of the Advaita school of Vedanta, though it must have 

been in common usage by the time of Sankara, since he named his own school 

"aupanisada" in his commentary on Brahmasutra II.2.10, and called the doctrine of his 

school "aupanisadam darsanam" (BSBh II. 1.9). 

For the Early Vedantins, it is quite clear that smrti does not have to be 

completely reconciled with sruti, since their relation is based on the 'veda-mulatva' 

principle, which implies a subordination of all other sources, including the smrtis, to 

the authority of the Vedic and Vedantic texts. 

Mohanty (1992) makes an interesting comment about the difference between 

sruti and smrti texts in that "the former have a plasticity that permits new 

understanding, the words, have a reservoir of meaning, a power of evoking and 

challenging thought, whereas the words of the smrti (although not entirely devoid of 

hermeneutic possibilities) are relatively fixed in their connotations, and ask you to obey 

rather than to understand. It is no wonder that the former were regarded as 'apauruseya', 

the latter not."55 

Guenon (1945) states that sruti is described by a word bearing the primitive 

meaning of hearing, in order to indicate its intuitive character and because sound hold 

the primordial rank among sensorial qualities according to the Hindu cosmological 

doctrine.56 Sruti is considered to be meaningful sound or word, which carries its 

message to the hearer, though it is ultimately the entire sentence (vakya) that becomes 

the semantic unit of verbal testimony in the Indian tradition. Thus the validity of 

scriptural testimony pertains essentially to the attainment of knowledge generated 

through sentence (vakyaj any aj nana), and it is the hearer's point of view which is 

emphasised, whether at the level of samvrti-sat or paramartha-sat. 

55 Mohanty (1992, p. 275. 
56 Guenon (1945), p. 19. 
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Based on a doctrine expressed in the Nirukta of Yaska, the grammarians of the 

school of Panini were of the opinion that sruti, in the form of verbal revelation, was 

first produced in an undifferentiated form, understood only by the ancient seers and 

sages. In a later phase, a transformation occurred in that words and sentences of sruti 

became accessible to all in the form of language—and not in just any language, but in 

the Sanskrit language. To a certain extent, many of the orthodox darsanas raised the 

Sanskrit language to the level of a near metaphysical entity, and it is sdbda, which 

leads to knowledge of the Absolute. Sankara states that "[brahman] is knowable, although 

being above the senses, since it is solely accessible by word as a valid source of knowledge" 

(idam tu jneyarn atlndriyatvena sabdaikapramanagamyatvat). 

According to Bhartrhari, in his work entitled the Vdkyapad/ya, the highest brahman 

can be reached through scholarship in grammar, and he considers Sanskrit grammar to 

be the path leading to spiritual liberation (Vdkyapad/ya, 1.16): 

"It is the truly royal road for those who deserve enlightenment." 

iyam sa moksamananam ajihma rajapaddhatih 

In his writings, Bhartrhari recognised three pramanas—pratyaksa, anumana and 

'aptavacana'. The third pramana, aptavacana, is, in fact, the same as sabdapramana. If 

one considers the employment of the verbal root "dp" in the term aptavacana to signify 

knowledge which was originally accessible to the ancient sages and seers alone who 

were united with brahman, the scriptures are thus ultimately based on this concept of 

aptavacana. Indeed, sabda as a valid source of knowledge plays a significant role in the 

various darsanas, and systems as diverse as Vedanta and Nyaya claim affiliation to it. 

Of course, the extra-Vedic schools could not possibly recognise Vedic-Upanisadic 

scriptural texts as the source of right knowledge, and the Buddhists, for example, were 

unwilling, for profound doctrinal reasons, to replace the content of sabdapramana with 

the sacred texts of the Buddhist Canon. Mohanty (1992) points out that the belief that 

language can yield truth is a unique philosophical stance, though he does not consider it 

to be a naive or blind acceptance of scripture as authority: 
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"The mere recognition of sabda as a means of knowing is itself a novel feature of the 
Indian epistemologies. The Western epistemologies recognise one or more of the following 
sorts of knowledge: perception, reasoning, introspection, and memory. Many, in more recent 
philosophy, have come to emphasise the decisive role that language plays in shaping our 
knowledge. But to the best of my knowledge, no one recognises language—or verbal 
utterance—as by itself a means of generating knowledge about the world. The Indian 
epistemologies consequently not only recognise sabda (i.e., hearing the utterances of a 
competent speaker) as a means of knowing, but as the decisive source of our cognitions about 
all those matters that transcend the limits of possible sensory experience."57 

Mohanty emphasises here the uniqueness of scriptural testimony as a valid 

means of yielding knowledge in the traditional schools of Indian philosophy, although 

one my question whether sabda indeed may be defined as "hearing the utterances of a 

competent speaker", as Mohanty states in this passage. This notion appears to be more 

in keeping with references to the cultured people (sista), mentioned in the 

Dharmasutras, that is, those who dictate proper conduct. It is stated in the very early 

Apastamba-Dharmasutra (11.29) that "it is difficult to gain mastery of dharma by 

means of scriptures alone" and consequently, one should model one's conduct after that 

"which is unanimously approved in all regions by Aryas who have been properly 

trained..." 

According to the Purva-Mlmamsa view, a sentence is true, not because it is a 

reliable person's statement, but rather because the knowledge it gives is uncontradicted. 

The Mlmamsakas divided testimony into two kinds—that which is personal 

(pauruseya), that is, testimony, whether written or verbal which has its source in a 

human author; and that which is impersonal (apauruseya)—i.e., of non-human origin or 

authorship, and which consequently can be considered to be an infallible authority. The 

Advaitins were in agreement with the Mlmamsakas that the srutis were of non-human 

authorship. The MImamsa school also considered that the tradition of the recitation of 

the Vedic texts must have been beginningless58 (uktam tu sabdapurvatvam), and in 

order to prove the infallibility of Vedic and Vedantic texts, it was therefore argued that 

57 Mohanty (1992), p. 231-232. 
5S The tradition of the beginningless recitation of Vedic texts implies that sruti is eternal from the 
practical point of view. The Mlmamsaka's view is different from the historically-based forms of scripture 
found in other religious traditions which are said to have been revealed to specific persons at specific 
times and places. 
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they were (are) of the nature of transcendence because of their anonymity 

(apauruseyatva). 

It is interesting to note that the Brahmasutra of Badarayana refers in several 

different sutras to sruti as "pratyaksa", and smrti as "anumana". For example, 

Brahmasutra III.2.24 states: "And moreover [brahman is experienced] in perfect 

meditation, [as we know] from the sruti and smrti", which according to the original 

Sanskrit scriptural text reads: "api ca samradhanepratyaksanumdndbhydm". 

The utilisation of epistemological categories in order to define valid scriptural 

categories may well be a case of logical correlative thinking, since for the Early 

Vedantins, sruti is the direct and immediate source of metaphysical knowledge, and 

smrti derives its authority from the texts of revelation in the same manner that 

anumana, is considered to be a derivative cognitive function from primary cognitive 

perception. As in the case of sruti, it was also considered that error is not found in 

pratyaksa, but may exist in anumana, due to faulty reasoning, hallucination, and so on. 

The epistemological parallel was therefore transferred to the question of infallibility vs. 

the problem of human error in scriptural testimony. Thus the Vedic-Upanisadic texts, 

as already noted, were viewed as infallible due to their non-personal origination, while 

smrti texts, such as the Bhagavadg/td, possessing the character of discursive or 

reflective knowledge, were consider to be not necessarily free from error, due to their 

human authorship. 

Scriptural contradiction, error and inconsistency are all difficult issues, and were 

a real dilemma for the various traditional schools of Indian philosophy. In order to 

unify and harmonise such contradictions and anomalies in the srutis, Sahkara's Vedanta 

proposed a scheme which involved the dual notions of avidyavastha and 

paramarthavastha in order to deal with such contradictions in the scriptures. If a 

scriptural passage presented an idea which was incompatible with Advaitic doctrines— 

such as scriptural passages which dealt with the notion of differentiation (bheda) in the 

nature of the absolute, Sankara would explain such passages away, as having validity 

merely in avidyavastha—the realm of conventional (and ultimately nescient) reality. 

Hence, statements of sruti and smrti which appear to involve the concept of bheda are 

forwarded by the ancient sages and seers as an aid in comprehension for those who are 
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tangled in avidya. This attitude implies that the scriptures are considered to be 

adjustable to different levels of understanding. 

A related method which Sankara employs whenever a passage from the 

scriptures cannot be accepted as is, is to interpret the passage as a parable, or as one 

having a secondary meaning (gauna). The utilisation of such hermeneutic devices 

points to the fact that, for the Early Vedantins, it was considered essential that there be 

full reconciliation or concordance (samanvaya) of the scriptures. Of course, in the 

Upadesasdhasrf Sankara has no need to resort to the dual notions of avidyavastha and 

paramarthavastha as a concordance strategy. Since this work is non-commentarial in 

nature, he is not confronted with the problem of potential anomalies or contradictions 

which must be dealt with, as is often the case when commenting on scriptural passages, 

and Sankara has the freedom to select scriptural passages which are in harmony with 

Advaitic principles. 

One of the main purposes of the first prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf (USG I) 

is to illustrate the nature of brahman, as well as the Advaitic doctrine of non-difference 

(abheda) of atman and brahman as reflected in scriptural texts of the srutis and the 

smrtis. As Sankara states in his commentary on Brahmasutra 1.3.25 as well, it is 

important to "set forth the nature of the highest self, and that which teaches the unity of 

the individual self with the highest self." This dual scheme is presented in the first prose 

part of the Upadesasdhasrf in the following manner: 

1. That which sets forth the nature of the highest self: 

i. "First of all, he should teach the srutis which are concerned primarily 

with the oneness of atman [with brahman], for example..:" (USG 1.6) 

- what follows are six extracts from the Upanisads (four from the 

Chdndogya, one from the Bthaddranyaka and one from the Aitareya 

Upanisad) 

ii. "And after teaching [these srutis], he should help [the pupil] by means of 

the srutis to grasp the marks (laksana) indicative of brahman, for 

example..:" (USG 1.7) 
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this comment is followed by seventeen extracts from the Upanisads (two 

from the Chdndogya, ten from the B/haddranyaka, two from the 

Taittir/ya, two from the Mundaka and one from the Kena Upanisad) 

iii. "[He should also help him grasp the marks (laksana) indicative of 

brahman] by means of the smrtis, if they are not incompatible59 with the 

marks indicative of brahman described by the srutis..." (USG 1.8) 

this comment is followed by eight extracts from the Bhagavadg/ld0 

2. That which teaches the unity of the individual self with the highest self: 

i. "It is reasonable to realise that I (= atman) am the highest atman 

according to such sruti passages as..." (USG 1.37) 

here, twenty-nine (29!) extracts from the Upanisads-Vedas (four from 

the Chdndogya, six from the Brhaddras/yaka, three from the Taittir/ya, 

two from the Taittir/ya-dnandavallf (second introduction to the 

Taittirfyopanisad), two from the Mundaka, one from the Prasha, two 

from the Aitareya, three from the Katha, one from the Svetdsvatara, one 

from the Kaus/lakf Brdhmana, two from the fsd, one from the 

Mahdndrdyana and one from the Rgieda.) 

ii. "From smrti passages as well it is established that, being one alone, you 

(= atman) are the highest atman..., for example..:" (USG 1.38) 

seven smrti passages are referred to: (one from the Apastan/ba-

Dharmasutra, one from the Manusmrti and five from the Bhagavadg/td) 

According to Halbfass (1992), scriptural testimony is the source of liberating 

knowledge for Sankara: "[it is] a universe of meaning in which human reasoning can 

sy if they are not incompatible: In other words, Sankara recommends that incompatible texts be simply 
left out. 
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exercise its potential without having to proclaim its autonomy, and to which it can 

subordinate itself without having to sacrifice itself."61 Upon examination of the 

examples of sruti and smrti texts which Sankara employs to illustrate the nature of 

brahman and the essential concept of 'abheda' in the first prose part of the 

Upadesasdhasrf, it becomes clear that he has a definite predilection for the 

Brhaddranyakopan/'sad, and also much consideration for the Chdndogyopanisad. The 

frequency and proportion of quotations from these two early Upanisads in the first 

prose prakarana (USG I) is in accordance with their frequency and proportion of 

quotations in his commentary on the Brahmasutra. Among the smrti texts, the 

numerous references to the BhagavadgRd, well over and above all other texts of this 

category, is also significant. The older Vedic texts (i.e., pre-Upanisadic texts) do not 

frequently enter into Sahkara's Advaitic strategy, since in USG I, there is but a single 

quotation from the Rgveda (USG 1.37) in the section dealing with the identification of 

atman and brahman: "I am Manu and the sun" (Rgveda IV.26.1), which itself appears 

as a quotation in the B/haddranyakopanisad (1.4.10), and is therefore sanctioned by 

Sahkara's favourite Upanisad. 

In USG 1.37, Sankara lists twenty-nine short quotations from sruti texts in order 

to support his comment: "It is reasonable to realise that I (= atman) am the highest 

atman", that is, to support the Advaitic notion of the non-difference of atman and 

brahman. It is interesting to speculate on his pedagogical method—why such a long list 

of sruti quotations? Besides the obvious reason that Sankara wishes to point out that all 

the Upanisads are founded on the ultimate principle of jnana-vidya, one special reason 

may be the underlying belief that all words and concepts are irreducibly plural. The 

notion of plurality, which would explain this use of multiple examples, appears to be 

central to Sahkara's pedagogical method, in that he wishes to demonstrate that different 

means converge towards final unity. In this way, by the juxtaposition of a large number 

of related texts, their differences and irrelevancies can be stripped away, revealing the 

essence, that is, Advaitic truth which transcends all notions of duality. This concept 

6(1 Sahkara's respect for all the scriptures, whether sruti or smrti, is illustrated here, since the extracts 
from the Bhagavadg/ldlxsted in USG 1.8 are in ascending numerical order: 11.20, V.15, IX.6, XIII.2, 
XIII.12, XIII.31, X.III.27 (an anomaly), and XV.17. 
61 Halbfass (1992), p. 180. 
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does seem to enter into Sahkara's Advaitic enterprise, since the final sruti quotation in 

USG 1.37 is the fundamental mahavakya: "tattvamasi" of Chdndogyopanisad VI.8.7. In 

the first prose prakarana, this mahavakya is rendered in its extended form as: "That is 

the real, that is atman, thou art that" (tatsatyam sa atma tattvamasi). This particular 

method of 'plurality leading to unity' is also employed in Sahkara's commentary on the 

B/haddra//yakopanisad (IV.4.25), although in this case, the various means ultimately 

culminate in the exposition of another crucial Vedantavakya: "neti netlti": 

"And so here the reality of brahman has been made known through various means, such 
as origination [of the world] and so on. Again, in order to strip away the differences caused by 
the means projected onto brahman, the reality is summed up as 'not thus, not thus'." 

tatha cehotpattyadyanekopayam asthayaikam brahmatattvam aveditam punas tatkalpitopaya-
janitavisesa-parisodhanartham neti netlti tatvopasamharah krtah 

As Halbfass (1992) points out: "The Vedas, as understood by Sankara, teach the 

ultimate truth by reaching down into the world of appearance, by relating its statements 

and its methods of instruction to the way reality appears to those who are still in 

ignorance. By pointing out examples and inferential methods in the Vedas, and by 

using such devices himself, Sankara appeals to what the world accepts as proof and 

demonstration; but in terms of his understanding of the Vedas, these are only 

illustrations, basically didactic devices, and there is no claim on his part of additional 

proof and validity to what the Vedas teach."62 If Halbfass is correct in his analysis, it 

would appear that Sankara employs inferential methods, and scriptural examples from 

sruti and smrti texts in his commentarial and non-commentarial texts, in order to 

enhance his pedagogical approach to truth. In certain passages, the scriptures are even 

considered to play a role similar to that of the mother teaching the child, as in the 

metrical part of the Upadesasdhasrf(USP XVIII.3) in which he states: 

"If the understanding, "I am ever free, the existent" could not arise, 
for what purpose does the sruti teach thus zealously like a mother?" 

In the first prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf, it is the use of scriptural testimony, 

which is all important for the understanding of the nature of brahman and of the non-

62 Halbfass (1992), p. 160. 
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difference of atman and brahman. In USG 1.42, the teacher states that it is indeed the 

scriptures that "uproot nescience which is the view that [atman] is different [from 

brahman], the root of transmigratory existence, by showing the reasonableness of the 

oneness of the origination, dissolution and so on [of the world]." 

But the scriptures were not only useful as a teaching device, and as a key for the 

elimination of avidya. Sahkara's conscious reliance on scriptural testimony was an 

effective method of "re-veddntising" Indian philosophy at a time when many rival 

schools and sects were flourishing on the Indian sub-continent. In his lifetime (early to 

mid-eighth century CE), Sankara was confronted with excellent theoreticians of the 

rival Mlmamsa school such as Kumarila Bhatta, Prabhakara and Mandanamisra6' , who 

approached epistemological, ethical and metaphysical questions from another 

standpoint, i.e., relying on logical argument on the one hand, and on injunctive Vedic 

statements on the other. In addition, Sankara saw the effects of the wave of popular 

bhakti Hinduism which arose from centres such as Mathura in the North during the late 

Kushan dynasty, where the Vaisnavas, for example, began to absorb and syncretise the 

doctrines and central figures of the sramana religions into their own systems. As part of 

the orthodox brahmanic tradition, it is no surprise that Sahkara's major strategy for the 

attainment of liberation would be to stress the importance of the study of Vedic and 

Vedantic texts, and to declare sabdapramana as "the decisive source of our cognition 

about all those matters that transcend the limits of possible sensory experience"64 

In addition to the above-mentioned rival systems and sectarian popular 

religions, Sankara had to deal with the highly-developed logical systems of the two 

main schools of Mahayana Buddhism—the proponents of sunya- and vijhana-vada; the 

second, with its refutation of scriptural testimony as a valid source of knowledge 

(pramana). Sankara also had to reconcile his school of "Vedantic Advaita" with that of 

other Advaita Vedantins, notably, those who relied heavily on Buddhist theories and 

63 Mandanamisra actually spans both the Purva- and the Uttaramimamsa schools 
64 quoting J. N. Mohanty (1992), p. 232. 
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forms of logical argument, exemplified in such works as the Mdndukya-kdrikd of 

Gaudapada, and the Gaudapada school in general, for that matter.65,66 

It has been argued by Suthren Hirst (1996), that Sahkara's Advaitic position 

bears a certain amount of resemblance to the Madhyamaka position, and that, for a 

number of reasons. The most important for our argument being that both schools deny 

that ultimate reality can be characterised or described in any manner, and secondly, that 

both agree on the vocabulary on the constructed nature of loka-vyavahara.67 Sankara 

bases his position on the Upanisads, in which there are frequent descriptions of 

paramartha-sat in negative terms, such as the famous "adrstam...avyapadesyam" series 

oiMandukyopanisad VII. 

Biardeau (1959) speaks of the apophatic characterisation of brahman in 

Upanisadic passages of this kind—that is, that verbal denial nonetheless indicates the 

existence of brahman in an indirect way, or secondly, which uses negative inference 

involving reduction so that ultimately, presence can be inferred. In his commentary on 

Discourse VII of the Chdndogyopanisad, Sankara presents an excellent apophatic 

illustration which serves to explain how it is that atman can be denoted by the very 

term "atman" if, as the Upanisads state, the self is beyond words ("wherefrom speech 

recoils"—Taittir/yopanisad II.4.1): 

"For instance, when an army with the king is seen marching along, with umbrellas, 
flags, standards—even though the king is actually hidden by all this paraphernalia and hence, 
not visible, yet the expression is used 'the king is seen'; and when it is asked: Which is the 
king?', and people come to look for the particular person who is the king—every one of the 
other persons that are actually visible being rejected [as not being the king], there follows [as 
the result of elimination] that the person who is not visible is the king—and thus the idea of the 
'king' is secured." 

65 For a sensitive reading of the Advaita Vedanta of Gaudapada with its strong Buddhist influences, see 
Bhattacharya, Vidhushekhara (1943), The Agamas'astra of Gaudapada, (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass 
Publishers). Bhattacharya's point of view was later greatly criticised by a certain number of Indian 
scholars who wished to maintain the "purity" of the Vedantic tradition, i.e., not defiled by extra-Vedic 
(in this case, Buddhist) influences. See Mahadevan, T.M.P. (1954) "Gaudapada, a study in early 
Advaita" (Madras: University of Madras Press). 
66 Bhattacharya argues that Gaudapada is not really an individual author due to the non-homogeneous 
nature of the four prakaranas of the Agamas'astra, and refers rather to a school of Gaudapada which 
flourished in the northeastern part of India in the 6lh and 7lh centuries CE, and partially as a response to 
the Buddhist school of logic of the same period. 
67 Suthren Hirst (1996) p. 72. 
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This charming parable, which by means of the presence of the entourage of the 

king, which is eliminated as not being the king himself, nevertheless indicates, in an 

apophatic manner, the presence of the king himself, even though his person is absent 

from sight. But the fact that the king is indeed present, is the crucial point which 

separates the Vedantic scheme from the "deluded end" of the Madhyamaka school of 

Buddhism, as Sankara is quick to point out. 

But what guarantee is there that the negation of all adjuncts or attributes will 

culminate in reality and not terminate in a mere void or sunya? Sahkara's response to 

this question is advanced in his introductory commentary on Mdndukyopanisad VII: 

"No, because it is impossible for imagination to exist without a substratum (asraya). The 
illusion of silver, a snake, a man or mirage etc., cannot be conceived as existing without the 
substratum of the mother-of-pearl, rope, stump or desert, etc." 

The recognition of a substratum is absolutely essential since Sankara is in no 

way willing to sacrifice asraya which, as Bilimoria (1997) states , "he ultimately 

needs for his absolute principle on the bottomless altar of nothingness." 

It is possible that in works subsequent to his early commentary on the 

Mdndukyopanisad69'—such as his commentary on the Brahmasutra and the three prose 

prakaranas of the Upadesasdhasrf—being somewhat discontented with the results 

achieved by strictly negative inferential analysis, Sankara would slowly turn towards 

more concrete methods of ascertaining truth—the method of logical argument, and that 

employing scriptural testimony. Sankara would develop the strategy of the use of 

complex logical arguments to validate the doctrine of 'self-establishment of the 

ultimate' (as for example, in the second prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf0) to defend 

his view that the ultimate can be defined in a positive manner, that is, as 

'transcendentally changeless, eternal and non-dual'. Secondly, by the employment of 

scriptural testimony, Sankara would develop a more positive characterisation of the 

nature of brahman. Biardeau (1959) has pointed out that in certain passages of the 

6X Bilimoria (1997), p. 260. 
69 Sahkara's commentary on the Mdndukyopanisad is considered by some—for example, Hacker (1968), 
and particularly Vetter (1979)—to belong to the earliest period of Sahkara's writings. 
70 USG 11.94-109 
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Brahmasutrabhasya, Sankara intentionally juxtaposes quotations from the scriptures 

which indicate both the negative, as well as the positive aspects of brahman.71 For 

example, in his commentary on Brahmasutra II. 1.26, Sankara first quotes from 

Bhagavadg/tall.25a.,b. to point out the nature of brahman using negative terminology: 

"[Brahman] is said to be unmanifest, imponderable and immutable" 

(avyakto'yamacintyo'yamavikaryoyam-ucyate), which is immediately followed by 

another quotation from the Gild (X.2a.-d.), which characterises brahman in positive 

terms—here, in the sense of real existence which transcends knowability: "The hosts of 

gods know not my origin; neither do great seers, for in all respects, I am the origin of 

gods and the great seers" (na me viduh suraganah prabhavam na maharsayah | 

ahamadirhi vedanam maharslnam ca sarvasah). 

Since the first prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf (USG I) is so closely related to 

Sahkara's Brahmasutrabhasya, it is no surprise that the same method of quoting from 

the scriptures which juxtaposes statements about the nature of brahman/atman using 

negative and positive terminology is employed, which is the case in USG 1.43. In the 

sections immediately preceding USG 1.43, the pupil is made aware of the nature of 

brahman, and the non-difference of atman and brahman, but is still unable to free 

himself from the "objects, means, etc., of actions" (USG 1.41). The teacher concludes 

his argument against "sadhyasadhanadibheda" in USG 1.43 by saying that after having 

uprooted avidya "by means of the srutis, smrtis, and reasoning" 

(avidyayamunmulitayam srutismrtinyayebhyah), one sees the highest truth and 

becomes established in brahman. The teacher then quotes from sruti texts by first 

giving the negative aspects of brahman: "Without an inside and without an outside" 

from Brhaddra/tyakopanisad II.5.19 and "Without and within, unborn", from 

Mundakopanisad II. 1.2, which is then followed by two sruti quotations which define 

brahman in positive terms: "like a lump of salt (saindhavaghana72),...a mass of 

knowledge" loosely quoted from B/haddra//yakopanisad IV.5.13, as well as a non-

71 Biardeau (1959), p. 97. 
72 lump of salt (saindhavaghana): It is salt from water which Sankara has in mind, according to his 
commentary on BAU II.4.12: "Such is the dissolution of water. Exactly like this process of an alternating 
disappearance of liquid and solid water, the salt-lump dissolves. Yajnavalkya states: "It would dissolve 
in exactly the way water itself disappears". 
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scriptural reference to the positive nature of brahman as being "all-pervading, like 

ether" (akasavat-paripurna). 

In view of the brevity of the first prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf which relies 

mainly on scriptural quotations to instruct the pupil about the nature of atman/brahman 

and that the highest self cannot be known through ritual action of any kind, it is 

remarkable that Sankara includes a passage which involves this very juxtaposition of 

negative and positive characterisations of brahman based on scriptural sources. What is 

the significance of this inclusion? This juxtaposition of the positive and the negative as 

an aid to transcend nescience which is 'vyakrte nama-rupe', may well indicate a 

pedagogical method, which involves the concept of nullity, rather than the method of 

progressively subtracting all adjuncts to reveal the underlying true nature of atman 

which is proposed in the third prose prakarana of the Upadesasdhasrf. The concept and 

symbol of nullity represents a qualitative advancement of the human capacity of 

speculative thinking. It is an interesting fact that around 650 CE, the actual symbol of 

zero (sunyam) was introduced to Indian mathematics, and some one hundred and fifty 

years earlier, the mathematician Aryabhata had devised a place-value system, wherein 

the symbol for zero was used to denote an empty place73. These mathematical 

developments issued from the period of the Early Advaita Vedanta of the Gaudapada 

school, as well as of the Dignaga/Dharmaklrti school, who were both equally willing to 

contemplate on such abstract notions as nullity, which the mathematicians were 

pondering over in their own fashion. In spite of this fact, the question still remains how 

closely linked the centres of learning of the natural and abstract sciences were with 

those centres of learning concerned with pedagogical methods surrounding such 

metaphysical issues as atman or anatman. 

73 The spiritual form of emptiness (sunyata) is also to be found in the earliest Vedic texts, though 
admittedly in an ill-defined manner. The earliest Buddhist sutras placed much emphasis on emptiness 
(e.g., the Larikavatarasutra), which, in turn, greatly influenced the Madhyamaka school. 
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Section 6: Is there a state of knowledge beyond sabdapramana ? 

In the Pa/ica-kosd-vivarat/am, which is the second section (prasna) of the 

Taittiriyopanisad, the ultimate inexpressibility of brahman is hinted at in the following 

manner: 

"That from which words turn back along with the mind, not having attained the intended object, 
he who knows the bliss of brahman does not fear at any time." 

yato vaco nivartante aprapya manasa saha | 
anandam brahmano vidvan na bibheti kadacaneti || 

In spite of Sahkara's complete reliance on the scriptural testimony as that which 

reveals the truth of atman/brahman, he was surely influenced by such statements of the 

scriptures themselves which characterise ultimate reality as that which is beyond the 

grasp of speech and mind—"that from which words together with the mind turn 

back"—implying that ultimate reality cannot be translated adequately into natural 

language, nor fixed in terms of well-defined categories of logical thought. 

According to Sankara, word is capable of asserting the presence of brahman in 

an indirect manner, though not necessarily in a direct written or the spoken word form 

(vacyartha). In consequence, the words of scriptural texts are considered to have a more 

profound suggestive function, and are not merely limited to the definition or 

description of phenomenal reality. If considered in light of the notion of laksyartha, it is 

not particularly surprising that when commenting on Brahmasutra IV. 1.3 which reads: 

"atmeti tupagacchanti grahayanti ca", Saiikara makes reference to the B/had-

dra/tyakopanisad by stating, that when the final truth is realised, "even the Vedas are 

not the Vedas"—"vedavedah" (B/haddra/tyakopanisad IV.3.22). As Rambachan (1986) 

so aptly states: "Sruti is like the finger which points to an object, but disappears when 

that object is seen—for the realisation of brahman is said to be the culmination of all 

pramanas including sruti."74 In his commentary on BhagavadgddXlll.2, Sankara states 

what may well be his ultimate position: 

74Rambachan (1986), p. 128. 
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"Similarly the Advaitin grants that his position entails the futility of the sastras in the state of 
liberation, since the jlva has realised he is one with [brahman]. However the sastras continue to 
be relevant in the sphere of nescience, of course. All dualistic schools, similarly, hold that the 
sastras are relevant only in the state of bondage, and not in the state of liberation as well." 

tatha nah ksetrajnanam Tsvaraikatve sati sastranarthakyam bhavatu avidyavisaye ca 
arthavattvam yatha dvaitavadinam sarvesam bandhavasthayam eva sastradyarthavattvarn na 
muktavasthayam evam 

Sankara is quite clear on one point: sruti, although an indicator of ultimate 

reality, operates and has validity only within the 'sphere of nescience' (avidyavisaya). 

Sabdapramana, though a valid source of knowledge, nevertheless belongs to the world 

of aparavidya (lower knowledge) and is simply abandoned—like the Buddhist raft— 

when the further shore of insight has been reached. But it should be stated that it is not 

simply Sankara alone who holds this belief that the srutis are ultimately transcended 

upon the realisation of non-difference (abheda), since, as he states as well, not only the 

dualist schools of Samkhya-Yoga hold a similar view, but this position is also 

sanctioned by the scriptures themselves. 

Before Sahkara's time, Bhartrhari, as well, states that the explanation of the 

scriptures is based on nescient reality, since brahman is a state which transcends words 

and the teaching of brahman is but the expediency of the imparting of truth to humans. 

In Vdkyapad/ya 11.234, Bhartrhari claims that scriptural testimony belongs to 

conventional reality (vyavahara), which is none other than avidya: 

vyavaharaya manyante sastrarthaprakriya yatah I 
sastresu prakriyabhedairavidyaivopavarnyate || 

Writing from the perspective of a linguist and grammarian, word for 

Bhartrhari—even as it appears in the form of scriptural testimony— remains "the 

world"75 Bhartrhari's belief holds true for Sankara as well, who claims that 

sabdapramana is adequate for those for whom the light of brahmajnana has not yet 

dawned. Apart from the various pramanas whose validity is ultimately relegated to the 

level of samvrti-sat, Saiikara introduces a belief in a real condition, which is the 

75 See article by Aklujkar, Ashok (2001), "The Word is the World: Nondualism in Indian Philosophy of 
Language" in Philosophy East & West 51/4, concerning Bhartrhari's linguistic approach to non-duality. 
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immediate apprehension (avagati) of the non-difference of atman and brahman, a 

condition which requires no validation, since at the level of paramartha-sat, all valid 

sources of knowledge are transcended, including sabdapramana. 

As stated earlier, Sahkara's bases this belief on scriptural evidence; not without 

significance here, is Mundaka III.2.3 of the Upanisad of the same name, which clearly 

states that sabdapramana cannot lead to 'the attainment of self, and that right 

knowledge is not achieved by repetitive hearing (bahuna srutena) [of scriptural texts]: 

"This self cannot be attained by instruction nor by intellectual power nor even through much 
hearing. [Atman] is to be attained by the one whom [atman] chooses. To such a one atman 
reveals his own nature." 

nayam atma pravacanena labhyo na medhaya na bahuna srutena 
yam evaisa vrnute tena labhyastasyaisa atma vivmute tanurn svam 

Commenting on Mundakopanisad III.2.3, Sankara specifically states that 

knowledge of atman cannot be attained "by the elaborate study of the Vedas and 

sastras", and towards the end of the bhasya states: 

"Therefore, by renouncing everything else, a wish to realise dtman is alone the means of 
attaining atman." 

tasmadanyatyagenatmalabhaprarthanaivatmalabhasadhanamityarthah76 

This particular statement gives valuable information about Sahkara's opinion 

concerning the path to liberation. Moksa is to be attained by 'the renunciation of 

everything [else but brahman]' (anya-tyagena), which implies the need for the seeker to 

be established in the samnyasa tradition77, and secondly, this renunciation of everything 

else, also points to the leaving behind of truth established in the scriptures. In the 

second part of this commentary on Mundakopanisad III.2.3, Sankara refers to another 

notion which is of interest to our argument—that the sole means of attaining atman is 

to have the "wish or desire to realise atman" (atma-labha-prarthana). The word which 

76 tasmat anya-tyagena atmalabha-prarthana eva atmalabha sadhanam iti arthah 
77 This point will be dealt with in section 7 of this thesis. 
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Sankara employs for 'wish' is "prarthana", which has nothing to do with "kama", which 

is often translated as desire, since Mundaka III.2.1 clearly states that: 

"the wise, who are free from desires (akama), and who worship the purusa, pass beyond 
the seed [of rebirth]" 

The word "prarthana", which is related to the verbal root (arth) prefixed by 

(pra-) is employed in the Kathopanisad in a verbal form signifying "to wish or long 

for". M. Monier-Williams defines "prarthana" (n.) as "wish, desire, entreaty, 

solicitation, petition for". Prarthana (f.) is defined as "prayer". Furthermore, Sankara 

appears to be interpreting the portion of Mundaka III.2.3 which reads "[atman] is to be 

attained by the one whom [atman] chooses" (yam evaisa vrnute tena labhyah) from the 

perspective of the seeker of truth—thus favouring intentionality of liberation, which 

attenuates the interpretation of this particular passage as a reference to the bestowal of 

grace by the highest self on the seeker of liberation. In fact, a personal god (Tsvara) 

who might mercifully bestow grace on the seeker of liberation makes no appearance in 

the three prose prakaranas of the Upadesasdhasrf, even though the term tsvara' 

occurs very frequently in Sahkara's commentary on the Brahmasutra. Of course, Tsvara 

is the personal god mentioned in the scriptures, which Sankara is obliged to include 

while commenting on scriptures, although as Ram-Prasad (2001) states: 

"The good lord of the theologian is really not a part of the central project of 
advaita...Even more fundamentally, Sankara argues that god is irrelevant to the advaitic path, 
regardless of whether that god is a supreme and transcendent entity distinct from the self or a 
particular expression of consciousness ultimately identical with the self."7 ii 79 

Ram-Prasad's statement is very much to the point in light of Sahkara's 

commentary on Mundakopanisad III.2.3. "Atma-labha-prarthana" is none other than 

the Advaitic path to liberation walked by the seeker of enlightenment, who is 

unassisted by a higher power. And as Ram-Prasad himself speculates: how can the 

Advaitic theory of liberation be considered a soteriological enterprise...when there is 

no saviour? 

7K On the other hand, Mayeda ( 1965), mentions that the term lsvara is used eight times in the metrical 
part of the Upadesasahasrf. 
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The fifth section of the fourth chapter of the Bphaddra/tyakopanisad, concerning 

the essential non-dual nature of atman and brahman, is perhaps one of the most 

important sections upon which Sankara relied as scriptural foundation of his Advaitic 

project. In this fifth brahmana, Yajnavalkya instructs one of his two wives, MaitreyT, 

considered herself to be a discourser on brahma-knowledge (brahmavadinT), about the 

nature of life-eternal (amrtatvam), before walking away into the forest. Sankara was 

very sensitive to the transmission of brahma-vidya, since in the Advaitic tradition, it 

was of utmost importance that knowledge be imparted to a deserving pupil, so that the 

continuity of the Advaitic tradition (sampradaya) could be maintained. In his 

commentary on Brahmasutra 1.1.4, Sankara quotes the following passage from the fifth 

brahmana of the BAiaddra/tyakopanisad (IV.5.15): 

"When the self alone is realised as all this, then by what and whom shall one see,...by 
what and whom shall one know? ...Indeed, by what shall one know the knower?" 

This notion oi self-interrogation: "Indeed, by what shall one know the knower?" 
SO 

(vijnataram are kena vijamyat), so that the "knots of the heart be untied" is central to 

the Advaitic notion of liberation from samsaric existence. This manner of approaching 

the absolute is further indicative of Sahkara's belief that knowledge of brahman cannot 

be reduced to a prameya and cannot be ultimately validated by any pramana which 

operates within the realm of vyavahara. Although reason can show experience to be 

intrinsically and extrinsically consistent, it still cannot yield the experience itself, which 

goes beyond the strict bounds of reason. 

According to Pande (1994), brahmavidya is acknowledged as being knowable 

by any relevant means, and not necessarily by sabdapramana which can only impart 

information about something independent of it. It is for this reason, that Sankara 

accepts intuitive experience (anubhava) as one such relevant means of knowing 

brahman. This is evident by his commentary on Brahmasutra 1.1.2: 

79 Ram-Prasad (2001), p. 215. 
K" According to Mundakopanisad II.2.8a.b.: "bhidyate krdayagranthischidyante sarvasarnsayah": all 
doubts are destroyed [and] the knots of the heart are untied. 
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"Rather the method here is scripture and so on, along with intuitive comprehension 
(anubhava) and so on, as may be required. For brahmajfiana culminates in experience, since it 
is a real object (bhutavastu-visayatva81)." 

kirn tu srutyadayo'nubhavadayasca yathasambhavamiha pramanam anubhavavasanatvat 
bhutavastu-visayatvacca brahmajhanasya 

The Vedantic scheme, therefore, recognises intuitive comprehension 

(anubhava)—also termed avagati or aparoksanubhuti—as that which is the valid source 

of knowledge of brahman, and the latter exists as the real object of such intuitive 

comprehension (bhutavastuvisayatvat). But as Mohanty (1992) points out, it is 

necessary to distinguish between intuitive comprehension and the valid sources of 

knowledge (pramanas) recognised as such, which Sankara mentions separately in his 

commentary on Brahmasutra 1.1.2 quoted above, (here, termed: srutyadayah). For, as 

Mohanty states: "Where are intuitive experience and mystic experience? They are not 

pramanas: they are experiences."82 

That anubhava is considered by Sankara to belong to a different category than 

the pramanas is a significant point, and should be kept in mind when evaluating 

comments made by modern scholars, such as Upadhyaya (1991), who states the 

following in favour of sabdapramana as the only valid means of knowledge for final 

realisation of brahmajfiana: 

"It is significant that [Sankara] adds "and so forth" after anubhava (concerning BSBh 
1.1.2 quoted above). This would suggest that no special significance is being attached to 
anubhava. The inevitable conclusion here is that anubhava is grouped along with all other 
pramanas whose roles are conceived by Sankara as only subordinate and supplementary to 
, . . ii 83 

sruti. 

In response to Upadhyaya, it may be recalled that the exact words which 

Sankara employs in this commentarial passage on Brahmasutra 1.1.2 concerning 

relevant means are: "srutyadayo'nubhavadayasca". Respecting Mohanty's distinction 

between pramana and intuitive experience, it is possible that Sankara is juxtaposing 

81 bhuta-vastu: This term is quite difficult to translate, but refers to a thing or occurrence which has a real 
existence, and thus is very much opposed to the Buddhist concept of reality as impermanent and non-
abiding. 
82 Mohanty (1992), p. 294. 
83 Upadhyaya (1991), p. 35. 
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sabdapramana—which by the statement "srutyadayah", may be extended to include 

rational argument (nyaya), as of the dvandva-compound "sruti-smrti-nyaya", of USG 

1.43—with the various nuances of intuitive and mystical experiences (anubhavadyah), 

which may include other levels of intuitive experience such as avagati, 

aparoksanubhuti, or even the level(s) of mystical receptivity of the Upanisadic seers 

and sages. 

In the final analysis, it would appear that intuitive comprehension, the inner 

light (antarjyotis) of atman, which is self-validating (svartha), and needing no proof by 

reason or scriptural authority, is the final aim of Sahkara's philosophy. It is this intuitive 

comprehension, participating in Sahkara's doctrine of illumination, which is the light 

which reveals atman . This is indeed the conclusion reached by the pupil of the second 

prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf, who states (USG 11.109): 

"So ultimately, Your Holiness, apprehension, the light of dtman (atma-jyotis), is uninterrupted, 
immutable, eternal, and non-dual in nature." 

evameva paramarthatah bhagavan avagateh atmajyotisah nairantaryabhavat kutasthanityata 
advaitabhavasca 

84 According to Sahkara's doctrine of illumination, cognition is self-revelatory and ultimate atman-
perception (caitanya), which is changeless, appears (abhasa) as perceiver. 
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Section 7: "Where the task of philosophy ends": The pre-requisites for the 

attainment of liberating knowledge 

The title of this section is inspired by a comment made by J.N. Mohanty in his 

work: "Reason and Tradition in Indian Thought" to the effect that reflection (manana) 

by itself does not lead to the immediate experience of truth—it is spiritual practice 

(sadhana) which is instrumental in producing that experience which supposedly brings 

about liberation (moksa). In the Advaitic tradition, that experience which produces 

liberation, is none other than the knowledge of brahma. This is clearly stated in USG 

1.2: "the means to final release is knowledge [of brahman]" (tadidam moksasadhanam 

jfianam). On this particular point, the first prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf illustrates 

yet again, its structural and contextual similarity to Sahkara's commentary on the 

Brahmasutra. 
o r y 

Brahmasutra 1.1: "athato brahmajijfiasa" ", permits Sankara in his commentary 

on this first sutra, to explore the prerequisites for brahmajijnasa, and it is this same 

methodology which he adopts in the first prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf, he states in 

section USG 1.2: 

"[The knowledge of brahman] should be repeatedly related to the pupil until it is firmly 
grasped, if he is dispassionate toward all things non-eternal which are attained by means [other 
than knowledge]; if he has abandoned the desire for sons, wealth, and worlds and reached the 
state of a paramahamsa wandering ascetic; if he is endowed with tranquillity, self-control, 
compassion, and so forth; if he is possessed of the qualities of a pupil which are well known 
from the scriptures; if he is a Brahmin who is pure; if he approaches his teacher in the 
prescribed manner; if his caste, profession, behaviour, knowledge [of the Vedas], and family 
have been examined." 

Although Sankara states that it is but knowledge of brahman which is the means 

to liberation (USG 1.2), it is quite clear from the above passage that there exist a certain 

number of pre-requisites (adhikara) or auxiliary requisites which accompany 

brahmajfiana—this sole 'means' to liberation. One may therefore conclude that the 

Advaitic scheme of liberation admits that the seeker of truth must be properly prepared 

85 "Now, therefore, the inquiry [into the nature of] brahman." 
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to hear the authoritative texts; in so far that the attainment of liberation is dependent on 

the receptivity of the seeker to moral or religious truths upon which the notion of the 

desire to know brahman (brahmajijfiasa) is based. There are a certain number of 

fundamental qualities of the pupil (sisya-guna) that Sankara mentions in this passage 

from USG 1.2 and in USG 1.4, which are important adhikaras for the 'one who has the 

desire for liberation' (mumuksu): 

i. Pre-disposing factors of birth, environment, caste, past activities and education 
in the Vedas (USG 1.2) 

ii. Acquisition of the means of tranquillity, self-control, compassion and so on 
(USG 1.2 and 1.4) 

iii. The pupil's dispassion with regard to the enjoyment of things present or remote 
(iha-amutrarthabhogaviraga) (USG 1.2 and 1.4) 

iv. The pupil's development of discrimination of things which are eternal and non-
eternal (nityanityavastuviveka) (USG 1.4) 

An important point is that these qualities which are to be developed in the 

seeker of enlightenment presupposes the presence of a teacher (acarya or guru). In both 

USG I and his commentary on the Brahmasutra, Sankara quotes from the 

Chdndogyopanisad VI.14.2: "One who has a teacher knows...". This quotation appears 

in the Brahmasutrabhasya (1.1.2) in the following manner: 

"A learned wise person may reach the country of the Gandharas; just so here the person 
who has a teacher attains knowledge." 

pandito medhavi gandharan evopasampadyetaivam evehacaryavan puruso veda iti 

Sahkara's pedagogical method, including his view of the importance of the 

relationship between the pupil and the teacher, may be studied throughout the entire 

Upadesasdhasrf, although the first prose part (USG I), which is a dialogue between the 

teacher of Advaita and the pupil involved in ritual action in view to liberation, offers 
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very valuable insight into the Advaitic method of leading the pupil in the direction of 

right knowledge. Here, the teacher starts by questioning the pupil in a way which 

kindles a sense of dissatisfaction with all things non-eternal. Sahkara's pedagogical 

method also serves to encourage a sense of openness in the pupil's attitude, which 

increases his self-awareness and prepares him to embrace the Advaitic teaching. This 

method of disciplining and redirecting the mind based on dissatisfaction may be 

likened to the recognition of duhkha in the Buddhist scheme. In addition, the qualities 

of the teacher are enumerated in USG 1.6: 

"The teacher is able to consider both sides [of an argument], is endowed with 
understanding, memory, tranquillity, self-control, compassion, favour and the like; he is versed 
in the traditional doctrine; not attached to any enjoyments, visible or invisible, he has 
abandoned all the rituals and their requisites; a knower of brahman, he is established in 
brahman, he leads a blameless life, free from faults such as deceit, pride, trickery, wickedness, 
fraud, jealousy, falsehood, egotism, self-interest, and so on; with the only purpose of helping 
others he wishes to make use of knowledge." 

According to Malkovsky (2001), this particular passage which lists the qualities 

of the teacher is the most detailed of all references to the teacher's virtues in the works 

of Sahkaracarya.86 Although there is a certain amount of overlapping of the required 

qualities of both the pupil and the teacher, there is one significant difference, in that the 

teacher must be "a knower of brahman", and is already "established in brahman" 

(brahmavit brahmani sthitah). In other words, it is fundamental that the teacher not only 

has an understanding of the scriptures, combined with a mastery of logical methods of 

reasoning (in USG 1.6 termed stuhapohagrahana), but has already attained that 

knowledge of enlightenment (atmabodha) through experience (anubhava). 

Furthermore, the true teacher must be of extremely high moral character and free from 

all common defilements, i.e., deceit (dambha), egotism (ahamkara) and self-interest 

(mamatva). 

To a certain extent, Sankara relies on the Upanisadic sources for his knowledge 

of the virtues and qualities of the teacher and spiritual guide. One major source is 

B/haddranyakopanisad IV.4.23, which states that the "auxiliaries" (ahga), that is, 

86 Malkovsky (2001), p. 83. 
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calmness (sama), self-control (dama), repose (uparati), patience (titiksa) and 

contemplation (sadhi), "have necessarily to be accomplished (avasyanustheya): 

"Therefore he who knows it as such, having become calm, self-controlled, withdrawn, 
patient and collected sees the self in [his own] self, sees all in the self." 

tasmadevamvicchanto danta uparatastitiksuh samahito bhutvatmanyevatmanam pasyati 
sarvamatmanam pasyati 

Commenting on the Brhaddranyakopanisad, Sankara also refers to the Advaitic 

teachers as "those who know the [true] tradition" (sampradayavidah), and who through 

parable and scripture teach the nature of the highest self (BAU II. 1.20). In the same 

passage, he claims that sruti does not have the unconditional power to provide 

knowledge of brahman, because it only supplies information about things unknown, 'as 

they are': for the sake of attainment of moksa, it is necessary to find a spiritual guide or 

teacher from whom knowledge of brahman can be learned. 

Sankara also states that the Upanisad's own lineage of teachers 

(acaryaparampara) is founded in the self-born brahman, whether interpreted as ultimate 

reality or the eternal Vedas (BAU II.6.3; VI.5.3). This interpretation of paramartha-sat 

or scriptural testimony has certain important implications, in that the teacher or 

spiritual guide is considered to be the mediator of the teachings passed on before him 

from age to age in the Vedantic tradition, which is, in turn, the embodiment (sariratva) 

of the truth of the scriptures. It may be mentioned here that Gaudapada87, commenting 

on karika V.d. of the Sd/nkhyakdrika of Isvarakrsna: "right affirmation is true 

revelation" (-aptasrutirapta-vacanantu), states that "apta means acarya-s, and that 

teachers and Vedas are called aptasruti, and that which is declared by them is true 

revelation." This statement from the Samkhya tradition is very much in keeping with 

the Upanisadic concept that it is the lineage of teachers which actually embody the truth 

of the scriptures. 

The importance of the lineage of teachers (acaryaparampara) is briefly 

mentioned in USG 1.3: 

87 This Gaudapada, commentator on the Sa/Miyakarika, is probably not the same as the Gaudapada, who 
is the illustrious commentator (or school of G.) on the Mdndukyopan/sad. 
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"For when knowledge [of brahman] is firmly grasped, it is conducive to one's own 
beatitude and to the continuity [of knowledge of brahman]. And the continuity of knowledge 
[of brahman] is helpful to people, as a boat to one wishing to get across a river." 
drdhagrhita hi vidya atmanah sreyase santatyai ca bhavati | vidyasantatisca pranyanugrahaya 
bhavati nauriva nadTrp tiffrsoh 

In this passage, the concept of continuity of knowledge of brahman 

(vidyasantatih) refers to the need to maintain the lineage of teachers from age to age, 

since its maintenance is considered to be beneficial to people (anugraha)—good 

medicine. According to this passage, unless the scriptures are properly maintained and 

passed from teacher to pupil in an accredited teaching lineage, there can be no true 

knowledge of brahman—and ultimately, no liberation from samsaric suffering. 

In USG 11.74, Sankara speaks of the grace (prasada) of the teacher, without 

which liberation is impossible. After having explained to the pupil that his real nature is 

of the nature of pure consciousness, the teacher says to him: "Has this delusion left you 

now or not?" The pupil replies: "Your Holiness, the delusion has gone thanks to your 

gracious assistance." (bhagavan apagatah tvatprasadat vyamohah). Sankara also 

associates this notion of grace with the scriptures themselves, as for example, in his 

commentary on B/haddra/zyakopanisad II. 1.20, where he refers to his opponents ('the 

dialecticians'—tarkikas) as those who are "devoid of the grace of the sastras, and a 

teacher" (sastra-guru-prasada-rahita). 

In both USG I and USG II, the pupil approaches the teacher "in the prescribed or 

usual manner". This "prescribed or usual manner" of approaching the teacher is 

mentioned by Sankara in his commentary on Mundakopanisad 1.2.12: 

"In this way, disgusted, the Brahmin should approach the teacher alone who is 
possessed of tranquillity of mind, control of senses, etc. The expression "alone" indicates that 
even though learned in the Vedas, he (i.e., the pupil) should not independently try to acquire 
the knowledge of brahman but should approach the teacher alone. "Samit-pani" means he must 
have the bundle of samidh sticks in his hands...To such a teacher, [the pupil] must duly 
approach, seek his grace and ask him about the imperishable true purusa". 

In the Mundakopanisad, the Mundakopanisadbhdsya, as well as in USG 1.2, the 

pupil who approaches the teacher for instruction must be a Brahmin. Ad 

Brhaddra/tyakopanisad III.5.1 and IV.5.15, Sankara also states that it is only the 
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o n 

Brahmin who are entitled to samnyasa. But as Mayeda (1979) points out , all the 

smrtis are not in agreement whether the ascetic life (samnyasa) is open to all the upper 

three classes, or only to Brahmins. According to the Brahmasutra of Badarayana 

(1.3.34-39), all upper three classes (that is all, except the Sudras) are entitled to 

brahmavidya. Later Advaitins as well, such as Suresvara, tend to be more lenient than 

Sankara and accept all the three upper classes as eligible for samnyasa. 

On this particular issue, Sankara reflects the peculiar combination of orthodoxy 

and radicalism characteristic of an original thinker; he regretted the decay of the ancient 

Vedic social institutions, and upheld the orthodox view about restricted social 

eligibility to the institutionalised life of renunciation. On the other hand, he strongly 

criticised the claims of the ritualistic priest-caste, stating that spirituality is rooted in 

inner illumination not something to be obtained from exterior ritual works. Bilimoria 

(1997) would not necessarily be in agreement with Sahkara's notion of soteriological 

exclusivity, since Bilimoria appears to hold Sahkaran advaitavada concerning the 

"denuded self" (as he states) as responsible for the subsequent failure of Indian culture 

to develop a realistic world based on rights and community solidarity. Bilimoria claims 

that Sankara employed the Advaitic doctrine as the foundation for the establishment of 

the samnyasin tradition which he hoped "would become the absolute denominator of 

the Hindu civilisation, as it was of the sramanic tradition, which brahmanism had by 
on 

then successfully appropriated." 

USG 1.2 stipulates that the Brahmin who approaches the teacher for instruction 

must also be a paramahamsa wandering ascetic. Commenting on Mundakopanisad 

III.2.4a.b."nayamatma balahmena labhyo na ca pramadattapaso vapyalihgat", Sankara 

equates the word 'lihga' with 'samnyasa': 

"Aids like strength, heedlessness, austerity coupled with samnyasa (lihga) are to create 
a longing for atman; for this atman cannot be attained by one devoid of strength, nor by 
negligence due to adherence to worldly objects like sons, cattle, etc., nor similarly by austerity 
without lihga. Li/iga means samnyasa. But when the knower strives for atman, with these 

88 Mayeda (1979), p. 228, fn.6. 

89 Bilimoria (1997), p. 272-273. 
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means of strength, heedlessness and jnana coupled with samnyasa, the atman of such a knower 
enters the abode that is brahman." 

It would appear that in the Upadesasdhasrf, Sankara accepts two categories of 

samnyasa; namely, the vidvat-samnyasa of the paramahamsa, and the vividisa-

samnyasa as defined in the Dharmasastra normative tradition. The vidvat-samnyasa 

(samnyasa of a knower) would correspond to the position of the teacher; while the 

pupil of USG 1.2, for one, would belong to the second category of the vividisa-

samnyasa (samnyasa out of a desire for knowledge). Anandagiri, in his sub-

commentary on Sahkara's commentary on Mut/dakopanisad III.2.4a.b., is in agreement 

with Sankara, that "lihga means samnyasa", yet Anandagiri goes on to say that "in the 

case of Indra, Janaka and GargT (i.e., those who had taken no—or had no access to— 

formal vows of san/nydsa), internal renunciation was involved, and therefore external 

samnyasa is not always intended." 

Anandagiri's comment which expands the notion of renunciation to include 

other categories of seekers of liberation who are not necessarily "brahmana 

paramahamsa wandering ascetics", indicates the need for different generations to 

constantly re-interpret and re-evaluate scriptural testimony, and previous commentaries 

in light of their own particular reasoning practices, doctrines and ethical codes. Hence, 

it would indeed appear that liberation cannot be liberated from its social context, and 

each interpreter of scriptural testimony reaffirms his (eventually, her) own traditional 

values, and cultural programmes of training and transmission rights. The encounter 

with scripture is a dialogue; and that which is encountered gives rise to an essential 

question which requires an answer. It is each particular 'culture of liberation' which 

must enter into dialogue, and ultimately interpret scriptural testimony according to its 

own particular need. In the case of Sahkaran Advaita Vedanta, as Forsthoefel (2002), in 

his interesting article, "Retrieving the Vivekacuddmam: The Poles of Religious 

Knowing" points out, it is "the external circuitry of Advaita—text, tradition and teacher 

which reveals the most important context of all, that is, human relationship with a 

teacher and fellow seekers, a society which one renounces, an initiation that one 

accepts in the presence of another, and so on." 
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Section 8: Does spiritual practice play a role in the attainment of knowledge? 

Sankara himself declares that "there is actually no difference between being 

liberated and not being liberated, for the self is always the same"90. One could 

definitely argue that this statement nonetheless presupposes a transformative process 

which by no means is a gratuitous one, and that consequently, the Advaitic path toward 

liberation is strongly linked to socially established practices and normative behaviour. 

In his commentary on Bhagavad-gHd V.12, Sankara indeed recognises the process 

through which a vividisa-samnyasin must go to ultimately attain moksa. The various 

stages mentioned are the purification of mind, the attainment [of the means] of 

knowledge, the renunciation of all actions, and the establishment (nistha) of 

knowledge, all stages occurring gradually (sattvasuddhijfianapraptisarvakarma-

samnyasajfiananisthakramena). 

The notion of contextualised transmission makes it easier to understand certain 

anomalies between the Advaitic metaphysical doctrine, which advocates the 

renunciation of all ritual action (sarvakarmasamnyasa), and certain means, including 

meditational techniques, that serve to purify the mind (sattvasuddhi) which Sankara 

mentions. Since it is ultimately the removal of nescience which leads to (or is) 

liberation, ritual acts of all kind, including mental acts (manasT kriya) cannot lead to 

this end. 

Therefore it would appear that Sankara does indeed recognise that brahmavidya 

can be approached in a step-wise manner (kramena), as his commentary on Bhagavad-

gitdW. 12 indicates. Furthermore, Sankara mentions the need for effort (prayatna), in 

his commentary on Brhaddra/tyakopanisad IV.4.6. Yet it would appear that injunctions 

(vidhi) to perform "works" apply only a long as right knowledge has not yet dawned. In 

his commentary on Brahmasutra IV. 1.1, Sankara recognises the relative value of the 

effort of repetition (avrtti) for those of slower understanding (mandamati). In USG 1.2 

as well, it is recommended that knowledge of brahman be "repeatedly related to the 

pupil until it is firmly grasped" (bruyat punah punah yavadgrahanam drdhTbhavati). The 

factor of repetition is often mentioned in Sahkara's commentaries concerning both 

9(1 "na hi vastuto muktamuktatvaviseso'sti" (B/hadaranyakopanisadbhasya IV.4.6) 
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upasana (focussing of the mind) and nididhyasana (contemplation). In his commentary 

on BhagavadgHdIH.4.26, Sankara points out that upasana is the repetitive continuity of 

a single idea (upasanam nama samanapratyaya pravahakaranam), and in the same 

commentarial section, states that both upasana and nididhyasana are repetitive actions: 

"upasanam nididhyasana cetyantamTtavrtti gunaiva kriyabhidhTyate". 

Before examining the meditation practices which are recommended in the 

Upadesasdhasrf, it is interesting to look at some of the different attitudes toward 

spiritual practices of this kind (sadhana) in the major philosophic traditions before and 

during the time of Sankara. According to Mandanamisra91, sruti is considered to be a 

valid source of knowledge, and upon hearing the truth about the 'non-difference of 

brahman and atman' through the scriptures, all false notions cease. Nevertheless, he 

states, it may also occur that such false notions persist through the power of strong 

mental impressions due to the repetition of beginningless wrong understanding. In 

order to remove these accumulated erroneous impressions, Mandanamisra recommends 

the repetition of the seeing of reality coupled with the performance of rituals, etc., 

which are derived from Vedic texts. In addition, Mandanamisra holds that the 

knowledge gained from the hearing of the Upanisadic mahavakyas does not cause 

immediate realisation of brahman, but that repeated meditation on the mahavakyas is 

necessary to convert such knowledge into ultimate realisation. It is obvious here that 

Mandanamisra's point of view spans two philosophic traditions, i.e., the Advaita 

Vedantic and the PurvamTmamsa traditions, his leanings toward the latter tradition 

obvious by the claim that both repeated meditation and the performance of prescribed 

Vedic rituals is necessary to eliminate wrong understanding. The term "prasamkhyana" 

meditation is often used to describe this repeated meditation practice enjoined by 

Mandanamisra and other jfiana-karmasamuccayavadins of the Vedantic tradition. 

In the metrical part of the Upadesasdhasrf, Sankara voices his disapproval of 

this practice of prasamkhyana meditation: in USP XVIII. 15 and 18, the opponent who 

possibly represents the Vedantic position of a jfianakarmasamuccayavadin, states that 

'•"Mandanamisra (ca. 660-720 CE), the author of the Advaita treatise entitled the Brahmasiddhi, is 
believed to have been an older contemporary of Sankara. 
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one "should perform prasamkhyana meditation diligently" since "nobody, even if he 

knows the meaning of the sentence, is found to be free from pain." Sankara obviously 

rejects this point of view in USP XVIII. 19, by stating that "final release is not [an end 

to be attained by actions], since it is ever-existing." According to Sankara, it is not 

correct that sruti would enjoin one to perform any repeated meditation practice, such as 

prasamkhyana meditation, for to do so would be to presuppose agentship. This is 

indeed the position of the Brahmasutrabhasya as well as the first prose part of the 

Upadesasdhasrf in that repetitive meditation practices, though they are not ritual 

actions in a literal sense, are nonetheless mental actions (manasa kriya) oriented 

towards results, and samsaric suffering is directly related to this bondage of the nature 

of means and ends (sadhyasadhanalaksano bandhah). 

It is interesting to note that in the first prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf (USG 

1.38), Sankara supports his statement that atman is identical with brahman by quoting— 

among other smrti sources—from the Apastan/ba-Dhant/asutra. The quotation in 

question being: "All beings are the bodies of him who lives in the hearts" (I.22.4)92. 

The Apastamba-Dharmasutra is considered to be one of the oldest extant law books, 

dating from about the third century BCE, ' and is one section of the Kalpa-sutra 

belonging to the Apastamba school, a Black Yajurveda school of South India. The 

section of the Apastamba-Dharmasutra which Sankara quotes from is entitled the 

"Adhydtmapa/ala" (sections 1.22.1-8 and 1.23.1-6), which is translated by Olivelle as 

"Knowledge of the Self. In the Adhydtmapa/ala section, the origins of Early Vedantic 

thought are already present, and it is especially interesting that the opening and closing 

sutras of this section propose that "one should practice the discipline pertaining to 

atman" (adhyatmikayoga). Since the Adhydtmapa/ala section quotes passages from 

Upanisadic texts which pertain specifically to the oneness (ekatva) of atman/brahman, 

it may be the case that the author (or compiler) of this section of the Apastamba-

Dharmasutra was definitely sympathetic to the cause of non-duality. It is also true that 

this section is quoted by Sankara, not only in the Upadesasdhasrf, but also in his 

92 translation of "puh praninah sarvaguhasayam" proposed by Mayeda (1979); Olivelle (1999) proposes 
the following translation: "All living beings are the residence of the one who dwells within the cave 
(cavity of the heart)." 
93 This date proposed by Olivelle (1999), p. xxxiv. 
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commentary on the Brahmasutra. It may be mentioned here that there also exists a 

commentary attributed to Sankara, entitled the Adhydtmapatalavivarana (-bhdsya), 

which is considered by Pande, as well as Hacker-Mayeda94 to be an authentic work of 

Sankara. 

The Adhydtmapa/ala section of the Apastamba-Dharmasutra proposes that the 

attainment of brahman involves active spiritual practice combined with knowledge of 

brahman through sabdapramana, and recommends that one "should practice the 

discipline pertaining to the inner self", involving both knowledge and action, which is 

the path dear to the jnana-karma-samuccayavadins such as Mandanamisra and 

Bhaskara. Many of the other early smrti tracts of the tradition did, in fact, forward the 

belief in the dual path of jfiana and karma for the attainment of final liberation, as for 

example, this quotation from the HdrHa-sm/ti VI. 10.10 indicates: "Just as a horse 

devoid of a cart nor a cart without a horse [can carry a load], so are both austerity 

(tapas) and knowledge [indispensable] to the ascetic." 

What is of particular interest to our argument, is that the Adhydtmapa/ala 

section of the Dharma-sutra forwards a meditation practice or technique of meditating 

on atman, by means of which a state of final release or bliss (ksema) may be attained— 

even in the present lifetime: "In this life, the eradication of faults depends on discipline. 

The learned man who uproots these faults that torment creatures attains bliss" (1.23.3). 

The practice presented in this section involves a "casting away of whatever is called a 

sensory object" (1.22.5) so that one becomes "immortal and unchanging; has no limbs, 

voice, body or touch95." It may be noted that the meditation practice which involves the 

suppression of the senses is also advocated, though in a somewhat different manner, 

than that proposed in the third prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf (USG III), where the 

meditation practice called parisamkhyana meditation (as opposed to the prasamkhyana 

technique of the jnanakarmasamuccaya Advaitic sub-school) is recommended. 

It is also interesting to consider Sahkara's attitude in regard to meditation 

practices proposed by the Yoga tradition. In several of his commentarial works, 

94 Hacker (1968); Mayeda (1979). 
95 The notion that one who becomes "immortal and unchanging" has "no touch" would later be 
incorporated by Gaudapada in his definition of spiritual discipline as "asparsa-yoga", wherein the mind 
never actually comes into contact with an external object. 
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showing his respect for the Yoga darsana, Sankara accepts the "greatness of yoga" 

(yoga-mahatmya). In his commentary on BhagavadgHd V.26, he states that the Vedas 

authorise and encourage acts of inner discipline, upasana and meditative concentration 

since they are auxiliary to liberating knowledge (samyagdarsanasyantar-ahgam) and 

that these acts have therapeutic value for overcoming afflictions (klesa). In spite of the 

central doctrine of duality inherent in the Yogic system, Sankara points out that the 

Vedantic rejection of Yoga is only partial and praises the path of the Yoga-darsana for 

its practical methods which are useful for spiritual progress. 

Sankara himself does not employ the word 'samadhi' very often in his 

commentarial works. In the Brahmasutrabhasya, he makes only three references to 

samadhi , being that state of absorption or enstasis, but refuses to accept that samadhi 

alone can lead to liberation. Commenting on Brahmasutra II. 1.9, he states: "Though 

there is the natural eradication of difference in deep sleep and in samadhi, etc., because 

false knowledge has not been removed, difference occurs once again upon waking just 

like before." Sankara also refers to samadhi in his commentary on BhagavadgddVl.20 

and states: "He rejoices in his own self by means of the inner sense purified through 

samadhi." (samadhiparisuddhena antahkaranena)—in this particular context, it becomes 

clear that Sankara considers the state of samadhi and certain disciplined practices to be 

purifying activities, and therefore preparatory to the dawning of liberating knowledge. 

The Yoga-Sutra of Patanjali which defines yoga as the discipline involving "cessation 

of movement of the mind" (yogascittavrttinirodhah in 1.2) is nevertheless rejected by 

Sankara, who once again states in his commentary on B/haddra/zyakopanisad 1.4.7, 

that disciplined practices cannot serve to achieve final liberation (moksa-

sadhanatvenanavagamat). For similar reasons as his rejection of prasamkhyana 

meditation, Sankara here criticises the practice of methodic repetition (abhyasa) and 

mental performance (cestita), and says that liberation is only possible through jnana. If 

the Yogic practice involving cittavrttinirodha is ultimately rejected by Sankara, is there 

a method which Sankara proposes in function of the Advaitic scheme of total 

transformation? 
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The third prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf deals exclusively with the method of 

parisanzkhydha meditation which is recommended "for seekers after final release, who 

are devoting themselves to destroying their acquired merit and demerit, and do not wish 

to accumulate new ones." (USG III. 112). By focussing uniquely on meditation practice, 

USG III differs greatly from USG I and USG II in which there is utterly no mention of 

any meditation or other spiritual practices. The third prakarana (USG III. 112-116) of 

the Upadesasdhasrf is very brief, and is structured in the following manner: 

i. Sections 112-114 are introductory in nature, and serve to explain to the 

mumuksu that the meditation practice hereby proposed serves to disassociate 

the possible pure essence from all the contextual conditions in which it is 

functionally immanent. To this effect, various steps of withdrawal from these 

associational conditions (upadhi) are proposed to the seeker of liberation. 

Section 114 ends with the statement that "the wise man should perform 

"parisamkhyana meditation" (vidvan evam parisamcaksTta) 

ii. Sections 115-116 are written in the first person singular. Of course, this T is 

equated with atman who states, for example: "But for me who am endowed with 

discriminating knowledge, sound cannot produce even a hair's breadth of gain 

or loss." The second half of section 116 focusses more on smrti and sruti 

passages to reinforce discriminating knowledge and ends with the somewhat 

injunctive statement that "all the sentences of the Upanisads concerning non-

duality of atman should be contemplated, should be contemplated" 

It may be reiterated that the three prose prakaranas of the Upadesasdhasrf axe 

each structured in a different manner, having a different goal in mind. Yet, in spite of 

their differences, the first two prakaranas are both written in the form of a dialogue 

between an enlightened teacher and a pupil seeking release from the beginningless 

cycle of samsaric suffering. The third prose part (USG III), it may be admitted, has 

certain features which are not totally consistent with 'the Sankara as defined by the 

Brahmasutrabhasya'. For example, it is difficult to comfortably explain the injunctive 

96 ad Brahmasutra II.1.9, II.3.39 and II.3.40 
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tone of the concluding statements of sections 114 and 116, as outlined above. In his 

admirable study of the structure of the Upadesasdhasrf. "Studien zur Lehre und 

Entwicklung Sahkaras", Tilmann Vetter scarcely mentions USG III, and perhaps would 

prefer to make a Sahkaran move by simply avoiding what he would rather not comment 

on. Nonetheless, this absence is notable—is Vetter perhaps unwilling to accept USG III 

as an authentic work of Sankara? It is indeed the case that the third prose part does 

seem to reflect better the viewpoint of the Vedantic sub-school, such as that of 

Mandana, which emphasises the dual Advaitic path of jfianakarmasamuccaya. On the 

other hand, Mayeda (1965;1973;1979) does not doubt that USG III is an authentic non-

commentarial work of Sahkaracarya. Nonetheless, in a 1976 article entitled "Sahkara's 

View of Ethics", he struggles with the "injunction issue" of USG III. Mayeda admits: 

"And [Sankara] advises the wise man to perform parisamkhyana. It is unquestionable 
that this is not knowledge but a kind of action. It is certainly an expression of his own view that 
Sankara insists on a complete renunciation of action and at the same time recommends the 
aspirant to perform it. How should we understand his self-contradiction? It is not likely that 
Sankara contradicts himself unknowingly. Probably, he does so purposely. Then, to achieve 
what purpose does he knowingly sacrifice logical and theoretical consistency?"9 

Without going into Mayeda's response which attempts to justify Sahkara's "self-

contradiction", it is interesting to observe that he is not willing to question the 

authenticity of this particular prose part of the Upadesasdhasrf. It may be mentioned 
QO 

here that Potter , in his work "Advaita Vedanta" does indeed question the authenticity 

of certain portions of the gadya-prabandha of the Upadesasdhasrf, and it would appear 

that Vetter is in agreement with him. 

On the other hand, it is true that when one examines the poetical works (stotra) 

which are traditionally accepted as authentic works of Sankara, such as the 

Aparoksdnubhuti and the Atmabodhd"'', there is no doubt that there are definite formal 

and contextual similarities between the stotra-works and the third prose part of the 

Upadesasdhasrf. As the second sloka of the Aparoksdnubhuti states: 

97 Mayeda (1976), p. 198. 
98 Potter's point of view is evaluated by Malkovsky (2001), p. 395. 
99 Of course, the Mayeda-Hacker followers would simply question the authenticity of these two stotra-
works as well. 
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"Direct realisation is herein expounded as a means to liberation 
It should be studied again and again, with great effort, only by the wise." 

In addition, slokas 24 to 28 of this same stotra suddenly shift to a first person 

singular: T (equivalent to atman) form as does USG III: while USG III states in section 

116: "...I who am free from old age, death, and fear", Aparoksdnubhuti 28 claims: "I 

am stainless, without motion, without end, pure and devoid of old age and death.", 

whereas Atmabodha 32, for its part, states that "birth, old age, decay, death and so on, 

are not for me, because I am other than the body. Sound and other objects of the senses 

have no connection with me, for I am other than the senses." Even though USG III is 

written in the gadya-form and the two works mentioned here are written in sloka-form, 

it is quite remarkable how greatly USG III resembles both the Aparoksdnubhuti and the 

Atmabodha. The stotras are somewhat injunctive in nature, and the sections in "aham-

form" most probably are meant to be memorised, and repeated over and over again... 

The concept of parisa/nkhyana meditation which is postulated in the third prose 

part of the Upadesasdhasrf. As stated above, USG III. 112 proposes this parisamkhyana 

technique of meditation as an aid to destroying acquired merit and demerit 

(punyapunya) and to eliminate accumulated karmans due to (nescient) activities of 

speech, mind and body. In other words, USG HI proposes the parisamkhyana technique 

in order to halt "prarabdha-karman" which has already begun to produce effects. As we 

know from USG III. 115, this meditation technique is to be practiced by one who is 

already endowed with discriminating knowledge (mama vivekinah), thus it is clear that 

even though the vidvat-samnyasin may well be firmly established on the path to 

liberation, the effects of the actions of speech, body and mind (i.e., past karmic results) 

continue to operate until their momentum has been exhausted. This is the illness called 

the "Cognition of Two-Moon" disease which Sankara mentions in his commentary on 

Brahmasutra IV. 1.15: "even though one realises there are no two moons, still for some 

time one continues to see two moons". Furthermore, he comments on prarabhdakarman 

ad BhagavadgHdXIII.23 in the following manner: 
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"[They] are like discharged arrows; they have already started their operations. As an 
arrow shot at the target will keep moving even after hitting the target until its momentum is 
exhausted, so also though the purpose of the body has been accomplished, still the actions that 
have originated the present body will keep operating until the object of embodiment is realised, 
and their momentum is exhausted." 

This notion of prarabdhakarman was already recognised in the Samkhya 

darsana much before the time of Sankara, since karika LXVII of the Sd/nkhya-Kdrikd 

of Isvarakrsna (mid-fifth century CE) states: 

"By the attainment of perfect knowledge, virtue and the rest become causeless, yet soul 
remains a while invested with body, as the potter's wheel continues whirling from the effect of 
the impulse previously given to it." 

samyagjnanadhigamaddharmadTnamakaranapraptau I 
tisthati samskaravasaccakramramavaddhrtasanrah II 

This parisamkhyana meditation technique which Sankara proposed in USG III, 

permits the elimination of impurity in the form of residual karmic effects, and 

secondly, is a philosophical transformation which converts the knowledge of the non-

difference of atman and brahman into more vivid knowledge. In other words, the 

parisamkhyana method to cure the vidvat-samnyasin from "dvacandrajfianaroga" is the 

contemplation on discrimination between self and non-self (atma-anatma-viveka), 

coupled with the realisation of word conveyed by the Upanisadic mahavakyas. In his 

commentary on BhagavadgHdlU.3, Sankara states that this two-fold method is indeed 

the path of jnana-yoga. In view of its importance for our argument, the quotation is 

given in full: 

"Knowledge of the self itself is the discipline meant here. This has been promulgated for the 
followers of Samkhya who have discriminating knowledge between self and non-self. From the 
stage of celibacy itself, they have embraced the life of renunciation. Through their mastery of 
Vedanta they have acquired an unshakeable grip over the principles of that sastra. They are the 
renouncers of the paramahamsa order who have established themselves in the ultimate reality." 

tatra jnanayogena jnanam eva yogah tena sarnkhyanam atmanatmavisayavivekavijnanavatam 
brahmacaryasramat eva krtasarnnyasanam vedantavijnanasuniscitarthanam paramaharnsa-
parivrajakanam brahmani eva avasthitanarn nistha prokta 

This commentary on Bhagavadgftd III.3 states that discriminating knowledge, 

combined with the knowledge of the srutis (vedantavijfiana) are considered to be the 
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basis of knowledge (jnana). Discriminating knowledge (atmanatmavisayaviveka), for 

Sankara, is a withdrawal from the particular (visesa100) towards identification with the 

general (samanya), leading to contemplation of self as pure consciousness. This method 

of progession (or regression, depending on the standpoint) which Sankara refers to, 

finds its sources in the Upanisadic texts, as for example, Sanatkumara's instruction to 

Narada on progressive worship of brahman (Chdndogyopanisad VII. 1-26). In addition, 

this method follows to a great extent the kind of discrimination between self and non-

self which was originally associated with the Samkhya tradition, not to mention the 

early Buddhist schools which practised discriminating meditation techniques based on 

"not this" and "this is not mine". 

The method of progressive discrimination is clearly outlined by Sankara in a 

portion of his commentary on B/haddra/zyakopanisad II.4.11, which forms part of the 

Yajfiavalkya-MaitreyT dialogue 'As the ocean is the one goal of all waters' (sa yatha 

sarvasam apam samudra ekayanam...). He comments on this Upanisadic passage in the 

following manner: 

"...'as the skin is the one goal of all kinds of touch'. ..by the word 'skin', touch in general that is 
perceived by the skin is meant...similarly, that touch in general...is merged in the deliberation 
of the mind (manas). The consideration by the manas also is merged in a general cognition by 
the intellect (buddhi)...becoming mere consciousness, it is merged in pure intelligence, the 
supreme brahman..there are no more limiting adjuncts (upadhi), only brahman..." 

In USG III.16, a very similar method of progressive discrimination is outlined, 

"...Whatever sound and the other external [object of the senses] may be, they are changed into 
the form of the body, and into the form of the ear and the other [senses] which perceive them, 
and into the form of the two internal organs (anta/ikarana: presumably, manas and buddhi) and 
their objects (tadvisaya)...I am not its object according to the smrti passage "Unmanifest he, 
unthinkable he [unchangeable he is declared to be]" (BhG 11.25)" 

Let us now compare the different stages of progressive movement from the 

"particular to the general" in both this portion of Sahkara's commentary on 

Brhaddranyakopanisad II.4.11, as well as the method of progression which is proposed 

byUSGIII.116: 

10(1 The particular is considered to be merely accidental or adventitious (agantuka) in nature, and is but a 
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Sahkara's commentary on 

B/haddra/zyakopanisad II.4.1 

touch as the external object of sense 

merges into the form of the skin 

merges in the deliberation of manas; 

merges in cognition by the buddhi 

becoming mere consciousness... 

which is pure intelligence (= brahman) 

USGIII.116 

sound as the external object of sense 

merges into the form of the ear 

merges into the form of the antahkaranadvaya: 

(presumably manas and buddhi) and their objects of 

senses (visaya) 

which is the "unmanifest, unthinkable and 

unchangeable" (BhG 11.25) (= brahman) 

From the above diagramme, it is obvious that the method of gradual withdrawal 

from the particular (visesa) to the general (samanya) is a method of contemplation 

common to both texts. There are some minor differences, in that the Yajnavalkya-

MaitreyT commentarial passage moves progressively through the two functions (manas 

and buddhi) of the antahkarana, while USG III. 116 does not. The meditation process 

involved is first of all, a recognition of each category, beginning with the most external, 

and then its rejection as being adventitious in nature, until the seeker's own self is 

arrived at. The seeker's self, by "merging into pure intelligence" is considered to have 

no constituents (agauna), and is free from all characteristics of the transmigratory world 

(sarvasamsaradharmavinirmukta). 

In the Advaitic scheme, this particular method of discriminating knowledge 

which progresses systematically through the senses, the sense-objects, manas, buddhi 

and so on101 is that which serves to negate identification with the limiting adjuncts 

(upadhi) of the individual seeker of liberation by means of the "successive seeing of 

subtlety" (suksmataparamparya-darsanena). This process of "successive seeing" 

negates the limiting adjunct merely through the knowledge that it is an object—and 

since it is but an object, cannot be identical with the "perceiver". 

changing phenomenon of the various states of consciousness. 
101 ad Brahmasutra IV. 1.2, Sankara lists the false notion of 'I' (aham-pratyaya) as that "which is 
characterised by body, sensory organs, mind, intellect, object of senses, sensations and so on: 
(dehendriyamanobuddhivisayavedanadilaksanah) 
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The parisamkhyana meditation is also in accordance with Sahkara's view that no 

additional effort be expended or repetition be made for the gradual removal of the 

limiting adjuncts. And has already been stated, liberation (moksa) is only possible 

through jfiana, and cannot be achieved by any means or ends which involve effort or 

the suppression of mental activity (cittavrttinirodha). Sahkara's approach is that atman-

brahman is not some end to be acquired since it one's own nature in the first place. His 

method is one of negation in order to "reveal the ever revealed". 

This method of progressive dis-identification with the upadhis (atmanatma-

viveka) does have its dangers since this progressive movement detaches one from 

body-identification on its way to ultimate realisation of pure consciousness (caitanya). 

But when the external world as well as cognitive processes of sensation and intellect 

are sublated, is there not a danger that one is left with sunyata, the conclusion arrived at 

by the Madhyamaka school of Buddhism? Of course, Sankara responds to this in a 

number of ways, one being the use of logical argument, as is the method employed in 

his commentary on Mandukya-kdrikd of Gaudapada. But in the case of USG III, 

Sankara relies rather on sabdapramana, and the Advaitic interpretation of scriptural 

tracts of the tradition to avoid the danger that discriminating knowledge may lead to 

mere emptiness. Accordingly, this "successive seeing of subtlety" must be coupled with 

a realisation of the nature of the self in the Advaitic tradition, supported by scriptural 

testimony which identifies atman with brahman. The realisation of the nature of 

atman/brahman supported by scriptural testimony is arguably the final conclusion 

Sankara reaches at the end of USG III: 

"As duality does not exist, all the sentences of the Upanisads concerning non-duality of atman 
should be fully contemplated." 

atmanasca advayatvavisayani dvayasyasattvat yani sarvani upanisadvakyani vistarasah 
samTksitavyani (USG III.116). 

Sinha (1978) point out that in the Advaita philosophy of language, the actual 

words of scriptural texts are accepted as having a deeper suggestive function rather 

than just serving to describe a fact or an objective situation: "In the Vedantic context, 

words (sabda) have an autonomous function of their own...and in the context of 
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cognitive reflection, terms symbolically convey the ideal possibility of perfected 

intuition. Accordingly, the issue of knowledge through verbal testimony takes on a very 

special role in the Vedantic scheme."102 It may be argued that in Sahkara's teaching of 

total transformation, this knowledge through verbal testimony is indistinguishable from 

mystical experience (anubhava)—and the method consists of directly experiencing 

(anubhavitum) the primary and essential meaning (mukhyartha) of words (sabda) like 

"those in whose mind the sense of the words is not obstructed by ignorance, doubt, and 

misconception, and [who are] able to intuite the sense of the sentence 'thou art that' on 

its first enunciation." (ad Brahmasutra IV. 1.2). The second part of this statement— 

"those who are able to intuite the sense of the sentence 'tattvamasi' on its first 

enunciation" (te saknuvanti sakrduktameva tattvamasivakyarthamanubhavitumiti) 

implies the spiritual level of vidvat-samnyasa, that which is "not characterised by 

ignorance, doubt and misconception" (najfianasamsayaviparyayalaksanah), by those 

who are able to directly experience (anubhavitum) the primary meaning of the key 

teachings of the Upanisadic texts. And as Sankara himself states, the understanding of 

brahman (brahmavagati) is achieved through thinking about and clarifying the meaning 

of the word (vakyarthavicaranadhyavasana). For the vividisa-samnyasin, on the other 

hand, Sankara suggests this method of parisamkhyana meditation: 

"And although the self does not consist of parts, yet men wrongly superimpose upon it 
the attribute of being made up of many parts, such as the body, the senses, the manas, the 
buddhi, the objects of the senses, the sensations, and so on. Now by one act of attention we 
may discard one of these parts, and by another act of attention another part; so that a 
successively progressing cognition may very well take place. This however is merely an 
antecedent to the knowledge of the self [in which there can be no successive stages]." 
(ad Brahmasutra IV. 1.2). 

To counteract the tendency toward action, Sankara also recommends a steady 

recollection of self-knowledge (atma-vijnana-smrti-samtati) in his commentary on 

B/haddranyakopanisad 1.4.7, being equivalent to sustained attention to previously 

attained right knowledge. This is perhaps what Ramachandran (1969) is referring to, 

when he speaks of meditation on nirgu/za-brahman, defined as the constant 

contemplation of the truth of which one has been intellectually convinced that the self 

102 Sinha (1978), p. 35. 
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is non-different from brahman.103 The "steady recollection of atma-vijnana", or 

meditation on nirguna-brahman, may indeed be the point of junction between jfiana-

yoga and bhakti-yoga. It may be pointed out that for Sankara, there is no contradiction 

between bhakti and jnana, as there is between karma and jfiana. In his commentary on 

Bhagavad-gHd XII.20, Sankara speaks of bhakti as that which is characterised by 

highest knowledge (paramarthajfianalaksanam bhaktim). 

Abiding in the non-dual state, with the steady recollection of such 

upanisadvakyas as those which conclude the Panczkara/za104, the vividisa-samnyasin 

recites: 

tat tvam asi brahma aham asmi 
prajndnam dhandam brahma ayam dtmdbrahma 
ityddi vdkyebhyah II 

103 Ramachandran (1969), p. 41. 
104 The Panckarana is a short prakarana text which is attributed to Sankara. 
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Conclusion: 

Having looked at the three prose parts of the Upadesasdhasrf employing the 

therapeutic model proposed by Vetter which proves to be a constructive framework for 

analysis of Sahkara's Advaita Vedanta, and may well be useful for the study of any 

number of other Indian traditions, it is now interesting to look at the three prakaranas 

according to the traditional belief that this work represents a gradual path toward 

liberation based on the three-fold discipline of sravana (hearing; that is, reliance on a 

teacher and scriptural tracts of the tradition); manana (thinking about; the role of pure 

logical argument—tarkatah); and thirdly, nididhyasana (contemplation or meditation 

practices). 

Hacker's initial opinion (1949) that the gadya-prabandha of the Upadesasdhasrf 

is a single unified text written in order to teach the three-fold discipline was also upheld 

at an even earlier date than Hacker's by Dasgupta (1922)105, who wrote that the pupil 

following the Advaitic method "should try to understand correctly the true purport of 

the Upanisads (sravana), and by arguments in favour of the purport of the Upanisads, to 

strengthen his conviction as stated in the Upanisads (manana), and then by 

nididhyasana (meditation), which includes all the Yoga processes of concentration, try 

to realise the truth as one." It is clear from this passage that many traditional scholars 

of the earlier generations did in fact accept that the three-fold discipline was the main 

structuring element in this work and generally, an important consideration in Sahkara's 

Advaita Vedanta. 

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, the three-fold discipline is an 

interpretation of a central sruti passage (Brhaddranyakopa/zisad II.4.5), in which the 

sageYajfiavalkya teaches MaitreyT about the nature of atman: "Indeed, my dear, by 

seeing, by hearing, by reflection, by understanding, the self is to be known as all this." 

atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah maitreyi 
atmano va are darsanena sravanena matya vijfianenedam sarvam viditam 

105 Dasgupta, Surendranath (1922), The History of Indian Philosophy referred to by Suthren Hirst (1996), 
p. 59. 
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A first point to be made is that the three-fold discipline of sravana, manana and 

nididhyasana is indeed an interpretion of the scriptures, since it is quite clear that in 

this particular passage, the sequence is composed of four parallel words—not three: 

drastavyah and darsanena; srotavya and sravanena; mantavyah and matya, and finally, 

nididhyasitavyah and vijfianena. 

It is probable that already during the lifetime of Saiikara, the concept of the 

three-fold discipline was firmly rooted in the soteriological projects of the various 

traditions, since Sankara comments on this passage by first instinctively separating 

"ought to be seen" from the other three "ought to's"—he glosses the text fragment 

"atma va are drastavyah" as: "darsand/ho darsanavisayam dpddayitavya/z" (...is worthy 

(arha) of realisation, ought to be brought forward as the object of realisation), and then 

introduces the combined srotavya-mantavya-nididhyasitavya series. He concludes the 

commentary on Brh.Up. II.4.5 by stating that "true realisation concerning the oneness 

of brahman is established when these [three] form a unity, not otherwise, by hearing 

[scripture] alone." (samyagdarsanam brahmaikatva-visayam prasTdati nanyatha 

sravanamatrena). 

Sankara is here literally stating that it is samyagdarsana which "ought to be 

seen" (drastavya), and any sequential practical method is simply left behind once this is 

realised. Furthermore, Sankara states that "drastavya, srotavya, mantavya and 

nididhyasitavya" are not injunctive forms, since after realising samyagdarsana "there is 

nothing left to be done, either mentally or outwardly...an injunction is relevant where 

after hearing it, an additional activity on one's part is required as in such sentences as 

'one who desires heaven must perform the new and full moon sacrifices, etc." 

A predecessor of Sankara, called Bhartrprapanca suggested that sections II.4 

and II.5 of the B rhaddranyakopanisad'could be split up into three segments: sravana 

would be represented by II.4.1-6 (conversation of Yajfiavalkya and MaitreyT); manana 

represented by II.4.7-14 (drum, conch, lute, etc. metaphors); and nididhyasana by 

II.5.1-19 (madhu-vidya).106 In this manner, Bhartrprapanca proposed three entities 

which should be enjoined separately. This separation into discrete and disjoint entities 
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was very objectionable to Sankara, since for him: "...that which is to reflected on 

(mantavyam) must be in accordance with what is laid down in the srutis; and 

nididhyasana should be performed as manana is...being determined by both reasoning 

and scriptural tradition. Therefore a separate injunction for nididhyasana is pointless." 

The division of the three-fold discipline to attain liberation into separate entities 

was also opposed by Mandanamisra. In his Brahmasiddhi 1.13, Mandana presents an 

imaginary opponent who criticised Bhartrprapanca's argument by stating that sravana, 

manana and nididhyasana would therefore be based on difference, which contradicts 

the fundamental position of absolute non-duality of the Advaitic enterprise, and is 

therefore unreal—and since this three-fold means of knowledge is unreal, no real result 

(i.e. moksa) can be attained. 

Suthren Hirst (1996) agrees with Halbfass (1992) that the triple scheme of 

sravana, manana and nididhyasana does not play a very significant part in Sahkara's 

Advaita Vedanta, and that it is rather the duo of scripture and reasoning which is of 

fundamental importance. In his introduction to the commentary on 

Brhaddratzyakopanisad III.l, Sankara mentions only srotavya and mantavya, therefore 

supporting the fact that it is "...scripture and reason acting together, which serve to 

illuminate the oneness of the self, like a bael fruit on the palm of one's hand"107 

This journey through the gadya-prabandha of the Upadesasdhasrf of 

Sahkaracarya is hereby concluded with the metaphor of the "bael fruit on the palm of 

one's hand", which illustrates how intimately linked sabdapramd/za is to interpretion. I 

would like to leave the last word to J.N. Mohanty (1992), who is graced with this 

capacity of the "successive seeing of subtlety", beginning with the matra, and up to the 

understanding of sabda in its significative, symbolic and intentional functions. He 

states108: 

106 Referred to by Halbfass (1992), p. 162. 
107 agamopapatti hy atmaikatvaprakasanaya pravrtte saknutah karatalagatabilvamiva darsayitum srotavyo 
mantavya iti hy uktam 
108 Mohanty (1992), p. 258; p. 277. 
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"An experience is interpreted, transformed into a thought, brought under a conceptual 
framework, to be put in words. Returning to the eminent texts of the sruti, I would like to say 
that those words qua words are available to the community, to members of the tradition, in 
terms of which experiences of its members are being interpreted, talked about, and understood. 
As made available by the sruti, they have defined, demarcated, constituted the horizon within 
which this tradition has understood itself. 

I doubt if we can find anything but the text—the words of apauruseya sruti—anything 
but texts behind texts." 

tasya tavad eva ciram yavan na vimoksye atha sampatsya iti ChU VI. 14.2 

"I shall remain here only so long as I shall not be released." ChU VI. 14.2 
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Appendix: UpadesasahasrI-gadyaprabandha 

The following transcription of the Upadesasahasri (three prose prakaranas) from: 

Swami Jagadananda (1970), A Thousand Teachings (Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Math Press). 

atha moksasadhanopadesavidhim vyakhyasyamo mumuksunam 

sraddadhananamarthinamarthaya II 1 II 

tadidam moksasadhanam jfianam sadhanasadhyadanityatsarvasmadviraktaya 

tyaktaputravittalokaisanaya pratipannaparamaham saparivrajyaya 

samadamadayadiyuktaya sastraprasiddhasisyagunasampannaya sucaye brahmanaya 

vidhivadupasannaya sisyaya jatikarmavrttavidyabhijanaih parlksitaya bruyat punah 

punah yavadgrahanam drdhlbhavati II 2 II 

srutisca pariksya lokan tattvato brahmavidyam iti I drdhagrhlta hi vidya atmanah sreyase 

santatyai ca bhavati I vidyasantatisca pranyanugrahaya bhavati nauriva nadlm titlrsoh I 

sastram ca yadyapyasma imamadbhih parigrhltam dhanasya purnam dadyat etadeva tato 

bhuyah iti I anyatha ca jfianapraptyabhavat acaryavan puruso veda acaryaddhyeva vidya 

vidita acaryah plavayita samyagjfianam plava ihocyate ityadisrutibhyah upadeksyanti te 

jfianam ityadismrtesca II 311 

sisyasya jfianagrahanam ca lihgairbuddhva agrahane hetun adharmalaukika pramada 

nityanityavivekavisayasamjatadrdhapurvasrutatvalokacintaveksanajatyadyabhimanadln 

tatpratipaksaih srutismrtivihitaih apanayeta akrodhadibhirahimsadibhisca yamaih 

jfianaviruddhaisca niyamaih II 4 II 

amanitvadigunam ca jfianopayam samyak grahayet II 5 II 

acaryastuhapohagrahanadharanasamadamadayanugrahadisampanno labdhagamo 

drstadrstabhogesvanasaktah tyaktasarvakarmasadhano brahmavit brahmani 
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sthito 'bhinnavrttodambhadarpakuhakasathyamayamatsaryanrtahahkaramamatvadidosa 

varjitah kevalaparanugrahaprayojano vidyopayogarthl purvamupadiset sadeva 

somyedamagra asldekamevadvitlyam yatra nanyatpasyati atmaivedam sarvam atma va 

idameka evagra aslt sarvam khalvidam brahma ityadyah atmaikyapratipadanapara 

srutih II 6 II 

upadisya ca grahayet brahmano laksanam ya atma 'pahatapapma 

yatsaksadaparoksadbrahma yo 'sanaya-pipase neti neti asthulamananu sa esa neti 

adrstam drastr vijfianamanandam satyam jnanamanantam adrsyo 'natmye sa va esa 

mahanaja atma aprano hyamanah sabahyabhyantaro hyajah vijfianaghana eva 

anantaramabahyam anyadeva tadviditadatho aviditat akaso vai nama 

ityadisrutibhih II 711 

smrtibhisca na jayate mriyate va nadatte kasyacitpapam yathakasasthito nityam 

ksetrajfiam capi mam viddhi na sattannasaducyate anaditvannirgunatvat samam sarvesu 

bhutesu uttamah purusastvanyah ityadibhih srutyuktalaksanaviruddhabhih 

paramatmasamsaritvapratipadanaparabhih tasyasarvenananyatvapratipadana-

parabhisca II 8 II 

evam srutismrtibhih grhltaparamatmalaksanam sisyam samsarasagaraduttitlrsu prcchet 

kastvamasi somyeti II 9 II 

sa yadi bruyat brahmanaputrah adonvayah brahmacaryasam grhastho va idanlmasmi 

paramahamsaparivrad samsarasagarat janmamrtyumahagrahat uttitlrsuriti II 10 II 

acaryo bruyat ihaiva tava somya mrtasya sariram vayobhiradyate mrdbhavam vapadyate 

tatra katham samsaraduddhartumicchaslti I nahi nadyah avare kule bhasmlbhute nadyah 

param tarisyaslti II 11 II 

sa yadi bruyat anyo'ham sarirat I sariram tu jayate mriyate vayobhiradyate 

sakhagnyadibhisca vinasyate vyadhyadibhisca prayujyate I tasmin aham 
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svakrtadharmadharmavasat paksl nldamiva pravistah punah punah sariravinase 

dharmadharmavasat sarirantaram yasyami purvanldavinase pakslva nldantaram I 

evamevahamanadau samsare devamanusyatiryahnirayasthanesu 

svakarmavasadupattamupatta sariram tyajan navam navam ca anyadupadadano 

janmamaranaprabandhacakre ghatlyantravat svakarmana bhramyamanah kramenedam 

sariramasadya samsaracakrabhramanat asmannirvinno bhagavantamupasanno'smi 

samsaracakrabhramanaprasamaya I tasmannitya evaham sariradanyah I sarirani 

agacchantyapagacchanti ca vasamslva purusasyeti II 12 II 

acaryo bruyat sadhvavadlh samyakpasyasi I katham mrsa'vadlh 

brahmanaputro'donvayo brahmacaryasam grhastho va idanlmasmi 

paramahamsaparivraditi II 13 II 

tarn prati bruyadacaryah sa yadi bruyat bhagavan kathamaham mrsa'vadisamiti II 14 II 

yatastvam bhinnajatyanvayasamskaram sariram jatyanvayavarjitasyatmanah 

pratyabhyajfiasih brahmanaputro'donvaya ityadina vakyeneti II 15 II 

sa yadi prcchet katham bhinnajatyanvayasamskaram sariram katham va aham 

jatyanvayasamskaravarjita iti II 16 II 

acaryo bruyat srnu somya yathedam sariram tvatto bhinnam 

bhinnajatyanvayasamskaram tvam ca jatyanvayasamskaravarjitah ityuktva tarn 

smarayet smartumarhasi somya paramatmanam sarvatmanam yathoktalaksanam 

sravito'si sadeva somyedam ityadibhih srutibhih smrtibhisca I laksanam ca tasya 

srutibhih smrtibhisca II 17 II 

labdhaparamatmalaksanasmrtaye bruyat yo'savakasanama 

namarupabhyamarthantarabhutah asarirah asthuladilaksanah apahatapapmadilaksanasca 

sarvaih samsaradharmaih anagandhitah yatsaksadaparoksadbrahma ya atma sarvantarah 

adrsto drasta asrutah srota amato manta avijfiato vijnata nityavijfianasvarupah anantarah 
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abahyah vijfianaghana eva paripurnah akasavat anantasaktih atma sarvasya 

asanayadivarjitah avirbhavatirobhavavarjitasca svatmavilaksanayoh namarupayoh 

jagadbljabhutayoh svatmasthayoh tattvanyatvabhyamanirvacanlyayoh 

svayamvedyayoh sadbhavamatrenacintyasaktitvad vyakarta avyakrtayoh II 18 II 

te namarupe avyakrte sat! vyakriyamane tasmadetasmadatmana akasanamakrtl samvrtte 

I taccakasakhyam bhutamanena prakarena paramatmanah sambhutam prasannadiva 

salilanmalamiva phenam I na salilam na ca saliladatyantabhinnam phenam I 

salilavyatirekenadarsanat I salilam tu svaccham anyat phenanmalarupat I evam 

paramatma namarupabhyamanyah phenasthaniyabhyam suddhah prasannah 

tadvilaksanah I te namarupe avyakrte sat! vyakriyamane phenasthaniye akasanamakrtl 

samvrtte II 19 II 

tato'pi sthulabhavamapadyamane namarupe vyakriyamane vayubhavamapadyete 

tato'pyagnibhavam agnerabbhavam tatah prthvlbhavam ityevamkramena 

purvapurvanupravesena paficamahabhutani prthivyantanyutpannani I tatah 

paficamahabhutagunavisista prthvl I prthvyasca paficatmikyo vrihiyavadya osadhayo 

jayante I tabhyo bhaksitabhyo lohitam ca sukram ca stripumsasarirasambandhi jayate I 

tadubhayamrtukale avidyaprayuktakamakhaj anirmathanoddhrtam mantrasamskrtam 

garbhasaye nisicyate I tatsvayonirasanupravesena vivardhamanam garbhlbhutam 

navame dasame va masi 

safijayate II 20 II 

tajjatam labdhanamakrtikam jatakarmadibhih mantrasamskrtam punah 

upanayanasamskarayogena brahmacarisamjfiam bhavati I tadeva sariram 

patnlyogasamskarayogena grhasthasamjfiam bhavati I tadeva vanasthasamskarena 

tapasasamjnam bhavati I tadeva kriyavinivrttinimittasamskarena parivratsamjfiam 

bhavati I ityevam tvatto bhinnam bhinnajatyanvayasamskaram sariram II 21 II 

manascendriyani ca namarupatmakanyena annamayam hi somya manah 

ityadisrutibhyah II 22 II 
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katham caham bhinnajatyanvayasamskaravarjita ityetacchrnu I yo'sau 

namarupayorvyakarta namarupadharmavilaksanah sa eva namarupe vyakurvan 

srstvedam sariram svayam samskaradharmavarjito namarupe iha pravistah anyairadrstah 

svayam pasyan tatha'srutah srnvan amato manvano avijnato vijanan sarvani rupani 

vicitya dhlro namani krtva'bhivadan yadaste iti I asminnarthe srutayah sahasrasah 

tatsrstva tadevanupravisat antah pravistah sasta jananam sa esa iha pravistah esa ta atma 

sa etameva slmanam vidaryaitaya dvara prapadyata esa sarvesu bhutesu gudhotma 

seyam devataiksata hantahamimastisro devatah ityadyah II 23 II 

smrtayo'pi atmaiva devatah sarvah navadvare pure dehl ksetrajfiam capi mam viddhi 

samah sarvesu bhutesu upadrastanumanta ca uttamah purusastvanyah asariram sariresu 

ityadyah I tasmat jatyanvayasamskaravarjitastvamiti siddham II 24 II 

sa yadi bruyat anya evahamajfiah sukhl duhkhl baddhah samsari anyo'sau 

madvilaksanah asamsari devah tamaham balyupaharanamaskaradibhih 

varnasramakarmabhiscaradhya samsarasagaraduttitlrsurasmi kathamaham 

sa eveti II 25 II 

acaryo bruyat naivam somya pratipattumarhasi pratisiddhatvadbhedapratipatteh I 

katham pratisiddha bhedapratipattirityata aha anyo'savanyo'hamasmlti na sa veda 

brahma tam paradadyo'nyatratmano brahma veda rnrtyoh sa mrtyumapnoti ya iha 

naneva pasyati ityevamadyah II 26 II 

eta eva srutayo bhedapratipatteh samsaragamanam darsayanti II 27 II 

abhedapratipattesca moksam darsayanti sahasrasah sa atma tattvamasi iti 

paramatmabhavam vidhaya acaryavan puruso veda ityuktva tasya tavadeva ciram iti 

moksam darsayantyabhedavijfianadeva I satyabhisandhasya ataskarasyeva 

dahadyabhavavat samsarabhavam darsayanti drstantena 

bhedadarsanadasatyabhisandhasya samsaragamanam darsayanti taskarasyeva 

dahadidrstantena II 28 II 
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ta iha vyaghro va ityadina ca abhedadarsanat sa svarad bhavati ityuktva tadviparltena 

bhedadarsanena samsaragamanam darsayanti atha ye'nyatha'to viduranyarajanaste 

ksayyaloka bhavanti iti pratisakham I tasmat mrsaivaivamavadlh 

brahmanaputro'donvayah samsarl paramatmavilaksana iti II 29 II 

tasmat pratisiddhatvadbhedadarsanasya bhedavisayatvacca karmopadanasya 

karmasadhanatvacca yajfiopavltadeh karmasadhanopadanasya 

paramatmabhedapratipattya pratisedhah krto veditavyah I karmanam tatsadhananam ca 

yajfiopavltadlnam paramatmabhedapratipattiviruddhatvat I samsarino hi karmani 

vidhlyante tatsadhanani ca yajnopavltadlni na paramatmano'bhedadarsinah I 

bhedadarsanamatrena ca tato'nyatvam II 30 II 

yadi karmani kartavyani na nivartayisitani karmasadhanasambandhinah 

karmani mittajatyasramadyasambandhinascaparamatmanasca 

atmanaivabhedapratipattim navaksyat sa atma tattvamasi 

ityevamadibhirniscitarupairvakyaih bhedapratipattinindam ca nabhyadhasyat esa nityo 

mahima brahmanasya ananvagatam punyenananvagatam papena atra steno'stenah 

ityadina II 31 II 

karmasambandhisvarupatvam karmanimittavarnadyasambandharupatam ca 

nabhyadhyasyat karmani ca karmasadhanani ca yajnopavltadlni yadyaparitityajayisitani 

I tasmat sasadhanam karma parityaktavyam mumuksuna 

paramatma'bhedadarsanavirodhat atma ca para eveti pratipattavyo 

yathasrutyuktalaksanah II 32 II 

sa yadi bruyat bhagavan dahyamane chidyamane va dehe pratyaksa vedana 

asanayadinimittam ca pratyaksam duhkham mama I parascayamatma 

ayamatma'pahatapapma vijaro vimrtyurvisoko vijighatso'pipasah 

sarvagandharasavarjitah iti sruyate sarvasrutisu smrtisu ca I katham tadvilaksanah 

anekasamsaradharmasamyuktah paramatmanamatmatvena ca mam samsarinam 

paramatmatvena agnimiva sltatvena pratipadyeyam samsarl ca san 
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sarvabhyudayanihsreyasasadhane adhikrtah abhyudayanihsreyasasadhanani karmani 

tatsadhanani ca yajfiopavltadlni katham parityajeyamiti II 33 II 

tarn prati bruyat yadavoco dahyamane chidyamane va dehe pratyaksa vedanopalabhyate 

mameti tadasat I kasmat dahyamane chidyamane iva vrkse upalabdhurupalabhyamane 

karmani sarlre dahacchedavedanaya upalabhyamanatvat dahadisamanasrayaiva vedana I 

yatra hi dahah chedo va kriyate tatraiva vyapadisati dahadivedanam lokah na vedanam 

dahadyupalabdharlti I katham kva te vedaneti prstah sirasi me vedana urasi udare iti va 

yatra dahadistatraiva vyapadisati na tupalabdhariti I yadyupalabdhari vedana syat 

vedananimittam va dahacchedadi vedanasrayatvenopadiseddahadyasrayavat II 34 II 

svayam ca nopalabhyeta caksurgatarupavat I tasmat dahacchedadisamanasrayatvena 

upalabhyamanatvaddahadivat karmabhutaiva vedana I bhavarupatvacca sasraya 

tandulapakavat I vedanasamanasraya eva tatsamskarah I smrtisamanakala 

evopalabhyamanatvat vedanavisayah I tannimittavisayasca dveso'pi 

samskarasamanasraya eva I tatha coktam rupasamskaratulya"dhl ragadvesau bhayam ca 

yat I grhyate dhlsrayam tasmajjfiata suddho'bhayah sada II 35 II 

kimasrayah puna rupadisamskaradaya iti I ucyate I yatra kamadayah I kva punaste 

kamadayah I kamah samkalpo vicikitsa ityadisruteh buddhaveva I tatraiva 

rupadisamskaradayo'pi kasminnu rupani pratisthitanlti hrdaye iti sruteh I kama ye'sya 

hrdi sritah tlrno hi yada sarvan sokan hrdayasya asahgo hyayam tadva 

asyaitadaticchandah ityadisrutibhyah avikaryo'yamucyate anaditvannirgunatvat ityadi 

icchadvesadi ca ksetrasyaiva visayasya dharmo natmana iti smrtibhyasca 

karmasthaivasuddhih natmastha iti II 36 II 

ato rupadisamskaradyasuddhisambandhabhavat na parasmadatmano vilaksanastvamiti 

pratyaksadivirodhabhavat yuktam para evatma'hamiti pratipattum 

tadatmanamevavedaham brahmasmi ekadhaivanudrastavyam ahameva'dhastat 

atmaiva'dhastat sarvamatmanam pasyet yatra tvasya sarvamatmaiva idam sarvam 

yadayamatma sa eso'kalah anantaramabahyam sabahyabhyantaro hyajah brahmaivedam 
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etaya dvara prapadyata prajfianasya namadheyani satyam jfianamanan tarn brahma 

tasmadva tatsrstva tadevanupravisat eko devah sarvabhutesu gudhah sarvavyapl 

asanram sarlresu na jayate mriyate s vapnan tarn jagari tan tarn sa ma atmeti vidyat yastu 

sarvani bhutani tadejati tannaijati venastatpasyan tadevagnih aham manurabhavam 

suryasca antah pravistah sasta jananam sadeva somya tatsatyam sa atma tattvamasi 

ityadisrutibhyah II 37 II 

smrtibhyasca puh praninah sarvaguhasayam atmaiva devatah navadvare pure samam 

sarvesu bhutesu vidyavinayasampanne avibhaktam vibhaktesu vasudevah sarvam 

ityadibhyah eka evatma param brahma sarvasamsaradharmavinirmuktastvamiti siddham 

II 38 II 

sa yadi bruyat yadi bhagavan anantaro'bahyah sabahyabhyantaro hyajah krtsnah 

prajfianaghana eva saindhavaghanavadatma sarvamurtibhedavarjitah akasavadekarasah 

tarhi kimidam drsyate sruyate va sadhyam sadhanam va sadhakasceti 

srutismrtilokaprasiddham vadisatavipratipattivisaya iti II 39 II 

acaryo bruyat avidyakrtametadyadidam drsyate sruyate va paramarthatastveka evatma 

avidyadrsteh anekavat abhasate timiradrstya anekacandravat I yatra va anyadiva syat 

yatra hi dvaitamiva bhavati taditara itaram pasyati rnrtyoh sa mrtyumapnoti atha 

yatranyatpasyati anyacchrnoti anyadvijanati tadalpam atha yadalpam tanmartyamiti 

vacarambhanam vikaro namadheyam mrttiketyeva satyam anyo'savanyo'ham iti 

bhedadarsananindopapatteravidyakrtam dvaitam ekamevadvitlyam yatra tvasya tatra ko 

mohah kah sokah ityadyekatvavidhisrutibhyasceti II 40 II 

yadyevam bhagavan kimartham srutya sadhyasadhanadibheda ucyate utpattih 

pralayasceti II 41 II 

atrocyate avidyavata upattasariradibhedasya istanistayoginamatmanam manyamanasya 

sadhanairevestanistapraptipariharopayavivekamajanatah istapraptim canistapariharam 

cecchatah sanaistadvisayamajfianam nivartayitum sastram na sadhyasadhanadibhedam 
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vidhatte I anistarupah samsaro hi sa iti tadbhedadrstimevavidyam samsaramunmulayati 

utpattih pralayadyekatvopapatti pradarsanena II 42 II 

avidyayamunmulitayam srutismrtinyayebhyah anantaramabahyam sabahyabhyantaro 

hyajah saindhavaghanavat prajfianaghana evaika atma akasavatparipurnah ityatraiva eka 

prajfiapratistha paramarthadarsino bhavati na sadhyasadhanotpattipralayadibhedena 

asuddhigandho'pyupapadyate II 43 II 

taccaitat paramarthadarsanam pratipattumicchata 

varnasramadyabhimanakrtapahktarupaputravittalokaisanadibhyo vyutthanam 

kartavyam I samyakpratyayavirodhattadabhimanasyabhedadarsana-

pratisedharthopapattiscopapadyate I nahyekasminnatmanyasamsaritvabuddhau 

sastranyayotpaditayam tadviparlta buddhirbhavati I nahyagnau sltatvabuddhih sarire va 

ajaramaranabuddhih I tasmadavidyakaryatvat sarvakarmanam tatsadhananam ca 

yajfiopavltadlnam paramarthadarsananisthena tyagah kartavyah II 44 II 

iti sisyapratibodhanavidhiprakaranam II 
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sukhamasinam brahmanam brahmanistham kascidbrahmacari janmamaranalaksanat 

samsarat nirvinno mumuksuh vidhivadupasannah papraccha bhagavan kathamaham 

samsaranmoksisye sarirendriyavisayavedanavan jagarite duhkhamanubhavami tatha 

svapne'nubhavarnica punah punah susuptipratipattya visramya visramya I kimayameva 

mama svabhavah kim va anyasvabhavasya sato naimittika iti I yadi svabhavah na me 

moksasa svabhavasyavarjanlyatvat I atha naimittikah nimittaparihare 

syanmoksopapattih II 45 II 

tarn gururuvaca srnu vatsa na tavayam svabhavah I kimtu naimittikah II 46 II 

iti uktah sisya uvaca kim nimittam kim va tasya nivartakam ko va mama svabhavah 

yasminnimitte nivartite naimittikabhavah roganimittanivrttavlva rogl svabhavam 

prapadyeyeti II 47 II 

gururuvaca avidya nimittam vidya tasya nivartika avidyayam nivrttayam 

tannimittabhavat moksyase janmamaranalaksanat svapnajagradduhkham ca 

nanubhavisyaslti II 48 II 

sisya uvaca ka sa avidya kimvisaya va vidya ca ka yaya svabhavam 

pratipadyeyeti II 49 II 

gururuvaca tvam paramatmanam santam asamsarinam samsaryahamasmlti viparitam 

pratipadyase akartaram santam karteti abhoktaram santam bhokteti vidyamanam ca 

avidyamanamiti iyamavidya II 50 II 

sisya uvaca yadyapyaham vidyamanah tathapi na paramatma I 

kartrtvabhoktrtvalaksanah samsaro mama svabhavah pratyaksadibhih pramanaih 

anubhuyamanatvat na avidyanimittah avidyayah svatmavisayatvanupapatteh I avidya 

nama anyasmin anyadharmadhyaropana yatha prasiddham rajatam prasiddhayam 

suktikayam yatha prasiddham purusam sthanavadhyaropayati prasiddham va sthanum 

puruse I na'prasiddham prasiddhe prasiddham ca'prasiddhe I 
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nacatmanyanatmanamadhyaropayati atmanah aprasiddhatvat I tatha atmanam anatmani 

atmano'prasiddhatvadeva II 51 II 

tarn gururuvaca na vyabhicarat I nahi vatsa prasiddham prasiddha evadhyaropayatlti 

niyantum sakyam I atmanyadhyaropanadarsanat I gauro'ham krsno'hamiti 

dehadharmasya ahampratyayavisaye atmani ahampratyayavisayasya ca atmanah dehe 

ayamasmlti II 52 II 

sisya aha prasiddha eva tarhyatma ahampratyayavisayataya dehasca ayamiti I tatraivam 

sati prasiddhayoreva dehatmanoritaretaradhyaropanat sthanupurusayoh 

suktikarajatayoriva I tatra kam visesamasritya bhagavatoktam 

prasiddhayoritaretaradhyaropaneti niyantum na sakyate iti II 53 II 

gururaha srnu I satyam prasiddhau dehatmanau na tu sthanupurusaviva 

viviktapratyayavisayataya sarvalokaprasiddhau I katham tarhi nityameva 

nirantaraviviktapratyayavisayataya I nahi ayam dehah ayamatma iti viviktabhyam 

pratyayabhyam dehatmanau grhnati yatah kascit I ata eva hi momuhyate lokah 

atmanatmavisaye evamatma naivamatma iti I imam visesamasrityavocam naivam 

niyantum sakyamiti II 54 II 

nanu avidyadhyaropitam yatra yat tadasat tatra drstam yatha rajatam suktikayam 

sthanau purusah rajjvam sarpa akase talamalinatvamityadi tatha dehatmanorapi 

nityameva nirantaraviviktapratyayataya itaretaradhyaropana krta syat taditaretarayoh 

nityameva asattve syat I yatha suktikadisu avidyadhyaropitanam rajatadlnam nityameva 

atyantasattvam tadviparitanam ca viparltesu tadvat dehatmano'vidyayaiva 

itaretaradhyaropana krta syat I tatraivam sati dehatmanorasattvam prasajyeta I 

taccanistam vainasikapaksatvat I atha tadviparyayena dehah 

atmanyavidyaya'dhyaropitah dehasyatmani sati asattvam prasajyeta I taccanistam 

pratyaksadivirodhat I tasmaddehatmanau navidyaya itaretarasmin adhyaropitau I katham 

tarhi vamsastambhavannitya samyuktau II 55 II 
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na I anityatvapararthatvaprasahgat I samhatatvat pararthatvam anityatvam ca 

vamsastambhadivadeva I kimca yastu parairdehena samhatah kalpita atma sa 

samhatatvat pararthah I tena asamhatah paro'nyo nityah siddhastavat II 56 II 

tasyasamhatasya dehe dehamatrataya adhyaropitatvena asattvanityatvadidosaprasahgo 

bhavati I tatra niratmako deha iti vainasikapaksapraptidosah syat II 57 II 

na I svata evatmanah akasasyeva asamhatatvabhyupagamat I sarvenasamhatah sa ca 

atmeti na niratmako dehadih sarvah syat I yatha ca akasam sarvenasamhatamiti sarvam 

na nirakasam bhavati evam I tasmannavainasikapaksapraptidosah syat II 58 II 

yatpunaruktam dehasyatyantasattve pratyaksadivirodhah syaditi I tanna I 

pratyaksadibhih atmani dehasya sattvanupalabdheh I nahyatmani kunde badaram ksire 

sarpitah tile tailam bhittau citramiva ca pratyaksadibhih deha upalabhyate I tasmanna 

pratyaksadivirodhah II 59 II 

katham tarhi pratyaksadyaprasiddhatmani dehadhyaropana dehe ca atmaropana II 60 II 

nayam dosah I svabhavaprasiddhatvadatmanah I nahi kadacitkasiddhaveva adhyaropana 

na nityasiddhau iti niyantum sakyam akase talamaladyadhyaropanadarsanat II 61 II 

kim bhagavan dehatmanoh itaretaradhyaropana dehadisamghatakrta athava 

atmakrteti II 62 II 

gururuvaca yadi dehadisamghatakrta yadi va atmakrta kim tatra syat II 63 II 

ityuktah sisya aha yadyaham dehadisamghatamatrah tato mamacetanatvat 

pararthatvamiti na matkrta dehatmanoh itaretaradhyaropana I athahamatma paro'nyah 

samghatat citimattvat svartha iti mayaiva citimata atmani adhyaropana kriyate 

sarvanarthabljabhuta II 64 II 
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ityukto gururuvaca anarthabijabhutam cet mi thy adhy aropanam j anise ma karsistarhi II 

65 11 

naiva bhagavan sakomi na kartum I anyena kenacit prayukto'ham na svatantra iti II 66 II 

na tarhi acitimattvat svarthah tvam I yena prayuktah asvatantrah pravartase sa citiman 

svarthah samghata eva tvam II 67 II 

yadyacetano'ham katham sukhaduhkhavedanam bhavaduktam ca janami II 68 II 

gururuvaca kim sukhaduhkhavedanaya maduktaccanyastvam kimva ananya eveti II 69 II 

sisya uvaca naham tavadananyah I kasmat yasmattadubhayam karmabhutam 

ghatadikamiva 

janami I yadyananyo'ham tena tadubhayam na janlyam kimtu janami tasmadanyah I 

sukhaduhkhavedanavikriya ca svarthaiva prapnoti tvaduktam ca syat ananyatve na ca 

tayoh svarthata yukta I nahi candanakantakakrte sukhaduhkhe candanakantakarthe 

ghatopayogo va ghatarthah I tasmat tadvijnaturmama candanadikrtah arthah I aham hi 

tato'nyah samastamartham janami buddhyarudham II 70 II 

tarn gururuvaca evam tarhi svarthastvam citimattvanna parena prayujyase I nahi citiman 

para-tantrah parena prayujyate citimatascitimadarthatvanupapatteh samatvat 

pradlpaprakasayoriva I napi acitimadarthatvam citimato bhavati 

acitimato'citimattvadeva svarthasambandhanupapatteh I napi acitimatoh 

anyonyarthatvam drstam I nahi kasthakudye anyonartham kurvate II 71 II 

nanu citimattve same'pi bhrtyasvaminoh anyonyarthatvam drstam II 72 II 

naivam agnerusnaprakasavat tava citimattvasya vivaksitatvat I pradarsitasca drstantah 

pradlpaprakasayoriti I tatraivam sati svabuddhyarudhameva sarvamupalabhase 

agnyusnaprakasatulyena kutasthanityacaitanyasvarupena I yadi caivam atmanah sarvada 
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nirvisesatvamupagacchasi I kimityucivan susupte visramya visramya jagratsvapnayoh 

duhkhamanubhavami iti I kim ayameva mama svabhavah kim va naimittikah iti ca I 

kimasau vyamoho'pagatah kim va neti II 73 II 

ityuktah sisya aha bhagavan apagatah tvatprasadat vyamohah kimtu mama 

kutasthatayam samsayah I katham sabdadlnam svatahsiddhirnasti acetanatvat I 

sabdadyakarapratyayotpattestu tesam pratyayanamitaretaravyavrttavisesananam 

nllapltadyakaravatam svatahsiddhyasambhavat I tasmadbahyakaranimittatvam gamyate 

iti bahyakaravat sabdadyakaratvasiddhih I tatha pratyayanamapi 

ahampratyayalambanavastubhedanam samhatatvat acaitanyopapetteh 

svarthatvasambhavat svarupavyatiriktagrahakagrahyatvena siddhih sabdadivadena I 

asamhatatve sati caitanyatmakatvat svartho'pi ahampratyayanam 

nllapltadyakaranamupalabdheti vikriyavaneva kutasthah iti samsayah II 74 II 

tarn gururuvaca na yuktastava samsayah I yatastesam pratyayanam niyamena asesatah 

upalabdhereva aparinamitvat kutasthatvasiddhau niscayahetumeva 

asesacittapracaropalabdhim samsayahetumatha I yadi hi tava parinamitvam syat 

asesasvavisayacittapracaropalabdhima syat cittasyeva svavisaye yatha cendriyanam 

svavisayesu I na ca tatha'tmanastava svavisayaikadesopalabdhih I atah kutasthataiva 

taveti II 75 II 

tatraha upalabdhirnama dhatvartho vikriyaiva upalabdhuh kutasthatmata ceti viruddham 

II 76 II 

na I dhatvarthavikriyayam upalabdhyupacarat I yo hi bauddhah pratyayah sa dhatvartho 

vikriyatmakah atmanah upalabdhyabhasaphalavasana iti upalabdhisabdena upacaryate I 

yatha chidikriya dvaidhlbhavaphalavasaneti dhatvarthatvena upacaryate tadvat II 77 II 

ityuktah sisya aha nanu bhagavan mama kutasthatvapratipadanam prati asamartho 

drstantah I katham chidih chedyavikriyavasana upacaryate yatha dhatvarthatvena tatha 
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upalabdhisabdopacarito'pi dhatvartho bauddhapratyayah atmanah 

upalabdhivikriyavasanascet natmanah kutasthatam pratipadayitum samarthah II 78 II 

gururuvaca satyamevam syat yadi upalabdhyupalabdhroh visesah I nityopalabdhimatra 

eva hi upalabdha na tu tarkikasamaya iva anya upalabdhih anya upalabdha ca II 79 II 

nanu upalabdhiphalavasano dhatvarthah kathamiti II 80 II 

ucyate srnu upalabdhyabhasaphalavasana ityuktam kim na srutam tat tvaya na tu atma 

vikriyotpadanavasana iti mayoktam II 81 II 

sisya uvaca katham tarhi kutasthe mayi asesasvavisayacittapracaropalabdhrtvamityattha 

II 82 II 

tam gururuvaca satyamavocam tenaiva kutasthatamabruvam tava II 83 II 

yadyevam bhagavan kutasthanityopalabdhisvarupe mayi 

sabdadyakarabauddhapratyayesu camatsvarupopalabdhyabhasaphalavasanavatsu 

utpadyamanesu kastvaparadho mama II 84 II 

satyam nastyaparadhah kimtu avidyamatrastu aparadha iti pragevavocam II 85 II 

yadi bhagavan susupta iva mama vikriya nasti katham svapnajagarite II 86 II 

tam gururuvaca kimtu anubhuyete tvaya satatam II 87 II 

badham anubhavami kimtu vicchidyavicchidya na tu satatam II 88 II 

tam gururuvaca tarhi agantuke tvete na tavatmabhute I yadi tavatmabhute 

caitanyasvarupavat svatahsiddhe santate eva syatam I kimca svapnajagarite na tava 

atmabhute vyabhicaritvat vastradivat I na hi yasya yatsvarupam tat tadvyabhicari drstam 
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I svapnajagarite tu caitanyamatratvat vyabhicaratah I susupte cet svarupam vyabhicaret 

tannastam nastiti va bahyameva syat agantukanam ataddharmanam 

ubhayatmakatvadarsanat yatha dhanavastradlnam naso drstah svapnabhrantilabdhanam 

tu abhavo drstah II 89 II 

nanvevam bhagavan caitanyasvarupamapi agantukam praptam svapnajagaritayoriva 

susupte anupalabdheh I acaitanyasvarupo va syamaham II 90 II 

na pasya tadanupapatteh I caitanyasvarupam cet agantukam pasyasi pasya I 

naitadvarsasatenapi upapattya kalayitum saknumo vayam anyo va 'caitanyo'pi I 

samhatatvat pararthyam anekatvam nasitvam ca na kenacit upapattya varayitum sakyam 

I asvarthasya svatah siddhyabhavadityavocama I caitanyasvarupasya tu atmanah 

svatahsiddheh anyanapeksatvam na kenacit varayitum sakyam avyabhicarat II 91 II 

nanu vyabhicaro darsito maya susupte na pasyamlti II 92 II 

na I vyahatatvat I katham vyaghatah pasyatastava na pasyami iti vyahatam vacanam I 

nahi kadacit bhagavan susupte maya caitanyam anyadva kimcit drstam I pasyan tarhi 

susupte tvam I yasmat drstameva pratisedhasi na drstim I ya tava drstih tat caitanyamiti 

mayoktam I yaya tvam vidyamanaya na kimcit drstamiti pratisedhasi sa drstih 

tvaccaitanyam I tarhi sarvatra avyabhicarat kutasthanityatvam siddham svata eva na 

pramanapeksam I svatahsiddhasya hi pramatuh anyasya prameyasya paricchittim prati 

pramanapeksa I ya tu anya nitya paricchittih apeksyate anyasya aparicchittirupasya 

paricchedaya sa hi nityaiva kutastha svayamjyotihsvabhava I atmani pramanatve 

pramatrtve va na tam prati pramanapeksa tatsvabhavatvat I yatha prakasanam usnatvam 

va lohodakadisu paratah apeksyate agnyadityadibhyah atatsvabhavatvat na 

agnyadityadlnam tadapeksa sarvada tatsvabhavatvat II 93 II 

anityatve eva prama syat na nityatve iti cet II 94 II 
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na I avagateh nityatvanityatvayoh visesanupapatteh I na hi avagateh pramatve anitya 

avagatih prama na nitya iti visesah av agamy ate II 95 II 

nityayam pramatuh apeksabhavah I anityayam tu yatnantaritatvat avagatih apeksyata iti 

visesah syaditi cet II 96 II 

siddha tarhi atmanah pramatuh svatahsiddhih pramananirapeksatayaiveti II 97 II 

abhave'pi apeksabhavah nityatvat iti cet I na I avagatereva atmani sadbhavaditi 

parihrtametat II 98 II 

pramatuscet pramanapeksasiddhih kasya pramitsa syat yasya pramitsa sa eva pramata 

abhyupagamyate I tadlya ca pramitsa prameyavisayaiva na pramatrvisaya I 

pramatrvisayatve anavasthaprasahgat pramatuh tadicchayasca tasyapyanyah pramata 

tasyapyanya iti I evameva icchayah pramatrvisayatve I pramaturatmanah 

avyavahitatvacca prameyatvanupapattih I loke hi prameyam nama pramatuh 

icchasmrtiprayatnapramanajanmavyavahitam siddhyati nanyatha avagatih 

prameyavisaya drsta I na ca pramatuh pramata svasya svayameva kenacit vyavahitah 

kalpayitum sakyah icchadlnamanyatamenapi I smrtisca smartavyavisaya na 

smartrvisaya I tatha icchayah istavisayatvameva na icchavadvisayatvam I 

smartricchavadvisayatve'pi hi ubhayoh anavastha purvavadapariharya syat II 99 II 

nanu pramatrvisayavagatyanutpattau anavagata eva pramata syaditi cet II 100 II 

na avagantuh avagateh avagantavyavisayatvat I avagantrvisayatve ca anavastha purvavat 

syat I avagatisca atmani kutasthanityatmajyotih anyatah anapeksaiva siddha 

agnyadityadyusnaprakasavat iti purvameva prasadhitam I avagateh caitanyatmajyotisah 

syatmani anityatve atmanah svarthatanupapattih karyakaranasamdhatavat samhatatvat 

pararthyam dosavattvam ca avocam I katham caitanyatmajyotisah svatmani anityatve 

smrtyadivyavadhanat santaratvam I tatasca tasya caitanyajyotisah pragutpatteh 

pradhvamsaccordhvam atmanyeva abhavat caksuradlnamiva samhatatvat pararthyam 
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syat I yada ca tat utpannam atmani vidyate na tada atmanah syarthatvam I 

tadbhavabhavapeksa hi atmanatmanoh svarthatvapararthatvasiddhih I tasmat atmanah 

anyanirapeksameva nityacaitanyajyotistvam siddham II 101 II 

nanu evam sati asati pramasrayatve katham pramatuh pramatrtvam II 102 II 

ucyate pramayah nityatve anityatve ca rupavisesabhavat I avagatirhi prama I tasyah 

smrtlcchadi purvikayah anityayah kutasthanityaya va na svarupaviseso vidyate I yatha 

dhatvarthasya tisthatyadeh phalasya gatyadipurvakasya anityasya apurvasya nityasya va 

rupaviseso nastlti tulyo vyapadeso drstah tisthanti manusyah tisthanti parvatah ityadi 

tatha nityavagatisvarupe'pi pramatari pramatrtvavyapadeso na virudhyate 

phalasamanyaditi II 103 II 

atraha sisyah nityavagatisvarupasya atmanah avikriyatvat karyakaranaih asamhatya 

taksadlnamiva vasyadibhih kartrtvam nopapadyate asamhatasvabhavasya ca 

karyakaranopadane anavastha prasajyate I taksadlnam tu karyakaranaih nityameva 

samhatatvamiti vasyadyupadane nanavastha syaditi II 104 II 

iha tu asamhatasvabhavasya karananupadane kartrtvam nopapadyata iti karanam 

upadeyam tadupadanamapi vikriyaiveti tatkartrtve karanantaramupadeyam 

tadupadane'pi anyaditi pramatuh svatanfiye anavastha apariharya syat iti I na ca 

kriyaiva atmanam karayati anirvartitayah svarupabhavat I atha anyat atmanam upetya 

kriyam karayatlti cet I na I anyasya svatah siddhatvavisayatvadyanupapatteh I na hi 

atmanah anyat acetanam vastu svapramanakam drstam I sabdadi sarvameva 

avagatiphalavasanapratyaya pramitam siddham syat I avagatiscedatmano'nyasya syat 

so'pi atmaiva asamhatah svarthah syat na pararthah I na ca dehendriyavisayanam 

svarthatam avagantum saknumah avagatyavasanapratyayapeksasiddhidarsanat II 105 II 

nanu dehasyavagatau na kascit pratyaksadiprayayantaram apeksate II 106 II 
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badham jagrati evam syat I mrtisusuptyostu dehasyapi pratyaksadipramanapeksaiva 

siddhih I tathaiva indriyanam I bahya eva hi sabdadayo dehendriyakaraparinata iti 

pratyaksadipramanapeksaiva hi siddhih I siddhiriti ca pramanaphalam avagatim avocam 

sa ca avagatih kutastha svayamsiddhatmajyotih svarupeti ca II 107 II 

atraha codakah avagatih pramananam phalam kutasthanityatmajyotih svarupeti ca 

vipratisiddham I ityuktavantamaha na vipratisiddham I katham tarhi avagateh phalatvam 

kutastha nityapi sati prayaksadipratyayante laksyate tadarthyat I pratyaksadipratyayasya 

anityatve anityeva bhavati I tena pramananam phalam iti upacaryate II 108 II 

yadyevam bhagavan kutasthanityavagatih atmajyotihsvarupaiva svayamsiddha atmani 

pramananirapeksatvat tato'nyat acetanam samhatyakaritvat parartham I yena ca 

sukhaduhkhamohapratyayavagatirupena pararthyam tenaiva svarupena anatmanah 

astitvam nanyena rupantarena ato nastitvameva paramarthatah I yatha hi loke 

rajjusarpamaricyudakadlnam tadavagativyatirekena abhavo drstah evam 

jagratsvapnadvaitabhavasyapi tadavagativyatirekena abhavo yuktah I evameva 

paramarthatah bhagavan avagateh atmajyotisah nairantaryabhavat kutasthanityata 

advaitabhavasca sarvapratyayabhedesu avyabhicarat I pratyayabhedastu avagatim 

vyabhicaranti I yatha svapne nllapltadyakarabhedarupah pratyayah tadavagatim 

vyabhicarantah paramarthato na santltyucyante evam jagratyapi 

nllapltadipratyayabhedah tamevavagatim vyabhicarantah asatyarupa bhavitumarhanti I 

tasyascavagateh anyah avaganta nastlti na svena svarupena svayam upadatum hatum va 

sakyate anyasya ca abhavat II 109 II 

tathaiveti I esa avidya yannimittah samsaro jagratsvapnalaksanah I tasya avidyayah 

vidya tivartika I ityevam tvam abhayam prapto'si I natah param 

jagratsvapnaduhkhamanubhavisyasi samsaraduhkhanmukto'slti II 110 II 

omitill 111 II 

iti avagatiprakaranam II 
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mumuksunam upattapunyapunyaksapanaparanam apurvanupacayarthinam 

parisamkhyanamidamucyate I avidyahetavo dosah vahmanahkayapravrttihetavah 

pravrttesca istanistamisraphalani karmani upaciyante iti tanmoksartham II 112 II 

tatra sabdasparsaruparasagandhanam visayanam srotradigrahyatvat svatmani paresu va 

vijfianabhavah tesameva parinatanam yatha lostadlnam srotradidvaraisca jfiayante I yena 

ca jfiayante sah jfiatrtvat atajjatlyah I te hi sabdadayah anyonyasamsargitvat 

janmavrddhiviparinamapeksayanasasamyogaviyogavirbhavatirobhavavikaravikariksetra 

bljady-anekadharmanah samanyena ca sukhaduhkhadyanekakarmanah I 

tadvijfiatrtvadeva tadvijfiata sarvasabdadidharmavilaksanah II 113 II 

tatra sabdadibhih upalabhyamanaih pldyamano vidvan evam parisamcakslta II 11411 

sabdastu dhvanisamanyamatrena visesadharmairva sadjadibhih priyaih stutyadibhih 

istaih anistaisca asatyablbhatsaparibhavakrosadibhirvacanaih mam drksvabhavam 

asamsarginam avikriyam acalam anidhanam abhayam atyantasuksmam avisayam 

gocarlkrtya sprastum naivarhati asamsargitvadeva mam I ata eva na sabdanimitta hanih 

vrddhirva I ato mam kim karisyati stutinindadipriyapriyatvadilaksanah sabdah I 

avivekinam hi sabdam atmatvena gatam priyah sabdo vardhayet apriyasca ksapayet 

avivekitvat I na tu mama vivekino valagramatramapi kartumutsahata iti I evameva 

sparsasamanyena tadvisesaiscasItosnamrdukarkasMijvarodarasuladilaksanaisca 

apriyaih priyaisca kaiscit sarirasamavayibhih bahyagantukanimittaisca na mama kacit 

vikriya vrddhihanilaksana asparsatvat kriyate vyomna iva mustighatadibhih I tatha 

rupasamanyena tadvisesaisca priyapriyaih strivyafijanadilaksanaih 

arupatvat na mama kacit hanih vrddhirva kriyate I tatha rasasamanyena tadvisesaisca 

priyapriyailmiadhuramlalavanakatutiktakasayaihmudhbuddhibhihparigrhltaih 

arasatmakasya mama na kacit hanih vrddhirva kriyate I tatha gandhasamanyena 

tadvisesaih priyapriyaih puspadyanulepanadilaksanaih agandhatmakasya na mama kacit 

hanih vrddhirva kriyate I asabdamasparsamarupamavyayam tatha'rasam 

nityamagandhavacca yat iti sruteh II 115 II 
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kimca ye eva bahyah sabdadayah te sarlrakarena samsthitah tadgrahakaisca 

srotradyakaraih antahkaranadvayatadvisayakarena ca anyonyasamsargitvat 

samhatatvacca sarvakriyasu I tatra evam sati viduso mama na kascit satruh mitram 

udaslno va asti I tatra yadi kascit mithyajfianabhimanena priyam apriyam va 

prayuyuhkseta kriyaphalalaksanam tanmrsaiva prayuyuhksate sah I tasya 

avisayatvanmama avyakto'yamacintyo'yam iti srnrteh I tatha sarvesam paficanamapi 

bhutanam avikaryah avisayatvat I acchedyo'yamadahyo'yam iti smrteh I yapi 

sarlrendriyasamsthanamatramupalaksya madbhaktanam viparitanam ca 

kriyakriyadiprayuyuhksa tajja ca dharmadharmadipraptih sa tesameva na tu mayi ajare 

amrte abhaye nainam krtakrte tapatah na karmana vardhate no kanlyan 

sabahyabhyantaro hyajah na lipyate lokaduhkhena bahyah ityadisrutisrnrtibhyah I 

anatmavastunasca asattvat iti paramo hetuh I atmanasca advayatvavisayani 

dvayasyasattvat yani sarvani upanisadvakyani vistarasah samlksitavyani 

samlksitavyanlti II 116 II 

iti parisamkhyanaprakaranam 
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